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section 1 
SUMMARY * 
This report provides user instructions and software descr:l.ptions 
for the Base Program of the Coupled Rotor/Airframe Vibration 
Analysis of Reference 1. The Base Program, SIMVIB, was developed 
to simulate the dynamics of a coupled helicopter rotor and air-
frame. The program can be used as a design tool for predicting 
helicopter vibrations. Parametric studies can be per~ormed during 
the preliminary design phase of an aircraft. The analysis is 
capable of representing various dynamic configurations, including 
fixed system and rotating system vibration absorbers and vibration 
isolation devices. 
Information is provided on the functional capabilities and pro-
cedures for running the SIMVIB program. Interfaces with external 
programs are discussed. The method of synthesizing a dynamic 
system and the various solution and operational modes are de-
scribed. A detailed description of the program input data. and 
output results is presented. 
The section "Overall Program structure" provides detailed informa-
tion on the overlay segmentation structure, flow diagrams, Fortran 
subroutines descriptions, Common blocks, data transfer files, 
storage size of the computer program, and necessary additions and 
revisions for incorporating a new component. 
Sample test case results are provided and discussed. The complete 
input data and· output results are included in this manual for five 
representative cases. System responses are plotted to demonstrate 
the plot capability of the SIMVIB computer program. The Job 
Control Language (JCL) required to execute the computer program on 
the IBM 370/168 is included. Program installation instructions 
for the CDC system complete this user's manual. 
Sample test case listings are provided for key test cases in their 
en~irety in Volume II of the Program Manual. 
*The research effort which led to the results of this report 
was financially supported by the structures Laboratory, 
USARTL, (AVRADCOM). 
section 2 
INTRODUCTION 
,The purpose of computer program SIMVIB is to simulate the coupled 
dynamics of a helicopter rotor and airframe. The program can be 
used as a design tool for predicting helicopter vibrations. The 
analysis can predict vibrations for parametric studies conducted 
in preliminary design. User features provided in the program 
include minimum core storage, cost effective operation, and 
interactive input/output options. The SIMVIB program has a 
flexible capability for representing various dynamic configura-
tions, including fixed system and rotating system vibration 
absorbers and vibration isolation devices. It is an advanced 
design tool for coupled helicopter rotor/airframe vibrations, 
which overcomes the deficiencies of other current programs. The 
basis of the analysis is described in Reference 1. 
This manual provides user's and programmer's instructions. The 
instructions enable a user to prepare input to synthesize config-
urations for vibration analysis. Sample outputs are interpreted. 
Program structure and subroutine functions are defined to aid the 
development of modifications. 
section 3 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES 
The Coupled Rotor/Fuselage Vibration Analysis is a package of 
programs consisting of a Base Program, called SIMVIB, communicat-
ing with a set of External Programs to achieve a vibration model-
ing capability for helicopters. A substructure assembly method is 
used in the . Base Program to assemble a dynamic model of the 
helicopter from physical helicopter components contained in the 
Base Program and External Program models of the rotor system. The 
Base Program solution modes enable the user to obtain steady state 
forced responses, eigensolutions, time history solutions, and 
parameter variations yielding the effects of variations in system 
properties. After the rotor data are transferred to the Base 
Program, the Base Program functions in a stand-alone mode to yield 
rapidly the effects of parameter variations on vibrations. 
Stand-alone operation is achieved with a small core requirement. 
The data flows between the Base Program and the External Programs 
provide the user with wide latitude to select applications tai-
lored to user interest, aptitude, and convenience. Applications 
range from simple use of the Base Program to obtain the effects of 
parameter variations to more advanced configurations invol ving 
External Programs. Input to the Base Program is designed to 
provide an economical format requiring input only for components 
selected by the user. Results are displayed for only those 
components comprising the final system configuration. 
2 
I 
section 4 
COMPUTER PROGRAM EXECUTION 
The Base Program SIMVIB employs a substructure method for assemb-
ling a· dynamic configuration. The substructure assembly method·is 
discussed in detail in Reference 1. The user specifies the number 
and kinds of components or substructures making up the dynamic 
system and the manner in which the separate components interact 
wi th each other through connection nodes. The computer program 
reads the input data for the system components, converts param-
eters to the internal units (foot, pound, second, and radian), and 
prints out the component input data. The user may elect to read 
data for the rotor model from external sources such as the "Rotor 
Aeroelastic stability Analysis" (E927 program) described in 
Reference 5 or the "Rotor Aeroelastic Analysis" (G400 program) 
described in Reference 3. The transformation matrix which relates 
the set of dependent coordinates for the component assembly to the 
final set of independent coordinates used to obtain the solution 
to the equations of motion is developed. After forming the labels 
needed to identify the output system coordinates, the computer 
program proceeds to calculate the mass, damping, and stiffness 
matrices of the individual components and assembles the various 
matrices together. The system generalized forces are specified by 
. the· user. The final dynamic system equations can now be solved by 
one of several methods selected by the user: eigensolutions (real 
or complex), steady state forced response, or time history. The 
final component responses are printed out and saved in a data file 
for execution of the "Plot Package Program". Time history solu-
tion results' can be stored in a separate data file for restart 
conditions. 
section 5 
BASE PROGRAM .INTERFACING WITH EXTERNAL PROGRAMS 
The Base Program SIMVIB communicates with four external programs, 
as illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 1: G400 (Reference 
3), E927 (Reference 5), RIEVA (Reference 6) , and the Plot Package 
(Reference 7). The transfer of data is done through file units 
which are identified in Figure 2. 
5.1 G400 Rotor Aeroelastic Analysis 
The G400 Rotor Aeroelastic Analysis calculates the time history 
response of conventional articulated, non-articulated, teetering 
and composite bearingless rotors. The theoretical development is 
presented in Reference 2. Instructions to execute the program are 
found in Reference 3 and in this report in Appendix A, "G400/F389 
Coupled Program". The options available are uniform or variable 
inflow, steady or unsteady aerodynamic airfoil data, radial flow, 
blade mounted pendulum absorbers, higher harmonic control (HHC) of 
3 
blade pitch, and coupling with the F389 Rotor Induced Inflow 
Program. The program calculates the hub excitation vector for a 
fixed hub and the rotor impedance matrix relating 6 hub' forces and 
moments to harmonic perturbations of the hub. The data are 
wri tten to unit 11 and then loaded into the Base Program. The 
rotor hub excitation vector and impedance matrix are assembled 
with ,the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the internal 
components by activating component RE3. The steady. state forced 
response mode, which is invoked through component FRl, is used to 
calculate the coupled system responses. The parametric variation 
option, PVl, can be executed if changes in design characteristics 
need to be investigated. 
5.2 E927 Rotor Aeroelastic stability Analysis 
The E927 Rotor Aeroelastic stability Analysis prior to modifica-
tions made for the contract provided a description of the sta-
bility of coupled helicopter main or tail rotor/airframe systems. 
The analysis obtained linear stability characteristics for· axial 
flow or hover conditions from calculations of the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the coupled system. The analysis allows a maximum 
of 24 blade degrees of freedom: up to four blade coupled flat-
wise/edgewise bending modes and two torsional modes plus blade 
rigid flapping and lead lag motion. Each blade has a collective 
and two cyclic rotor mode coordinates associated with it. The 
rotor hub is represented by. five displacements: iongi tudinal , 
lateral, vertical, pitch, and roll. The trim. rotor conditions may 
derive from G400 or a similar analysis. The theoretical develop-
ment of the analysis is presented in Reference 4. The instruc-
tions for executing the E927 program are available from Reference 
5, and Appendix B of the present report. 
For this contract the E927 program was modified to calculate only 
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices associated with rotor and 
hub coordinates. This specialization enabled the E927 model to be 
represented as a substructure and to be coupled to other sub-
structures by means of the assembly method contained in the Base 
Program. The mass, damping, and stiffness matrices .are trans-
mi tted to the Base Program through unit 10. The rotor matrices 
are then assembled with the matrices from the other system com-
ponents by activating the RE2 component and the eigensolution EG2 
for systems with damping. The system stability is then determined 
from an inspection of the calculated eigenvalues. Steady state 
forced response can also be calculated if a rotor hub force and 
moment excitation vector is input to the Base Program by activat-
ing components FRI and GFI. The excitation data would be provided 
by the G400 program or by any other suitable analysis. 
5.3 RIEVA - Empennage Excitation Analysis 
The RIEVA Empennage Excitation Analysis from Reference 6 calcu-
lates the N/Rev (N is the number of blades) unsteady aerodynamic 
4 
loads ,induced by a rotor wake at an empennage which may be a 
vertical or a horizontal surface. The RIEVA utilizes rotor 
induced velocities from the F389 program through unit 15. Lifts 
and moments which affect the empennage are evaluated and then are 
input to the Base Program as harmonic coefficients through the 
substructure component GF1. The steady 'state forced response mode 
(FR1) is used to provide a solutio~ for the final coupled system. 
5.4 Base Program Plot Package 
Results from the Base Program are stored in unit 2 for processing 
by the Base Program Plot Package. Exe.cution of the plot program 
is discussed in detail in Reference 7. The program can display 
results for the different solution methods (eigensolutions, forced 
response, and time, history). Examples of output plots are avail-
able in this report in section 10, "Test Cases Descriptions and 
Resul ts". 
5:5 Refinement of External Rotor Model ' 
'The' rotor model proyided to the Base Program from the G400 program 
can .be refined by executing the F389 Rotor Induced Flow Program 
and the WABAT (Wing and Body Aerodynamic Technique) Program. 
5.5.1 
5.5.2 
F389 Rotor Induced Flow Program 
This program calculates the, velocities induced by the 
rotor at the rotor disc or an empennage.' It can be, 
executed in an iterative manner with the G400 analysis 
to obtain the variable inflow field. Convergence is 
obtained when the blade circulations and induced veloc-
ities are consistent from the two programs. Wake models 
which can be utilized are classical (skewed helix) or 
distorted wakes. The G400 and F389 programs communicate 
with each other by transfer of data through units 13, 16 
and 23 (0400 to F389) and unit 14 (F389 to 0400). More 
details are in section 5.6, "Execution of the G400/F389 
Coupled Program". The F389 program is described in 
Reference 8. The F389 Program may also be used to 
calculate the rotor induced velocities at an empennage 
as input to the RIEVA Program. The data transfer is 
accomplished through unit 7. No iteration between the 
F389 and RIEVA programs is performed. 
WABAT (Wing And Body Aerodynamic Technique) Program 
This program provides the fuselage induced velocities at 
the rotor disc to the F389 program through unit 15. No 
iteration between the two programs is performed. The 
WABAT geometry module is run before the potential flow 
program to define the fuselage geometry, as indicated in 
Figure 1. The WABAT plot package is executed to verify 
5 
that the fuselage geometry input is correct. Additional 
information on the WABAT program is available in Ref-
erences 9 and 10. 
5.6 Execution of the G400/F389 Coupled Program 
The G400 and F389 programs have been coupled to allow the user 
three execution options: 
1. G400 only 
2. F389 only 
3. G400/F389/G400 cycling operation 
The options are controlled through an additional input quantity 
specified on the first input card. A value of -2 specifies 
execution of the F389 program alone , -lor zero are used to run 
G400 alone, while a positive number indicates the number of cycles 
of G400/F389 to perform. Appropriate input for the G400 or the 
F389 program (if' run alone) is then loaded. In the uncoupled 
mode, the G400. program calculates the ·time history response with 
uniform or variable inflow (calculated from a previous F389 run). 
Input needed to run the.F389 program by itself can be punched out; 
this includes blade physical data, airfoil section character-
istics, and non-induced axial velocities. If the coupled mode.is 
exercised, the above input is passed through automatically from 
G400 to F389 using units 13, 16, and 23 as shown in Figure 2. 
The F389 program calculates the rotor induced velocities which are 
. passed to the G400 program through unit 14 in the coupled mode or 
can be punched out in cards for input to G400 when run alone. 
When the coupled version is activated, a number of cycles can be 
specified; one cycle consists of execution of G400, F389, and 
G400. The accuracy of the rotor induced flow increases as more 
iterations are performed, however, the computer time also increas-
es. One cycle normally requires 2 minutes of CPU (central proces-
sing unit) time, while two cycles require about 3 and one-half 
minutes of execution time on the IBM 370/168 system. A trade-off 
between variable inflow accuracy and computer time u's age and cost 
must be considered. For additional information on the execution 
of the G400/F389 Coupled Program refer to Appendix A, "G400/F389 
Coupled Program". 
section 6 
OVERVIEW OF BASE PROGRAM COMPONENTS 
This section provides an overview of the ten substructures pre-
sently available in the Base Program: BF!, BF2, BM1, CN1, FA1, 
GF1, lSI, MSl, RE2, and RE3. The four solution methods (EG1, EG2, 
FR1, and TH1) and the two operational modes (GEN and PV1) are also 
outlined. A summary of the attributes of the SIMVIB program 
components is provided in the last part. 
6 
6.1 Substructures Attributes 
The substructures available with the Base Program are discussed in 
detail in Reference 1. A summary of the substructures and a brief 
description is presented in Table 1. Each substructure or com-
ponent is identified by a three-character name and is assigned by 
the user a unique element number. The Base Program requires input 
data for only those components identified by the three-character 
name and element number. Several components may be present in the 
synthesis ·of a dynamic system. One component may be connected to 
another component by assigning the same connection node number 
among the two components. When components are connected, the 
displacements of the components at the point of connection are 
equal. The specification of connections enables a system to be 
synthesized from components. A component may be repeated several 
times.· For example, a dynamic structure may be represented by 
five normal mode shapes (MSl). However, each MSI component must 
have a unique element number. The user should refer to·section 7 
entitled "Base Program Component User Information" for examples of 
input data. 
6.2 Solution and Operational Modes Attributes 
The Base Program can employ four methods of solution to calculate 
. the dynamic system responses. The methods are eigensolutions 
(real and complex) , forced response, and time history. Two 
operational modes are available also. These are parametric 
variation and general control mode. The solution and op·erational 
modes are summarized in Table 2 which includes a brief description 
of each mode. If additional information is desired by the user, 
Reference 1 should be consulted. 
6.3 Summary of Component Attributes 
A summary of the attributes of the Base Program components (10 
substructures, 4 solution modes, and 2 operational modes) is shown 
in Table 3. This table provides the three-character name, the 
number (NDLOAD) of component-dedicated input locations (see 
sections·9.7 and 9.8), the number (NWORK) of component-dedicated 
work locations (see sections 9.7 and 9.8), the number of connec-
tion nodes which may be used with each substructure, the total 
number of coordinates, and the Fortran names associated· with each 
substructure output coordinates. 
section 7 
BASE PROGRAM INPUT DESCRIPTION 
This section contains information on the input data required to 
execute the SIMVIB program. A description of the input case may 
be provided through the use of up to four title cards. The input 
data for the individual components then follow. Each component is 
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at first identified by a three-character name and a unique element 
number. Component names and element numbers may be located in any 
order; the computer program reads the data, checks for duplication 
of element numbers, and processes the data to calculate the system 
response. The individual components are coupled to each other 
through the connection nodes. 
Each connection node has associated with it three Euler angles 
'defining the angular orientation of a substructure relative to a 
global axis system. When these angles are defined, onesubstruc-
ture'may be connected to another with an arbitrary angular orien-
tation. All connection node displacements are resolved'to global 
axes and the system solution is, obtained in terms of coordinates 
resolved to global axes (see Reference I). Figure 3 illustrates 
the angular disposition of any local axis system relative to the 
global system. For small Euler angle displacements, the Euler 
angles may be identified with pitch, rpll, and yaw displacements. 
For large angles these names are not conventional. However, for 
the sake of convenience the Euler angles S, $, and ~ are referred 
to as pitch, roll, and yaw angles, respectively. After the system 
response has been obtained, substructure responses referred to 
substructure local axes are recovered and are displayed as line 
printer output or plot output. Coordinates which' are not con-
nected e.g. absorber mass displacement are invariant to 
rotations and have the same values in, all axis systems. These 
properties of the coordinates are discussed in Reference I (see 
Substructure Assembly Method). 
The component data are loaded three items per card. ,The addi-
tional space on the input cards is reserved for comments to 
provide a brief description of the input data. The input data for 
the various substructure$, solution modes and operational modes 
employ the same ,format. 
Any solution mode may be invoked for a dynamic configuration. The 
only exception occurs when the rotor model component, RE3, from 
the G400 analysis is used. In this case, the only solution method 
applicable is the forced response solution (FRI). The operational 
mode, GEN, can be used for all cases. The parametric variation 
mode, PVl, cannot be activated when a time history response 
solution (THl) is performed. 
Several cases may be executed in succession (this is discussed in' 
greater detail in the following section). Only revised or addi-
tional input data for the present components need to be l'oaded. 
New components may not be introduc;:ed after the first case since 
computer storage for components data is allocated for the first 
case only. The final case must have the word STOP on the last 
card. 
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7.1 Input Data Format 
The card input format for the Base Program components is illus-
trated in Figure 4. Three different loader formats are used for 
describing titles, component specification/multiple cases con-
trol/end of run, and component characteristics as described below. 
1. Titles (card 1) 
a. Up to four titles can be specified. 
b. Each title is coded in columns 1 through 40. 
c. Read format is 4AI0 for CDC and 10A4 for IBM. 
d. Titles are only read once for a complete run. 
e. If results are to be plotted, then the first 3 
titles will comprise the heading for each plot 
while the fourth title will describe the abscissa. 
For plotting purposes, 4 titles must be coded (the 
second and third title may be blank cards). Column 
1 must be blank for all 4 titles when the Tektronix 
plot package is used. The fourth title is limited 
to 15 characters (columns 2 - 16). 
f. The exact image of the input titles is printed out 
before the component input data images are printed. 
2. Component Specification (card 2) 
a. Th~ component name, NAMl, is coded in columns 1 
through 4, left adjusted. Format is A4. 
b. Each component is assigned a unique element number, 
NBI. It i"s coded in columns 10 through 12, right 
adjusted. Format is 13. 
c. I f input data are to be repeated for a component, 
then COpy is coded in columns 18 through 21 and the 
previous element number, NB2, is specified in 
columns 25 through 27 (right adjusted - 13 format). 
I f no data are to be copied from a previous com-
ponent, COpy and NB2 are not coded. 
d. Comments may be added in columns 40 through 79. 
Format is 4AI0 for CDC and 10A4 for IBM. 
3. Component Characteristics (card 3) 
a. The input location of the first data" item on the 
card, LOC, is located in columns 1 through 3, right 
adjusted. Format is 13. The last input data card 
for a given component has a minus sign in columns 1 
or 2. 
b. A delimeter comment, DEL, may be coded in columns 4 
through 6 to separate the location number and the 
input data. Format is A3. 
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c. Up to 3 input values may be loaded per card. The 
format field is 3G10.3. 
d. Comments may be added in columns 40 through 79. 
4." Multiple Cards Control (card 4) 
a. Card loader format is similar to that described in 
section IIComponent specificationll above. 
b. To run multiple cases, the control flags END and 
CASE are coded exactly as shown on card 4 in Figure 
4 after the last input data card for the case. 
c. The case number, NCS, is optional. 
5. End of Run (card 5) 
The last input data card contains the control flag STOP 
coded in columns 1 through 4. 
The loader is designed to allow the user to supersede data in a 
card by inserting an additional card which contains new data. 
This card must be placed further down in the input stream than the 
card whose data are to be replaced, and it must be placed in a 
data region applicable to the component whose data are to be 
modified. One or more cards may be modified. More than one card 
may be used to provide a succession of modifications in the input 
stream. This modification capability is designed to provide 
flexibility in input preparation. A restriction is that if a new 
value is zero, this new value must always be placed in columns 7 
through 16 (first data field, Figure 4). Two examples of loader 
data are presented in Figures 5 and 6. 
The first run in Figure 5, represents a forced response study 
(FRl) of a system including a fixed system absorber (FAl)~ and a 
single normal mode (MSl) being excited by a longitudinal (x) force 
(GFl) at a frequency range from 1.59 to 9.55 hz (PVl). The output 
printout is not suppressed and the variable stored for three-
dimensional plotting is the damping ratio of the fixed system 
absorber (GEN). For plots, the abscissa is labelled IIFREQUENCY 
(HZ)II, as indicated by the fourth title card. Only one case is 
executed in this example. 
The running of a second case with" a new value of damping ratio in 
FAI location 3 and GEN location 10 would cause new results to be 
stored for the second damping ratio. The specification of a 
damping value in GEN location 10 causes this value to be stored 
for plotting. Successive cases similar to those described may be 
run to store results corresponding to additional damping ratios. 
A three-dimensional plot generated by the plot program consists of 
two axes of abscissas and one axis of ordinates. In the sample 
problem, the first axis of abscissas is the axis of frequencies. 
The second axis of abscissas is the axis of dampings. The axis of 
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ordinates is the axis of system responses. A curve of variation 
of system responses with frequency is displayed for each value of 
damping. These curves are disposed on the second axis of ab-
scissas at points defined in GEN location 10; If the value in GEN 
location 10 is not loaded (blank string), the plot package de-
faults ,to displaying points on the second axis of abscissas 
equidistantly. . 
The second run in Figure 6 calculates the time history response 
(TH1) for, the· system described above employing a second normal 
mode (MS1.) introduced by the COPY command. Three cases are 
executed using the END CASE commands. In the second case, the 
fixed system absorber mass has been changed from 10 to 15 slugs; 
the mass is increased to 20 slugs for the third case. The print-
out of the output results is eliminated by the control switch in 
GEN. For plots, the abscissa is labelled "TIME (SEC)". 
Addi tional inputs are needed if elastic rotor representations 
(component RE2 from the E927 program and component ,RE3 from the 
G400 program) are utilized in a computer run.' The E927 rotor 
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are written to unit 10 from 
an independent execution of the E927 program. The Base Program 
reads the rotor data from unit lOin subroutine LK2RE2 and, after 
conversion to, the proper internal units, they are. printed out ~n 
subroutine ASMMCK, if the debug switch is activated. A sample 
output of the E927 matrices appears in Figure 7 for a rotor/ 
fuselage system with 17 degrees of freedom. The rotor impedance, 
higher harmonic control (HHC), and blade stress matrices, and the 
force vector from the G400 program are input to the Base Program 
through unit 11. unit 12 may be used to transmit user input data 
'defining the impedance properties and force vector of a general 
subs~ructure. A sample input from unit 12 is shown in Figure 8. 
The data are read in subroutine LK2RE3 and printed in PRTRE3 and 
PRTSTR. A sample output is shown in Figure 9. No controls are 
provided to suppress the input force excitation vector and,rotor 
impedance matrix display. 
7.2 Component Descriptions, Input Data Specifications, and 
output Coordinate Labels 
Detailed descriptions are given in this section of the functions, 
assumptions, and coordinates employed by components available in 
the Base Program. Components comprise substructures, solution 
modes, and operational modes. Input specifications are provided 
for each component. Appendix B in Reference 1 defines the equa-
tions of motion for each substructure. Reference 1 also describes 
the mathematical basis 'of the solution modes (see section Solution 
Modes) . 
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7.2.1 Hcrizcntal Linear Bifilar BFl 
Hcrizcntal linear bifilar BFl is a bifilar vibraticn 
abscrber designed to. reduce N per rev vibraticns in the 
plane cf rctaticn cf a heliccpter rctcr. The bifilar 
abscrber is assumed to. ccnsist cf N arms equal in number 
to. the rctcr blades. Each arm hclds a pendular mass 
free to. lead cr lag. The arms are assumed to. be equally 
dispcsed and each hclds an equal abscrber mass. The 
bifilar abscrber rctates at the heliccpter rctcr speed. 
Figure 10 is a schematic cf cne arm cf the bifilar. 
Each bifilar mass lead-lag displacement may be expressed 
as the sum cf bifilar lead-lag ccllective and cyclic 
displacements. . 
The BFl substructure emplcys 8 cccrdinates ccnsisting cf 
bifilar mass sine (y ) and ccsine (y ) cyclic amplitudes 
and 6' hub displacem~nts. The reducced equaticn set has 
ccnstant ccefficients. Restricticns cn the ccnfigura-
ticns that may be treated are that they must have three 
cr mcre equally dispcsed and equal masses. Pendulum 
perturbaticns are assumed to. be small encugh to. permit 
linearizaticn cf the equaticns cf mcticn. Scluticns are 
cbtained in terms cf the cyclic amplitudes y and y • 
Soluticn mcdes that may be used with BFl are ~Rl, EG~, 
EG2, and THI. Initial values cf bifilar mass cyclic 
mcde amplitudes may be specified fcr transient analysis. 
HORIZONTAL LINEAR BIFILAR BFl 
INPUT DATA 
Lccaticn Fcrtran 
No.. Name 
1 NCNI 
2 N 
3 MB 
4 RR 
5 R 
6 ZETGAM 
7 OMEGA 
8 THETA 
9 PHI 
10 XSI 
11 GAMMAC 
12 DGAMMC 
13 GAMMAS 
14 DGAMMS 
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Input Item Descripticn 
Ccnnecticn ncde number 
Tctal number cf bifilar masses 
Bifilar mass 
Distance frcm center cf bifilar 
tracking hcle to. center cf rctaticn 
Equivalent pendulum arm 
Bifilar damping ratio. 
Bifilar rctaticnal speed 
Euler pitch angle at ncde (8 ) 
Euler roll angle at ncde (8 ·r 
Euler yaw angle at node (8 ~ 
Bifilar mass ccsine cycliczinitial 
amplitude 
Bifilar mass ccsine cyclic initial 
velccity 
Bifilar mass sine cyclic initial 
amplitude velccity 
Bifilar mass sine cyclic initial 
velccity 
units 
nd 
nd 
slugs 
in 
in 
nd 
rad/sec 
deg 
deg 
deg 
deg 
deg/sec 
deg/sec 
deg/sec 
Coordinate 
HORIZONTAL LINEAR BIFILAR BF1 
COORDINATE LABELS 
Description 
Symbol Code Output 
yc 
ys 
U 
v 
w 
0 
0 1 
6 2 3 
7.2.2 
. GAMMAC GAMC Bifilar mass cosine cyclic lead 
amplitude 
GAMMAS GAMS Bifilar mass sine cyclic lead 
amplitude 
X X Hub x linear displacement 
Y Y Hub Y linear displacement 
Z Z Hubz linear displacement 
THTX THTX Hub roll displacement 
THTY THTY Hub pitch displacement 
THTZ THTZ Hub yaw displacement 
vertical Linear Bifilar BF2 
vertical linear bifilar BF2 is a bifilar vibration 
absorber designed to reduce N per rev vibrations per-
pendicular to the plane of rotation of a helicopter 
rotor. The bifilar absorber is assumed to consist of N 
arms equal in number to the rotor blades. Each arm 
holds a pendular mass free to flap up or down. The arms 
are. assumed to be equally disposed and each holds an 
equal absorber mass. The bifilar absorber rotates at 
the helicopter rotor speed. Figure 11 is a schematic of 
one arm of the bifilar. Substructure BF2 employs 9 
coordinates consisting of bifilar mass collective (~ ), 
sine cyclic (~ ), and cosine cyclic (~ ) amplitudes, gnd 
6 hub displaceffients. Restrictions on €he configurations 
that may be treated are that they must have three or 
more equally disposed and equal masses. Solution modes 
that may be used with BF2 are FR1, EG1, EG2, and TH1. 
Ini tial values of bifilar mass collective and cyclic 
amplitudes may be specified for transient analysis. 
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Location Fortran 
No. Name 
1 NCNI 
2 N 
3 MB' 
4 RR 
5 R 
6 ZETBET 
7 OMEGA 
8 THETA 
9 PHI 
10 XSI 
11 BETAO 
12 DBETAO· 
13 BETAC 
14 DBETAC 
15 BETAS 
16 DBETAS 
Coordinate 
Figure Code 
f3. o BETAO 
f3 s BETAC 
f3 c BETAS 
X X 
Y Y 
Z Z 
0 1 THTX 
O2 THTY 
0 3 THTZ 
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VERTICAL LINEAR BIFILAR BF2 
INPUT DATA 
Input Item Description 
Connection node number 
Total number of bifilar masses 
Bifilar mass 
Distance from center of bifilar 
tracking hole to center of rotation 
Equivalent pendulum arm 
Bifilar damping ratio 
Bifilar rotational speed 
Euler pitch angle at node (0 ) 
Euler roll angle at node (0 1 
Euler yaw angle at node (0 ~ 
Bifilar mass collective inttial 
amplitude 
Bifilar mass collective initial 
velocity 
Bifilar mass cosine initi'al amplitude 
Bifilar mass cosine initial velocity 
Bifilar mass sine initial amplitude 
Bifilar mass sine initial velocity 
VERTICAL LINEAR BIFILAR BF2 
COORDINATE LABELS 
Description 
Output 
BE TO Bifilar mass collective 
flapping amplitude 
Units 
nd 
nd 
slugs 
in 
in 
nd 
rad/sec 
deg 
deg 
deg 
deg 
deg/sec 
deg 
deg/sec 
deg 
deg/sec 
BETC Bifilar mass cosine cyclic 
flapping amplitude 
BETS Bifilar mass sine cyclic 
flapping amplitude 
X Hub x linear displacement 
Y Hub y linear displacement 
Z Hub z linear displacement 
THTX Hub roll displacement 
THTY Hub pitch displacement 
THTZ Hub yaw displacement 
7.2.3 
Location 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Substructure BM1' 
Beam Modell, BM1, is a uniform elastic beam. The 
substructure has 12 coordinates consisting of 6 linear 
and angular displacements at each of the two ends of the 
beam. The beam may be connected to other substructures 
at its ends. The uniform mass of the beam, m , is 
approximated by two concentrated masses equal to m O/2 at 
its ends. The beam is assumed to have zero mass goment 
of inertia associated with bending and torsion rota-
tional displacements. Structural damping is assumed to 
be zero. Figure 12 illustrates BM1 properties. 
Fortran 
Name 
NCN1 
NCN2 
E 
A 
IYA 
IZA 
GJ 
MO 
IXX 
IYY 
IZZ 
UCG 
VCG 
WCG 
LENGTH 
THETA 1 
PHIl 
XSl1 
BEAM MODEL BM1 
INPUT DATA 
Input Item Description units 
connection mode number at end 1 
Connection mode number at end 2 
Young's modulus 
Cross sectional area 
nd 
nd 
psi 
ft2 
ft4 
ft4 
Second area moment about y-axis 
Second area moment about z-axis 
Torsional stiffness 
Beam mass 
Second mass moment about x-axis 
slug-ft/sec 
slugs 
slug-ft2 
There is no provision in this pro-
gram version for representation of 
rotary inertias in the BM1 equations 
of motion. 
Second mass moment about y-axis 
Second mass moment about z-axis 
slug-ft2 
slug-ft2 
. There is no provision in this program 
version for representation of c.g. 
offset terms in the BMI equations of 
motion. 
Offset of beam c.g. from elastic 
axis in the x-direction 
Offset of c.g. in the y-direction 
Offset of c.g. in the z-direction 
Beam length 
Euler pitch angle at node 1 ( y1) 
Euler roll angle at node 1 ( xl) 
Euler yaw angle at node I ( zl) 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
deg 
deg 
deg 
15 
19 
20 
21 
THETA2 
PHI2 
XSI2 
Input values of Euler angles at 
node 2 must be equal to the values 
at node 1. 
Euler pitch angle at node 2 ( y2) 
Euler roll angle at node 2' ( x2) 
Euler yaw angle at node 2 ( z2) 
BEAM MODEL BM1 
COORDIEATE LABELS 
deg 
deg 
deg 
Coordinate Description 
Symbol Code Output 
U1 
V1 
W1 
(9 1 h 
(9 2 h 
(9 3 h 
U2 
V2 
W2 
(9 1 h 
(0 2 h 
(0 3 h 
7.2.4 
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Xl Xl 
Y1 Y1 
Zl Zl 
THTX1 THX1· 
THTY1 THY1 
THTZ1 THZ1 
X2 X2 
Y2 Y2 
Z2 Z2 
THTX2 THX2 
THTY2 THY2 
THTZ2 THZ2 
Constraint Substructure 
Node 1 x displacement 
Node 1 y displacement 
Node 1 z displacement 
Node 1 roll displacement 
Node 1 pitch displacement 
Node 1 yaw displacement 
Node .2 x displacement 
Node 2 y displacement 
Node 2 z displacement . 
Node 2 roll displacement 
Node 2 pitch displacement 
Node 2 yaw displacement 
CN1 
Constraint substructure CN1 may be used to eliminate or 
constrain coordinates at a connection node. There are. 
six coordinates at each connection node (see Figure 13). 
The coordinates consist of three linear displacements 
and three angular displacements. The user may constrain 
any five of the six coordinates at a connection node. 
At least one coordinate among the six must be retained. 
Constraint substructure CN1 may not be used in conjunc-
tion with modal substructure MS1 at the same connection 
node. CN1 may be used to eliminate physical coordinates 
at a node. Retained physical coordinates cannot then be 
replaced by modal coordinates. Simultaneous elimination 
of physical connection node coordinates and replacement 
of retained coordinates by modal coordinates is accom-
plished by using zero mode shapes in an MS1 substructure. 
Non-zero Euler angles (locations 8 to 10) are used to 
constrain local coordinates; zero values constrain 
global coordinates. 
Location 
No. 
1 
2-7 
8 
9 
10 
7.2.5 
Fortran' 
Name 
NCN 
CONSTR 
THETA 
PHI 
XSI 
CONSTRAINT SUBSTRUCTURE CNI 
INPUT DATA 
Input Item Description 
connection node mumber 
Constraint control switch 
If = 0, then degree of freedom (d.o.f.) 
is constrained at connection node 
If = 1, then d.o.f. is not restrained 
Loc 2 controls x d.o.f. at node 
Loc 3 controls y d.o.f. at node 
Loc 4 controls z d.o.f. at node 
~~~ ~ ~~~~~~i: :x ~:~:~: :~ ~~~: 
Loc 7 controls 9~ d.o.f. at node 
Euler pitch angle (9 ) at node 
Euler roll angle (9 ~ at node 
Euler yaw angle (ez~ at node) 
units 
nd 
nd 
deg 
deg 
deg 
constraint substructure CNI coordinate output labels are 
the same as the coordinate labels obtained from the 
component constrained by CNI. If constraint coordinate 
CNI is used to constrain 5 BMI connection coordinates at 
a connection node, and the remaining coordinate is w at 
node 1, the output label of this coordinate will be ZI. 
Eigensolution for Systems without Damping EGI 
This eigensolution mode yields the frequencies and mode 
shapes of structures without damping. Matrices must be 
constant w.r.t. time. The effects of, changes in 
physical properties on mode shapes and frequencies' may 
be determined. These effects may be used to aid the 
interpretation of the effects of design variables on 
normal modes and vibratory response. Section 8.3 
describes the line printer output displayed by EGI. 
COMPONENT EGI INPUT DATA 
Location Fortran 
No. Name 
1 I DEBUG 
Input Item Description 
Set = 0 for no debug printout -
default value 
Set = 1 display M and K matrices 
in substructure and system equations 
of motion 
Units 
nd 
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7.2.6 Eigensolution for Systems with Damping EG2 
The eigensolution mode for systems with damping is used 
to provide information on the stability of coupled 
systems. These systems may include rotor representa-
tions which embody dynamic and aerodynamic matrices 
derived from rotor aeroelastic analysis E927. Stability' 
information may be used to supplement the steady state 
vibratory response data for a system to provide more 
data on system attributes. section 8.3 describes the 
line printer output displayed by EG2. 
COMPONENT EG2 INPUT DATA 
Location Fortran 
No. Name 
1 IDEBUG 
Input Item Description 
set = 0 for no debug printout 
default value 
set = 1 display M, C, and K matrices 
in substructure and system equations 
of motion. 
units 
nd 
7.2.7 Substructure FAI 
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The function of substructure FAl is to simulate a 
vibration absorber which may be attached to any' other 
substructure in the fixed (non-rotating) system. 
Substructu're FAI has seven coordinates. These are 
absorber mass displacement and six displacements of the 
base consisting of three linear displacements and three 
angular displacements. The mass of the absorber is free 
to move perpendicular to the base. ' The mass of the 
absorber is not free to move parallel to the base. 
Viscous damping is assumed. Figure 14 illustrates 
substructure FA1 properties. Initial mass displacement 
and velocity may be specified for transient response 
analysis. 
FIXED ABSORBER FAI INPUT DATA 
Location Fortran 
No. Name 
1 NCN 
2 MO 
3 ZETA 
4 KO 
5 IXX 
6 lYY 
7 lZZ 
8 THETA 
9 PHI 
Input Item Description 
Connection node number 
Absorber mass 
Absorber damping ratio 
Absorber stiffness 
units 
nd 
slugs 
nd 
lb/ft 
slug-ft2 
slug-ft2 
slug-ft2 
10 XSI 
Second mass moment about x-axis 
Second mass moment about y-axis 
Second mass moment about z-axis 
Euler pitch angle (0 ) at node 
Euler roll angle (0 1 at node 
Euler yaw angle (9 1 at node 
Initial displacement of absorber 
mass 
deg 
deg 
deg 
11 DELTA 
12 DDELTA Initial velocity of absorber mass 
ft 
ft/sec 
FIXED ABSORBER FAI COORDINATE LABELS 
Coordinate Description 
Symbol Code Output 
u 
v 
W 
0 1 
O2 
0 3 
7.2.8 
DELTA DELT. Absorber mass displacement 
X X Base x linear displacement 
Y Y Base y linear displacement 
Z Z Base z linear displacement 
THTl THTX Base roll displacement 
THT2 THTY Base pitch displacement 
THT3 THTZ Base yaw displacement 
Steady State Forced Response'FRl 
The harmonic steady state forced response mode of 
calculation FRI yields the harmonic coefficients of 
response to a steady harmonic excitation. The system 
equation reduces to an algebraic equation which is 
solved to obtain the harmonic coefficients of response. 
Speed of calculation in the FRI mode is high and the 
method is sui table for parametric design studies with 
component PVl. section 8.3 describes the line-printer 
output displayed by FRI. 
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Location 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
7.2.9 
20 
Fortran 
Name 
OMEGA 
IDEBUG 
ICONVG 
COMPONENT FR1 INPUT DATA 
Input Item Description 
Forcing frequency 
Debug control switch 
Set = 0 for no debug printout -
default· value 
Set = 1 to display M, C, and K 
matrices and force vectors for sub-
structures and assembly, and .solution 
vector for assembly at solution step. 
If = 0, results are displayed as 
displacements (ft) 
If = 1, results are displayed as 
accelerations (g's) 
General Control Mode, GEN 
units 
hz 
nd 
nd 
The general control mode, GEN, is designed to provide a 
basis for the application of general controls to a case. 
In the present version of the Base Program, GEN provides 
input which may be used to suppress line printer output. 
When line printer output is suppressed, only the input 
echo, and coordinate solution list for one iteration 
(parameter variation or time step) are displayed.' 
Solution data are stored on the plot file. The coordi-
nate list is then used to identify. variables to be 
plotted. Suppression of line printer output minimizes 
hard copy line printer output. A further control now 
present in GEN permits a numerical value to be specified 
for an independent variable on the first axis of ab-
scissas. The second axis of abscissas may contain the 
value of the mass of a vibration absorber varied in a 
design study. The axis of ordinates would contain 
vibratory response of the system. If the variable 
occurring on the second axis of abscissas is not speci-
fied, the plot package displays curves corresponding to 
points on the second axis equidistantly. I f the GEN 
string is not loaded, the GEN mode is not invoked and 
its input is not required. 
Location Fortran 
No. Name 
1 CNTLI 
2 CNTL2 
3-9 
10 XINDEP 
COMPONENT GEN INPUT DATA 
Input Item Description 
Final results control switch 
If = 0, suppress full line printer 
output-default value 
If = 1, get line printer output 
units 
nd 
When output is suppressed a coordinate list of 
coordinate numbers and names is displayed for 
the first solution step. Coordinate numbers 
are tabulated against element number and 
coordinate name. The values of coordinate 
responses are stored for plotting at each 
solution step and are printed only at the 
first step. When coordinates are substructure 
connection node displacements, these dis-
placements are referred to substructure local 
axes. Unconnected coordinates - e. g. vibra-
tion absorber mass displacement - and modal 
coordinates are in-variant to axis rotations. 
The first solution step may yield the response 
vector obtained for the first value of a 
parameter in a parameter variation mode or for 
the first time instant in a time history 
solution. When the plot package is invoked, 
the user uses the first step. coordinate list 
to identify and key in the coordinate nUmbers 
of the coordinates that are to be plotted. 
Input narrative control swtich 
If = 0, suppress printout defaul t value 
If = 1, display input narrative 
Open locations for future use 
Independent variable for 3-dimensional plots. 
21 
7.2.10 
22 
A three-dimensional plot generated by the plot 
program is based on two axes of abscissas and 
one axis of ordinates. The axis of ordinates 
contains the values of the responses of a 
coordinate of the system (referred to sub-
structure local axes in the case of connection 
node displacements). A curve of variation of 
response with values along the first axis of 
abscissas is placed on the second axis at a 
posi tion corresponding to the value in loca-
tion 10. If a blank string is loaded in lo-
cation 10 the plot package defaults to· dis-
playing curves equidistantly on the second 
axis of abscissas. 
Substructure GFI 
Generalized Force I, GFl, permits the specification'of a 
harmonic force and moment excitation acting at a point 
on a structure., The GFI substructure has six coordi-
nates, comprising three linear and three angular dis-
placements at a connection node. Forces and moments are 
resolved to a non-rotating axis system. The user 
specifies the cosine and sine coefficients of these 
forces and moments to define a harmonic excitation of 
known magnitude. The mass, damping, and stiffness 
matrices for,' substructure GFI are null matrices. 
Substructure GFI may be used to represent an excitation 
for forced response (FRl) and time history (THl) solu-
tion modes. Substructure GFI may be included in eigen-
solution (EGI and EG2) input streams without affecting 
the final eigensolution. Figure 15 illustrates GFI 
properties. Substructure GFI may be used to define a 
point at which vibrations are to be minimized by appli-
cation of higher harmonic control inputs. The HHC mode 
is invoked by setting IHRESP = 1. In this mode, a 
'weighted sum of the six responses at the connection node 
to which GFI is attached is minimized. Weighting 
factors are placed in GFI loader locations following the 
HHC flag IHRESP. The performance index to be minimized 
and the basis of the minimization method is described in 
Reference 1. When the HHC mode is invoked, it is neces-
sary to employ substructure RE3 to read HHC matrices 
transmi tted to the Base Program (S IMVIB) . Rotor aero-
elastic analysis G400 must be run in a stand alone mode 
to place rotor impedance and HHC data on files. Cases 
14 to 16 in Table 13 illustrate the use of GF1 without 
and with HHC~ 
Location 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
io 
11 
12 
13. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
GENERALIZED FORCE GFI INPUT DATA 
Fortran 
Name 
NCN 
THETA 
PHI 
XSI 
FXCOS 
FXSIN 
FYCOS 
FYSIN 
FZCOS 
FZSIN 
FT1COS 
FTlSIN 
FT2COS 
FT2SIN 
FT3COS 
FT3SIN 
IHRESP 
WZX 
WZy 
WZZ 
WZWX 
WZWY 
WZWZ 
Input Item Description 
Connection node number 
Euler pitch angle (e ) 
Euler roll angle (e 1 
Euler yaw angle (e' 1 
Coefficient of cosIne term in harmonic 
force excitation in x direction 
Coefficient of sine term in harmonic 
force excitation in x direction 
Coefficient of cosine term in harmonic 
force excitation in y direction 
Coefficient of sine term in harmonic 
force excitation in y direction 
Coefficient of cosine term in harmonic 
force excitation in z direction 
Coefficient of sine term in harmonic 
force excitation in z direction 
Coefficient of cosine term in harmonic. 
moment excitation in x direction 
Coefficient of sine term in harmonic 
moment excitation in x direction 
Coefficient of cosine term in harmonic 
moment excitation in y direction 
Coefficient of sine term in harmonic 
moment excitation in y direction 
Coefficient of· cosine term in harmonic 
moment excitation in z direction 
Coefficient of sine term in harmonic 
moment excitation in z direction 
Control switch for HHC option 
= 0 do not activate option 
= 1 activate option to minimize a 
weighted sum of responses at the 
HHC connection node by application 
of HHC control inputs 
Weighting factor for X response in 
HHC mode 
Weighting factor for Y response in 
HHC mode 
Weighting factor for Z response in 
HHC mode 
Weighting factor for ex response in 
HHC mode 
Weighting factor for ey response in 
HHC mode 
Weighting factor for ez response in HHC mode 
Units 
nd 
deg 
deg 
deg 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
ft-Ib 
ft-Ib 
ft-Ib 
ft-Ib 
ft-Ib 
ft-Ib 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
. nd 
nd 
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GENERALIZED FORCE GF1 COORDINATE LABELS 
Coordinate Description 
Symbol Code Output 
u 
v 
W 
9 1 
9 2 
9 3 
7.2.11 
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x 
y 
Z 
THT1 
THT2 
THT3 
x 
y 
Z 
THTX 
THTY 
THTZ 
Vibration Isolator IS1 
Node x linear displacement 
Node y linear displacement 
Node z linear displacement 
Node roll displacement 
Node pitch displacement 
Node yaw displacement 
Vibration isolator IS1 is a nodal isolator which may be 
placed between an excitation source, like the rotor/ 
transmission system, and a fuselage to minimize vibra-
tions at the fuselage. In its essential form, the 
isolator employs a pivoted bar weight to balance spring 
and inertia forces to create a node or point of zero 
vibration motion at· the fuselage attachment. When 
damping is present, vibrations are minimized at the 
fuselage attachment at the excitation frequency (N per 
rev for an N bladed rotor). Nodal isolator IS1 employs 
18 coordinates. Figure 16a illustrates a physical 
isolator and Figure 16b is a schematic corresponding to 
the physical isolator. The schematic shows two anti-
resonant bar weights. The lower bar weight is a math-
ematical bar weight permitting additional design flexi-
bility. It has no counterpart in Figure 16a. There are 
two attachment (connection) nodes. Each connection node 
is allowed to have three translational and three rota-
tional displacements.. The upper connection node A would 
be. attached to a rotor/transmission system. The lower 
connection node B would be attached to a fuselage; this 
is the point where vibrations are to be minimized. Each 
antiresonant bar weight has three translational degrees 
of freedom. Antiresonant bar flexibilities and bar 
dampings may be introduced by modifying the effective 
mass of the antiresonant bar weight with factors employ-
ing the bar natural frequencies and dampings (locations 
50 to 55). 
Location Fortran 
No. Name 
"I 
2" 
3 
4 
5 
"6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
NCNI 
NCN2 
AL 
BL 
CL 
DL 
WI 
XIIY 
XIIZ 
W2 
XI2Y 
TKTX 
TKTY 
TKTZ 
TKEX 
TKEY 
TKEZ 
TKAX 
TKAY 
TKAZ 
RKTHB 
RKTHT 
RKPHT 
TCTX 
TCTY 
TCTZ 
COMPONENT lSI INPUT DATA 
Input Item Description 
Connection node number 1 
Connection node number 2 
Distance between node 1 & pivot 2 
Distance between pivot 2 & Y-Z 
isolator 
units 
nd 
nd 
in 
in 
Distance between pivot 2 & node 2 in 
Distance between pivot 2 & X isolator in 
Anti-resonant bar weight of Y-Z lb 
isolator (mass 1) 
Y-Z isolator mass 
Y-Z isolator mass 
Anti-resonant bar 
isolator" (mass 2) 
moment about y-axis in-lb-sec 2 
moment about z-axis in-lb-sec 2 
weight of X lb 
X isolator mass moment about y-axis 
stiffness between pivot 1 & node 1 
in x direction 
stiffness between pivot 1 & node 1 
in y direction 
stiffness between pivot 1 & node 1 
in z direction 
stiffness between pivot 1 & node 2 
in x direction 
stiffness between pivot 1 & node 2 
in y direction 
stiffness between pivot 1 & node 2 
in z direction 
Stiffness between pivot 2 & node 2 
in x direction 
stiffness between pivot 2 & node 2 
in y direction 
stiffness between pivot 2 & node 2 
in z direction 
in-lb-sec 2 
lb/in 
lb/in 
lb/in 
lb/in 
lb/in 
lb/in 
lb/in 
lb/in 
lb/in 
Rotational stiffness of node 2 about "in-lb/rad 
y-axis 
Rotational stiffness of pivot 2 about in-lb/rad " 
y-axis 
Rotational stiffness of pivot 2 about in-lb/rad 
z-axis 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel 
with spring TKTX 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel 
with spring TKTY 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel 
with spring TKTZ 
nd 
nd 
nd 
25 
27 TCEX 
28 TCEY 
29 TCEZ 
30 TCAX 
31 TCAY 
32 TCAZ 
33 RCTHB 
34 RCTHT 
35 RCPHT 
36 WTX 
37 WTY 
38 WTZ 
39 WEX 
40 WEY 
41 WEZ 
42 WAX 
43 WAY 
44 WAZ 
45 WTHB 
46 WTHT 
26 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel nd 
with spring TKEX 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel nd 
with spring TKEY 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel nd 
with spring TKEZ 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel nd 
with spring TKAX 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel nd 
with spring TKAY 
Damping ratio of damper in parallel nd 
with spring TKAZ 
Damping ratio of spring in parallel nd 
·with RKTHB 
Damping ratio of spring in parallel nd 
with RKTHT 
Damping ratio of spring in parallel nd 
with RKPHT 
NOTE: Damping is calculated from 
TCTX1=2 * TCTX * TKTXjWTX, lb sec/in 
IfWTX=O, then TCTX1=0. 
Locations 36 to 47 permit the user 
to input values of frequencies re-
quired in the formulas for dampings, 
contributed by damper elements. 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKTX 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKTY 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKTZ 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKEX 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKEY 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKEZ 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKAX 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKAY 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with TKAZ 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with RKTHB 
Frequency required to define value 
of damper in parallel with RKTHT 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
hz 
47 WPHT 
48 13020 
49 I FLEX 
50 RXYM1 
51 . RXZM1 
52 RXZM2 
53 OXYMI 
54 OXZMl 
55 .OXZM2 
56 THETA 1 
57 PHIl 
58 XSI1 
59 THETA2 
Frequency required to define value hz 
of damper in parallel with RKPHT 
Isolator type flag. Set = 2 for 
2-0 or Y-Z isolator type. Set = 3 
for 3-0 or Y-Z and X isolator type. 
When the flag is set to 2, the 
terms contributed by the second 
(lower) anti-resonant bar weight 
are removed from the isolator 
equations of motion. When the 
flag is set to 3, both anti-
resonant bar weights are repre-
sented. 
Isolator bar flexibility effects nd 
option. If = 0, no flexibility 
effects. If = 1, include flex-
ibility effects. 
Note: isolator bar flexibility 
effects are applied to the isola-
tor weights and mass· moments of .. 
inertia using the amplification 
factor calculated from the fre-
quency ratio (forcing/natural) and 
critical damping values input in 
the following locations. 
Y-Z isolator bar frequency ratio in nd 
X-Y plane 
Y-Z isolator bar frequency ratio in nd 
X-Z plane 
X isolator bar frequency ratio in nd 
X-Z plane 
Y-Z isolator bar critical damping in nd 
X-Y plane 
Y-Z isolator bar critical damping nd 
in X-Z plane 
X isolator bar critical damping nd 
in X-Z plane 
Euler pitch angle at connection deg 
node 1 (9yl) 
Euler roll angle at connection node deg 
1 (9x1) 
Euler yaw angle at connection node 1 deg 
(6z1) 
Euler pitch angle at connection node deg 
2 (9y2). 
The Euler angles at connection node 
2 must be equal to the Euler angles 
at connection node 1. 
27 
60 PHI2 
61 XSI2 
62 XT 
63 DXT 
64 YT 
65 DYT 
66 ZT 
67 DZT 
68 XB 
69 DXB 
70 YB 
71 DYB 
72 ZB 
73 DZB 
28 
Euler roll angle at connection 
node 2 (8x2) 
Euler yaw angle at connection node 
2 (8z2) 
Initial X displacement of anti-
resonant bar weight 1 
Initial X velocity of anti-
resonant bar weight 1 
Initial Y displacement of anti-
resonant bar weight 1 
Ini tial Y velocity of anti·-
resonant bar weight 1 
Initial Z displacement of anti-
resonant bar weight 1 
Initial Z velocity of anti-resonant 
bar weight 1 
Initial X displacement of anti-
resonant bar weight 2 
Initial X velocity of anti-resonant 
bar weight 2 
Initial Y displacement of anti-
resonant bar weight 2 
Initial Y velocity of anti-resonant 
bar weight 2 
Initial Z displacement of anti-
resonant bar weight 2 
Initial Z velocity of anti-resonant 
bar weight 2 
deg 
deg 
in 
in/sec 
in 
in/sec 
in 
in/sec 
in 
in/sec 
in 
in/sec 
in 
in/sec 
7.2.12 Modal Substructure MS1 
Modal Substructure MS1 represents a dynamical system 
employing normal modes of a substructure. Each sub-
structure of type MS1 is limited to the use of one 
normal mode. The user must supply input defining the 
modal generalized mass, damping ratio, and frequency of 
the normal mode. These properties may derive from 
analysis or from test data. Processing in the program 
forms damping and stiffness of the mode from the input 
data. Each substructure of type MS1 is allowed to have 
up to five nodes. At each node, structure orientation 
angles and ,elements of the modal matrix for the normal 
mode are defined. At each such node, the elements of 
the modal matrix are three' linear and three angular 
displacements for a unit value of the normal mode 
ampli tude. The directions of the displacements at a 
node must be the ~ame as the directions . in Figure 13. 
The specification of the same node number' among two 
substructures of any type leads to the connecting of the 
two substructures at the node. More than one modal sub-
structure of type MSl is connected to the same node when 
it is desired to represent the effects on a node of 
several normal modes. Nodes on MS1 substructures may be 
used to define fuselage modes at up to five points .. If 
a physical substructure is not connected to a node at 
which responses are desired,' these responses may be 
displayed by connecting a GFl substructure to the node 
of interest, with zero forcing coefficients. The GF1 
substructure contributes no matrices or forces 'to' the 
system. It introduces physical displacements at the 
node which become members of the set of dependent system 
coordinates which are used to monitor the node response. 
Initial modal amplitudes and velocities may be specified 
to analyze transient system response. 
COMPONENT MS1 INPUT DATA 
Location Fortran Input Item Description Units 
No. Name 
1 ZETA Modal Damping ratio nd 
2 MO Modal Generalized mass lb-sec 2/in 
3 OMEGA Modal Frequency hz 
4 NNODE Number of connection nodes allow- nd 
ing the substructure to be con-
nected to other substructures 
(maximum of 5) 
29 
5-9 NODE 
10-39 GAMMA 
30 
connection node numbers nd 
A representation of a normal mode 
structure with M (greater than one) 
normal modes is achieved by con-
"necting M substructures of type MS1 
to the same connection node. The 
value of M -can be any number which 
does not cause the system to be 
sol ved to exceed the working stor-
age allocation in the Base Program 
(see section 9.7 for control of 
working storage size). 
Mode shapes at connection nodes. in/in & 
rad/in 
For each node specified in locations 
5-9, define elements of the modal 
matrix at the node contributed by 
the normal mode. The 6 modal matrix 
elements are: U ( longi tudinal ), V 
(lateral), W (vertical), THETAX 
(roll), THETAY (pitch), THETAZ 
(yaw) . 
EX'. loco 5-9 contain 2, 5, 6, 8, 9. 
Then, loc 10-15 has mode shape for node 2, 
loc 16-21 has mode shape for node 5, 
loc 22-27 has mode shape for node 6, 
loc 28-33 has mode shape for node 8, 
loc 34-39 has mode shape for node 9. 
The monitoring of the response at a 
point on a normal mode structure 
which is not connected to another 
physical structure may be achieved 
by connecting a GF1 substructure to 
the point of interest. The forces 
in the GF1 substructure input are 
"equated to zero. The GF1 substruc-
ture has null mass damping, and 
stiffness elements and six dis-
placements at the connection node. 
The GFI substructure does not affect 
the system response. The values of 
the displacements at the connection 
node are calculated from the assem-
bled system solution coordinates and 
are displayed as line printer output 
or are saved for plotting. The user 
may "constrain "one or more of these 
displacements from being displayed 
by nulling the mode shape elements 
'40-54 
55 
56 
57 
7.2.13 
Location 
No. 
1 
2 
EULER 
Q 
DQ 
at the node in the senses which are 
not of interest-e.g., the rotational 
elements of the mode shape at the 
node would be equated to zero. 
Euler angles input. 
For each node specified in loc 5-9, 
input in sequence THETA (pitch), PHI 
(roll) , XSI (yaw) . Ex. for modes 
specified above, then 
loc 40-42 has Euler angles for mode 2, 
loc 43-45 has Euler angles for mode 5, 
loc 46-48 has Euler angles for mode 6, 
loc 49-51 has Euler angles for mode 8, 
loc 52-54 has Euler angles for mode 9. 
Not presently used 
Initial modal amplitude 
Initial modal velocity 
deg 
in/in 
-1 sec 
Parameter variation Mode (PV1) 
The parameter variation mode, PV1, is used to' identify a 
parameter which is to be changed in design studies and 
the range of values to be assumed by the parameter. 
This operational mode provides a convenient and general 
,'mode of selection of parameters to be varied among the 
substructures available in the Base Program and flagged 
in the input. Up to 10 parameters from any of the sub-
structures may be varied simultaneously. The user 
specifies in the input to PVl the element number and 
loader input location number of a component to identify 
'.the parameter to be varied. The three character string 
PV1 triggers the input for PV1. If the PV1 string is 
not loaded, the parameter variation mode is not invoked, 
and its input is not required. 
Fortran 
Name 
FIRSTV 
FINALV 
COMPONENT PV1 INPUT DATA 
Input Item Description 
starting value of parameter to be 
changed in design study 
Final value of parameter to be 
changed in design study 
Units 
(as appro-
'priate) 
(as appro-
priate) 
31 
3 
4-23 
7.2.14 
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NPTS 
NEL 
Number of points of parameter nd 
variation 
Element number and corresponding nd 
location of parameter to be varied 
(up to 10 pairs can be loaded). 
Ex., conduct parametric studies of 
variations in fixed absorber weight 
(FA1) and forcing frequency in the 
range of 5 to 20 (slugs or Hz) in 
steps of 5. 
If FAl is element No. ,3 and FRl is 
element No.6, then PV1 input is: 
Loc 1 
Loc 2 
Loc 3 
Loc 4 
Loc 5 
Loc 6 
Loc 7 
5. (Starting Value) 
20. (End Value) 
4. (No. of Cases) 
3. (FA1 Element No. ,) 
2. (Location ,of Weight) 
6. (FR1 Element No.) 
1. (Location of, Frequency) 
Rotor Aeroelastic Substructure RE2 
Rotor aeroelastic substructure RE2 is used to represent 
a multi-blade aeroelastic rotor in hover. The function 
of this component is to read rotor matrices transmitted 
to a file by rotor aeroelastic analysis E927 and to 
prepare the rotor data for assembly with other compon-
ents. Standard application of RE2 is in conjunction 
with eigensolution mode EG2. 
The use of component RE2 is preceded by stand-alone 
application of E927. Rotor aeroelastic analysis E927 is 
an external program in the program package yielding the 
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of a multi-blade 
elastic rotor in hover. The analysis is based on the 
assumption of linear perturbations about a given rotor 
trim state.' Blade coordinates comprise flapping, 
leading, pitching, coupled flatwise/edgewise bending 
modes, and uncoupled torsion modes. Five hub displace-
ments are represented. These are shown in Figure 13, 
except that the hub is restrained from yawing. Blade' 
coordinates are transformed to rotor modes. Rotor modes 
consist of collective and first cyclic sine and cosine 
functions of rotor speed. Use of rotor coordinates in 
the rotor equations, and the assumption of equal blades, 
equally disposed on the rotor disc, enables a constant 
coefficient equation set to be derived. Rotor coord-
inate selection is made in the input specification to 
Location 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
E927. Rotor aeroelastic analysis E927 transmits to a 
file the number of coordinates, flags defining coord-
inates selected, and· corresponding mass,· damping, and 
stiffnes.s matrices. . Matrices embody dynamic and aero-
dynamic contributions. The three character string RE2 
in the Base Program input stream triggers reading of 
data and Base Program processing required to represent 
the aeroelastic rotor. File data are read by the Base 
Program. Numerical input data following the RE2 flag 
consist of hub connection node number and hub orienta-
tion angles. Processing by the Base Program includes 
the addition of a dummy yaw coordinate. Zero mass, 
damping, and stiffness matrices are created for this 
. coordinate .. This yields a six coordinate hub consistent 
with coordinate representations for other substructures. 
Six hub coordinates enable the rotor component to be 
coupled to other components without changing Base 
Program assembly logic. A valid physical model of rotor 
yaw motion ·is not achieved. Null rotor matrices are 
associated with this displacement. The user must 
eliminate the hub yaw coordinate from the system model. 
This may be accomplished with constraint component CN1. 
A valid model· would .occur also if fuselage normal modes 
in component MS1 have no hub yaw displacement. In the 
present program version, only one rotor of type RE2 may 
be requested. 
AEROELASTIC ROTOR RE2 INPUT DATA 
Fortran 
Name Input Item Description Units 
IEXEC E927 program execution control nd 
= o. Read matrices from unit 10. 
= 1. Execute E927 and read 
matrices from unit 10. This 
option is not available on CDC 
system. 
NCN Rotor hub connection node nd 
number. 
THETA Hub connection node Euler deg 
pitch angle (ay) 
PHI Hub connection node Euler deg 
roll angle (ax) 
XSI Hub connection node Euler deg 
yaw angle (az) 
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Coordinate 
Output Label 
QFT1-QFT4 
THTR 
THTE 
BETA 
GAMA 
QT1S, QT1C 
QT2S, QT2C 
QT3S, QT3C 
QT4S, QT4C 
THRS, THRC 
THES, THEC 
BETS, BETC 
GAMS, GAMC 
x, y., Z, THTX, 
THTY, THTZ 
NOTES: a) 
AEROELASTIC ROTOR RE2 COORDINATE LABELS 
Description 
Blade bending collective m6dal 
ampli~ude(a) 
Blade pitching(b) 
Blade torsion(b) 
Flapping collective mode(c) 
Le~ding collective mode(d) 
Blade bending cyclic sine and cosine 
modal amplitudes(a) 
Blade pitching sine and cosine cyclic 
amplitudes (b) 
Blade torsion sine and cosine cyclic 
amplitudes (b) 
Blade flapping sine and cosine cyclic 
.. amplitudes (c) 
Blade leading sine and cosine 
amplitudes (d) 
Hub displacements. See Figure 13 for 
positive directions 
Posi ti ve flatwise bending up and edgewise bending 
forward. 
b) positive control nose down. 
c) positive up. 
d) positive forward. 
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7.2.15 ... Rotor Aeroelastic Substructure RE3 
Rotor aeroelastic substructure RE3 is used to represent 
a multi-blade aeroelastic rotor in forward flight or 
hover. The function of this component is to read the 
rotor hub excitation force .and moment vector and the 
rotor impedance matrix transmitted to a file by rotor 
aeroelastic analysis G400. Component RE3 triggers the 
calculations required to assemble the G400 rotor force 
vector and rotor impedance with impedance' elements 
contributed by other dynamical components. The use of 
RE3 is preceded by stand-alone application of G400. The 
coordinates represented in the RE3 substructure are six 
hub displacements shown in Figure 13. The RE3 rotor 
impedance substructure is consistent only with a steady 
state forced response solution mode, FRI. The frequency 
of force excitation specified in the input to FRI must 
be the same as that specified in the input to G400 to 
derive the rotor impedance matrix. This frequency will 
be' an integer multiple of rotor speed and blade number 
(wi = nb). Component RE3 may be flagged to calculate 
Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) angles to minimize vibra-
tions. Optimal control angles, blade stresses resulting. 
from hub displacements, and HHC control inputs may be 
calculated. This is achieved by reading from a file the 
matrices transmitted from G400, deriving the effects on 
hub loads and blade stresses of HHC angle perturbations 
and hub displacements. When the HHC mode is invoked, it 
is necessary to employ' a GFI substructure to define the 
node at which a weighted sum of response is to be 
minimized. Weight factors applied to the 6 nodal 
displacements are defined in GFI input. Weight factors 
applied to the HHC control angles to limit control 
excursions are defined in RE3 input. The basis of the 
HHC minimization method is described in Reference 1. 
Component RE3 may be used to introduce the impedance and 
load excitation of a substructure which is not a rotor. 
A sample application would be the representation of an 
empennage. Substructure RE3 has' an option to permit a 
user to load in unit 12 a load excitation vector and 
impedance matrix. The data may derive from any suitable 
source. Flag IRDFIL (see below) would be set equal to 
one. When a rotor is not represented, the use of RE3 is 
not preceded by stand-alone application of G400. The 
HHC and stress flags (see below) must be turned off. 
Only one substructure of type RE3 may be requested. 
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Location 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
36 
AEROELASTIC ROTOR RE3 INPUT DATA 
Fortran 
Name 
IRDFIL 
ISTFOR 
IDPFOR 
NCN 
THETA 
PHI 
Input Item Description units 
Read option for rotor impedance nd 
matrix and force vector 
=,0, read input from save file 11 
= 1', read input from user file 12 
Rotor hub forces option nd 
= 0, leave force vector unchanged 
= 1, null force vector in the code. 
Display hub force option nd 
= 0, display hub displacements 
= 1, display hu~ forces and moments 
six hub translational and rotational 
displacements which are solutions to 
the assembled system equations are 
displayed if IDPFOR = o. If this 
flag is 1.0, the interface reaction 
forces and moments between the hub 
and connected substructures - e.g., 
fuselage consistent 'with the 
,motion of the assembled system are 
displayed (see Reference 1, Assembly 
of Rotor Impedance Matrix) 
There is an override instruction in 
the code which sets IDPFOR to zero 
if the user selects a display of 
system response in fractions of the 
acceleration of gravi ty (g' s ) 
(location 3 in FRI is equal to 1). 
In other words, the selection of a 
display of results in g's in FR1 
supersedes IDPFOR = 1 selection in 
RE3 and causes hub displacements to 
be displayed, even if hub forces and 
moments are requested. 
Rotor hub connection node 
Hub connection node Euler 
pitch angel (ey) 
Hub connection node Euler 
roll angle (ex) 
nd 
deg 
deg 
7 XSI 
8 IHHC 
9 ITHHC 
10 ISTRSS 
11 THNM1C 
12 THNM1S 
13 THNC 
14 THNS 
15 THNP1C 
Hub connection node Euler 
yaw angle (8z) 
HHC control switches 
= 0, 'do not activate option -
default value 
= 1, activate option 
This option is set to zero in-, 
ternally if IRDFIL = 1 (loc. 1). 
control input option for HHC 
applications 
= 0, compute opti~al theta by 
quadratic minimization - no 
user input required - default 
value 
= 1, read HHC input angles as 
loaded in locations 11 through 
16 below 
Calculate blade stresses option 
= 0, do not calculate blade 
stresses.· G400 location 933 
is zero. This option is set 
to zero internally if IRDFIL = 
1 (loc. 1). Default value is 
zero. 
= 1, calculate blade stresses. 
G400 location 933 is greater, 
than zero. 
deg 
nd 
rid 
nd 
In the following, N refers to the num-
ber of blades in locations 11 to 19. 
HHC input angte - (N-1)th 
cosine component 
HHC input angle - (N-1)th 
sine component 
HHC input angle - Nth 
cosine component 
HHC input angle - Nth 
sine component 
HHC input angle - (N+1)th 
cosine component 
deg 
deg 
deg 
deg 
deg 
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16 
17 
18 
19 
7.2.16. 
Location 
No. 
38 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
THNPIS HHC input angle - (N+l)th deg 
sine component 
WTHNMI Weighting factor for (N-I)th nd 
HHC angle 
WTHN Weighting factor for Nth nd 
HHC angle 
WTHNPI Weighting factor for (N+l)th nd 
HHC angle 
Time History Solution Mode (TH1) 
The time history solution mode THI yields the response 
of a system as a function of time. Transient responses, 
steady responses, and the stability of systems may be 
determined from the time history behavior of a system. 
The solution algorithm yielding the time history re-
sponse is the Newmark Beta method described in Reference 
1. section 8.3 describes the line printer output 
descriptors displayed by TH1. 
COMPONENT TH1 INPUT DATA 
Fortran 
Name 
BETN 
DELT 
TMAX 
OMEGA 
IDEBUG 
IRSTRT 
Input Item Description 
Newmark Beta factor. Range 
permitted is o. to 0.25 
Time increment 
Time limit for integration of 
the equations of motion. 
Forcing frequency 
Debug printout switch 
= 0, for no printout -
default value 
= 1 to display matrices 
for substructures and 
assembled system 
Restart option .. 
= 0 for no restart case -
default value 
= 1 for restart case. 
NOTE: Restart data are written 
to and read from file 8. 
units 
nd 
sec 
sec 
hz 
nd 
nd 
section 8 
BASE PROGRAM OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 
Typical outputs from the Base Program are shown 
through 19. The outputs are presented in the 
outputs obtained from program execution. 
in Figures 
same ·order 
17 
as 
Figure 17(a) is printed out as shown at the beginning of each run. 
It is the same for all runs; it is coded in subroutine INPUT 
(segment 3.). ·Figures 17 (b) and 17 (c) are card image listings of 
the run titles and input data for the first case. If multiple 
cases are run, the new input data cards are printed at the be-
ginning of each case. This sample run consists of one case only. 
It has 4 title cards with W (HZ) as the abscissa label to be used 
for plotting. . Figure 17 (c) shows that this case uses 5 com-
ponents: FA1, GF1, TH1, MS1, and GEN. 
8.1 Component Output 
Figures 17(d) through 17(w) provide a narrative description of the 
input locations and the loader input values for each Base Program 
component. Component input narrative descriptions are listed in 
alphabetical order of the three character component names, start-
ing with component BF1 and ending with component TH1. Figures 
17(d) through 17(w) may be used to aid the preparation of com-
ponent inputs. 
8.2 Debugging Output 
After the component inpu:ts are printed, a variety of debugging 
printouts are available to show the assembly of the substructure 
matrices, and intermediate calculations obtained for the different 
methods of solution. These printouts are obtained if the debug 
switch is set to 1.0 in anyone of the components EG1, EG2, FR1, 
and TH1. For all solution modes, subroutine DSUB is called to 
identify the name of .the subroutine providing the debug printout. 
Subroutine DMTRX is called to provide the debug output. Only 
non-zero quantities are displayed. A summary of the debugging 
printouts available for the four solution methods is presented in 
Table 5. ·Sample outputs are illustrated in Figures 18 (a) through 
18 (e) . Figure 18 ( a) shows part of the assembly of the system 
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices as performed in subroutine 
ASMMCK before the real ·eigensolution EG2 is executed. Matrices 
MO, CO, and KO are substructure matrices referred to substructure 
local coordinates. Matrices M, C, and K are matrices for the 
assembled system obtained after mapping to independent coordin-
ates. Figure 18 (b) provides a sample output of the real eigen-
solution EG1 results obtained from subroutine S02EG1. In Figure 
18(c) results from the real eigensolution EG2 are shown. These 
are obtained in subroutine S02EG2. Typical results obtained for 
the forced response solution FR1 are illustrated in Figure 18(d) 
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in subroutine S02FR1. Finally, time history solution results are 
shown in Figure 18(e) in subroutine S02TH1. 
8.3 solution Methods output 
Figures 19(a) to 19(d) are samples of standard outputs obtained 
wi th the four solution methods EG1, EG2, FR1, and TH1. For all 
solution modes, the display consists of seven fields of data 
containing alphanumeric name strings and numeric data keyed to the· 
alphanumeric strings. These fields are listed by number below. and 
contain the following data: 
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1) Item counter for variables listed in each output row . 
. 2) The word ELEMENT. 
3) Element number of a substructure, listed in· ascending 
order. 
4) Substructure three-character name or a blank string, or 
strings FREQ, DAMP, or TIME. 
5) Character name of a variable. Up to four characters may 
be used. If field 4 (above) is blank, the variable 
listed in each row is not a coordinate. The variable 
may be an eigenvalue or time. If field 4 contains a 
substructure name, the variable in the row is a coordi-
nate. 
6) Solution mode description. 
a) For. EG1, the descriptor is EIGV. This string is 
followed by the eigenvalue number, where the 
eigenvalue number is an integer ranging from one to 
the number of independent coordinates for the 
assembled system. (See Figure 19(a». 
b) For EG2, the descriptor is EIGV when the string 
FREQ or DAMP occurs in field 5. The string FREQ is 
the descriptor for frequency of the eigenvalue in 
hz and the string DAMP is the descriptor. for 
damping of the eigenvalue expressed as a fraction 
of critical damping (see equations (40) and (41) in 
Reference 1). When the string in field 5 is the 
name of a coordinate, the string in field 6 is 
either REAL or I MAG , denoting the real and imagin-
ary values of an element in the·· eigenvector. 
These strings are followed by the eigenvalue number 
(integer ranging from one to number of independent 
coordinates for the assembled system). The output 
displays are repeated until results for all eigen-
values are displayed. (See Figure 19(b». 
oc) For FR1, the descriptors are AMPLITUD and PHASE 
denoting amplitude and phase of a coordinate 
response. If the display conversion factor ICONVG 
in FR1 is equal to 0, amplitude measures are feet 
for translations, radians for rotations, and 
non-dimensional for modal ampli tudes. Phase 
responses are expressed in degree measure.. I f a 
hub interface force and moment display is requested 
in component RE3 (IDPFOR = 1 ) , forces are in lb 
units, and moments are in ft-Ib units. Phase 
responses are in degree measure. I f the display 
conversion factor ICONVG in FR1 is equal to 1, 
displacement responses (translational, rotational, 
and modal) are converted to accelerations, divided 
by the acceleration of gravity, and displayed (see 
equations (28) and (29), Reference 1) as shown in 
Figure 19(c). 
The notation used in the calculations of the 
coordinate amplitude and phase angle is: 
x = AMPLITUD* cos(wFt-PHASE) 
d) For TH1, the descriptors are SEC and DISPMENT 
denoting time and displacement. Time is expressed 
in seconds and displacements are feet for transla-
tions, radians for rotations, and non-dimensional 
for modal amplitudes. (See Figure 19(d». 
7) The numerical value of the variable. 
The appropriate units are as follows: 
a) eigenvalue frequency is in hZi 
damping is non-dimensional 
b) eigenvector translation is non-dimensional 
rotation is 1/rad 
c) translation ft, non-dimensional, or g's 
d) rotation rad, or (rad/sec 2 )/g 
e) hub reactions forces are in lbs 
moments are in ft-Ibs 
f) phase degrees 
g) time sec 
After the solution results are printed, the computer program 
working storage requirement for the run is displayed in terms of 
the maximum number of working storage words needed for the run as 
shown in Figure 19 (e) • The significance of this value is dis-
cussed in the section 9.7, "Base Program size". TheO solution 
resul ts are sent to unit 2 to save data for the Tektronix plot 
package. The data are formatted to facilitate checking of the 
Base Program. Figure 19(f) was obtained by transmitting the plot 
file data to the line printer. These data are not displayed in 
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the course of a normal run performed to obtain plot results. The 
output data in Figure 19(f) are discussed below to aid the inter-
pretation of the program by users. 
A sample output is presented in Figure 19 (f) for a time history 
solution up to 0.05 seconds. The format is typical of all data to 
be plotted. The title cards, up to 4, are shown first. The first 
three title cards comprise the plot heading while the fourth title 
card defines the abscissa, which, for this example, is TIME (SEC). 
The'next'line provides 3 pieces of information: the total number 
of steps (or cases), (6.1) , the total number of system coordi-
nates, (15.1) , and the parameter value for 3-dimensional plots 
(0.1200). Next, the variables are listed in order of increasing 
element number; in this case, element 1 is component FA1, element 
2 is component GF1, and element 4 is MS1. Element 3 is TH1 which 
is represented by the first variable, which is time in seconds. 
The data to be plotted follow the list of variables. The first 
card contains the step (or case) number (1.1 through 6.1) and the 
abscissa value (this is the parametric value if PV1 component is 
activated or time if the time history solution is exercised). In 
this example, it is seen that the variable time has values from 
zero to 0.05 in steps of 0.01 second. The numerical values of the 
final system coordinates are then displayed. For this example, it 
is seen that the following plots could be generated versus time: 
1. variable 2, FA1 DELT ( fixed absorber mass translation) . 
2. variable 3, FA1 X ( fixed absorber base translation) . 
3. variable 9, GF1 X (generalized force connection node 
displacement) . 
4. variable 15, MS1 MODE (normal mode amplitude). 
A plot of these four variables versus time is illustrated in 
Figure 19(9). Up to 5 curves can be shown on the same plot. 
When the time history .solution is used, the final results are 
written to unit 8 in subroutine SV3THI for restart conditions. A 
sample output is presented in Figure 19(h) for time increments of 
0.01 up to 0.05 seconds. As shown, the displacement, velocity, 
acceleration, and force vectors are provided at each time step of 
the run. To restart a time history solution, only the data at an 
initial time are needed as input. These data are acquired from. 
the last time step of a prior run. The results from Figures 19(f) 
and 19(h) originate from the same computer run. At a time of 0.05 
second, the displacements are the same, as indicated by the 
underlined quantities. 
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section 9 
OVERALL PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
This section provides information on the overall program structure 
to. enable users and programmers to understand the program logic 
and the overlay segmentation structure. Flow diagrams for the 
different overlay segments are presented. Brief descriptions are 
provided for all the Fortran subroutines. The routines which 
require modification for CDC computer operation and the IMSL 
routines which must be replaced by the contractor are identified. 
The COMMON Blocks and input/output data files employed by the Base 
Program are described. Also, the determination of the computer 
storage requirements and of the program size are discussed as well 
as the method employed to change the computer program size. 
Finally, revisions to the computer program subroutines necessary 
to add a new substructure or to modify an existing sub.structure 
are presented in detail. 
9.1 Segmentation structure 
The Base Program SIMVIB was overlaid to minimize the CDC'computer 
storage requirements. The overlaid program size comprising a 
23. 6K1 0 (decimal) word instruction bank and' a 8. 4Kl 0 . (decimal) 
data bank is 32K10 (decimal) words. This is equivalent to 100 Kg (octal) words. This limit complies with the requirement specified 
by the NASA Technical Monitor for interactive operation on the 
Langley Research Center CDC computer. The program size can be 
increased by specifying the size of the IA vector in the MAIN 
routine to enable the program to be applied to large problems (see 
section 9.7). 
The 18 overlay segments are show~ in Figure 20. A brief descrip-
tion of. the function performed by each segment is provided in 
Table 5. The Fortran subroutines needed in the execution of the 
.overlay segments are listed in Table 6. This table also includes 
a list of COMMON blocks. All COMMON blocks are'stored in the main 
segment (number 1). IMSL routines which must be replaced by the 
contractor with equi valent routines are marked with an asterisk 
(*) while the routines which must be modified or replaced for CDC 
operation are indicated by a plus sign (+). 
9.2 Flow Diagrams 
Computer logic flow diagrams are presented in Figures 21 through 
41 for the high level subroutines .. The flow chart in Figure 21 
illustrating the main program logic flow shows the parametric 
variation and the multiple cases loops. 
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9.3 Fortran Subroutines Descriptions 
To aid the unders.tanding of the Base Program, an alphabetical list 
of Fortran subroutines 'is provided in Table 7;, the appropriate 
segment number containing the routine is also provided in this 
table. The functions of the subroutines are given in Table 8. In 
addition, source code in the Base Program listing supplied to the 
NASA structures Laboratory is commented to facilitate an under-
standing of the program. An asterisk (*) denotes IMSL subroutines 
which have to be replaced by equivalent IMSL subroutines available 
at the Langley Research Center CDC facility. A plus sign (+) 
denote~ system dependent subroutines. These routines contain CDC 
dedicated lines of code which are commented in column 1. These 
comments must be removed and IBM dependent code corresponding to 
these lines in their immediate vicinity must be comme'nted out. 
9.4 Fortran Subroutines Revisions for CDC Operation 
The' revisions to the IBM Fortran subroutines which must be per-
formed in order for the Base Program to execute on the CDC com": 
puter system fall into the three categories listed below: 
1. 3 routines must be replaced: ACONDP, ACON, and CORE., 
2 8 routines must be revised: FFLOAD, GVPLOT, INPUT , 
LBLEGl, LBLEG2, LOAD, MAINSV, and NAMES. 
The revisions are discussed in Table 8 and are also 
explained in the program Fortran code. 
3. 18 IMSL routines must be replaced with equivalent IMSL 
routines by the contractor: EIGZF, EQZQF, EQZTF, EQZVF, 
LEQT2F, LINV2F, LINV3F, LUDATF, LUELMF, LUREFF, UERTST, 
UGETIO, VHSH2C, VHSH2R, VHSH3R, VXADD, VXMUL, and VXSTO. 
9.5 COMMON Blocks 
The Base Program utilizes a total of 18 COMMON blocks in its 
Fortran code. The Fortran subroutines in which the different 
COMMON blocks appear are presented in Table 9. Both the Fortran 
subroutines and the COMMON blocks are listed alphabetically for 
easy reference. The word size of a specific COMMON block is the 
same in all of the subroutines which reference it. 
9.6 Input/Output Data Transmission 
Input/output data transmission is accomplished in the Base Program 
through the use of nine files which are described in Table 10. 
The data files are assigned Fortran names in subroutine BLOCK, 
which is the first subroutine called in the main program. A 
description of the type of data transfer and the subroutines which 
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use a specific 
files are used 
output results 
on cards (7). 
Program but· can 
file are provided in the table. The input/output 
to read input data (1, 5, 8, 10, 11 and 12), write 
(6), store solution results (2), and punch results 
The punch file is not presently used in the Base 
be readily activated. 
9.7 control of Base Program Size 
The user of the Coupled Rotor/Fuselage Vibration Analysis may 
employ a convenient means of controlling the size of the Base 
Program. Size control may be achieved by changing two statements 
in the main routine. These statements as presently configured on 
the CDC system are: 
INTERACTIVE MODE BATCH MODE 
1. DIMENSION IA (8400) 1. DIMENSION IA (40000) 
2. MAXA = 8400 2. MAXA = 40000 
The first statement describes the size of the working storage 
vector (defined below) in terms of decimal words. The allocation 
of the workipg storage can be varied by changing the above state-
ments. For example, 30000 decimal words may be allocated by 
modifying these statements to 
1. DIMENSION IA (30000) 
1. MAXA = 30000 
The program is recompiled and a new executable version created and 
stored for use. The new version will employ 30000 words of 
working storage. A user desiring to control the program size does 
not need to know any programming details beyond these statements. 
As a guide to programmers wishing to make other modifications, an 
introduction is gi ven here of the space management capability 
contained in the Base Program. The working storage vector is a 
region of storage which is separate from· regions used to store 
COMMON block data. It is a region of storage where arrays 
(Ii teral strings, vectors· of integers and real variables, ma-
trices) may be placed or removed during program execution. Data 
are placed in the working vector IA or removed from IA by invoking 
in the program code two space management Fortran function subrou-
tines. Function subroutine ISETSP allocates storage in IA for any 
array whose literal name, dimensions, and character (real, com-
plex) are placed in the argument list of ISETSP. Function sub-
routine IRMVSP may be used to remove the catalog entries (name, 
dimensions) applicable to the array referred to in ISETSP. 
Subroutine IRMVSP may be thought of as removing the space allo-
cated in IA to that array. These procedures may be used to 
allocate or remove storage spaces allocated to arrays during the 
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execution of the program.. In other words, they have the effect of 
controlling dynamically the amount of storage occupied in IA. The 
time history of variation of storage in IA with CPU time is shown 
schematically in Figure 42 for a hypothetical problem. The 
largest . amount of storage taken up by arrays occupying IA is 
designated MAXSIZ. The current storage in IA at any instant of 
time is ISIZE. The magnitude of ISIZE is always less than or 
equal to MAXSIZ. The program calculates ISIZE during execution 
and equates MAXSIZ to ISIZE if ISIZE exceeds a prior value of 
MAXSIZ. The program compares the value of MAXSIZ with MAXA. The 
parameter MAXA is equal to the size of IA. If MAXSIZ is less than 
MAXA, processing continues to completion. The program displays 
the value of MAXSIZ at the termination of the calculations for 
each case (see Figure 19(e». If at any time in the calculations 
MAXSIZ is calculated to exceed MAXA, the processing terminates 
with a message informing the user to allocate more storage. 
I f two or more cases are run successively, it is found that the 
value of MAXSIZ is larger for the second case as compared to the 
first case since computer storage allocated for the input com-
ponents cannot be freed at the end of the calculations. As shown 
in the sample output in Figure 19(e), MAXSIZ ·is 1887 words after 
the first case and 2161 words after the second case - an increase 
of 274 words. Subsequent cases will have the same value of MAXSIZ 
as for the second case. 
convenient size contro~ provides a user with latitude to treat a 
wide range of problems. The version of the program used inter-
actively on the CDC system employs 8400 decimal loads. . A larger 
version of the program employs 40000 decimal words. This version 
can be used to solve large problems in a batch mode. For 
MAXA = 0, the program size is composed of storage required for 
instructions and common blocks, and is equal to 23600 decimal 
words on the CDC system. Thus, the version of the program with 
MAXA = 8400 would have a ·size equal to 23600 + 8400 = 32000 
decimal words. The larger program would have a size of 23600 + 
40000 = 63600 decimal words. 
Programmers must exercise care in the employment of function 
subroutines I SETSP and IRMVSP. A safe procedure for invoking 
these subroutines is to follow the applications in the program. 
A third space· management routine is IASKSP which must be used by . 
the programmer to return information on arrays which have already 
been allocated. Function subroutine IASKSP returns a pointer 
defining the position in the IA vector of an array named in its 
argument list. 
Programmers intending to add a new substructure to the code are 
not required to employ or understand the space management subrou-
tines ISETSP, IRMVSP, and IASKSP. section 9.8 describes the 
procedure for introducing code for a new substructure except a 
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substructure adding a forcing function such as GF1, or substruc-
tures similar to RE2 or RE3. The programmer must define in 
subroutine NSPACE the size (NDLOAD) of the input loader vector for 
the new substructure, and the size of a component dedicated work 
vector (NWORK). The value of NWORK is equal to 0 for all sub-
. structures (see Table 3) except RE2; RE3, and TH1. Substructures 
RE2 and RE3 involve the LINK subroutine (the RE3 substructure also 
includes logic to process impedance data) and the procedure for 
adding substructures of these types is different from the proce-
dure for other substructures and is not described. . The procedure 
for the addition of solution modes and operational modes capa-
bilities is also not described. Modifications made to the program 
in these areas can be developed by following the code. 
The IA vector is equivalenced to a vector of real variables A. 
The programmer may recover integer variables by referring to the 
IA vector and real variables by referring to the A vector. The 
size of· a word in the IA vector is the same as the size of a word 
in the A vector. Each subroutine called by the main routine 
MAINSV has an argument list containing IA and A as its first two 
·members. The equivalence of IA and A is achieved by naming the 
first two arguments IA in the calls made to the subroutines in 
MAINSV. 
9.8 Addition of New Substructures and Modification of Existing 
Substructures 
The addition of a hypothetical substructure to the Base Program, 
referred to as BF4 for this example, requires two main steps: 
1. provide 7 new subroutines, as shown in Table 11. 
2. revise 18 existing subroutines, as shown in Table 12. 
The new . subroutines to be developed for the BF4 component are 
listed in Table 11. They would be similar to those illustrated in 
Figures 43(a) through 43(g) for component BF1. The BF1 routines 
are provided as a guideline only and therefore must be revised 
appropriately for each new substructure being added. 
The revisions to existing Base Program subroutines required to 
incorporate a new substructure are summarized in Table 12. All 
the subroutines contain labelled COMMON CNAMES which is modified 
to include the new element .BF4. In this illustration, assume that 
BF4 is the 21st element to be added to the Base Program. 
The procedure described above for adding code for a new substruc-
ture applies to any substructure except substructures introducing 
a forcing function, like GF1 or substructures introducing rotor 
. effects, like RE2 and RE3. The procedure described does not apply 
to solution or operational modes .. 
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Modifications made to existing substructures involve the same set 
of routines listed in Tables 11 and 12. Many modifications would 
be limited to a subset of the routines listed in these two tables. 
section 10 
TEST CASES DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 
The ·Base. Program has been exercised with all program components. 
Check cases have been run to check out significant combinations of 
substructures' and solution modes. A list of 16 test cases is 
provided in Table 13. 'The test cases include application of 
inplane and vertical bifilars, fixed system absorber, several 
isolator models (Cases 7 to 11 - see Figure 44), rotor contribu-
tions from two different 'rotor models, and elastic beam represen-
tation. The four methods of solution, which are eigensolutions 
wi th and without sY,stem damping, forced response, and time his-
tory, are invoked and checked. Parametric variations are con-
ducted for several design conditions. 
Restrictions affecting program applications are: 
1. to obtain non-zero responses, the GFI substructure must 
be used with the time history (THl) solution mode. 
2. when the 
parametric 
time history (THl) solution is 
variation option (PVl) is not 
used, the 
applicable. 
3,. the only method, of solution consistent with the 'rotor 
impedance representation (RE3) is the forced response 
solution (FRl). 
4. the GFI component must be connected to modal substruc-
ture MSI at a point where 'it is desired to monitor 
responses and which is not connected to another struc-
ture. 
5. only one substructure of type RE2 or RE3 may be reques,t-
ed at one time. However, the input may include both of 
these types. 
The program working s~orage requirement for each case is shown 
under the column heading "Size of Work vector" in Table 13. Most 
cases require less than 8000 words. Cases 11 and 12 have the 
largest storage requirement nearing 15000 words due to the utili-
zation .of four isolator units for case 11 and the complex eigen-
solution application for case 12. Thus, all but cases 11 and 12 
can be run in the inte'racti ve mode. 
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From .. Table 13, the IBM central processing unit (CPU) time needed 
to execute a typical run is under 3 seconds. A time history 
solution of one second real time (case 5) requires 4.5 seconds of 
CPU time. This run also takes the longest to execute. 
The input and output for five representative cases (5, 7, 11, 12, 
and 13) are provided in Reference 11, Appendices A through E, 
respectively. They show results for different dynamic systems and 
methods of solution. 
Plots were developed for these cases except for case 12 using the 
Tektronix Plot Package described in Reference 7. The plots are 
presented in Figures 45 through 47 for cases 5, 7, 11, and 13 
respecti vely . A summary of the plots generated and a brief 
description of each plot is presented in Table 14. . Resul ts for 
case 12 could be plotted if additional runs are made and all the 
results stored on unit 2. For example, the rotor blade collective 
pitch· could be varied when executing the E927 program. . The 
resulting matrices are then read from unit 10 by the Base Program. 
Finally, the final system eigenvalues and eigenvectors could be 
plotted against blade collective pitch. 
Up t.o 5 variables from one case may be plotted at ·the same time. 
Also, one variable from as many as 5 cases may be displayed on the 
same plot. 
section 11 
IBM JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL) 
The IBM Job Control Language (JCL) needed to execute the Base 
Program or the IBM 370/168 computer system is shown·in Figure 49. 
This setup reads basic input from unit 1, E927 matrices from unit 
10 if component RE2 is invoked, and G400 impedance matrix and 
force vector from unit 11 (or 12 if input by the user) if com-
ponent RE3 is invoked. Time history restart conditions are either 
read from or written to unit 8. Output results are sent to unit 
6. If plots are desired, the output results are stored on unit 2. 
Different options are presented in the JCL setup for writing of 
the output results to files on unit 2 for plotting or unit 8 for 
time history restart conditions. It should be noted that any JCL 
card starting with 3 or more asterisks is a comment card. Any 
card starting with II is a control card. The counter on the left 
hand side of Figure 49 shows that there are 13 control cards in 
the standard JCL setup required to execute the Base Program on the 
IBM system. 
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section 12 
CDC PROGRAM INSTALLATION AND OPERATION· 
This section provides the Job Control Language (JCL) for the 
installation and operation of the SIMVlB program on the NASA-
Langley CDC NOS computer facility. The installation and operation 
procedures are based on protocol and system library. facilities 
associated with the NASA-Langley CDC NOS computer facility. 
The JCL for installation of the SIMVIB program is presented in 
Figure 50 for the batch mode version (IA vector dimensioned 40000) 
and in Figure 51 for the interactive. mode version (IA vector 
dimensioned 8400). 
The JCL for execution of the SIMVIB program batch and interactive 
versions is shown in Figures 52 and 53 respectively. 
The JCL instructions apply to remote job entry operation (such as 
a telephone linkup). Revisions needed to run with card images are 
indicated in Figures 50· through 53. 
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AI BOIce DISC 
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STEAD! STAT! 
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ROTOR INDUCED VELOCITIES 
TIM' - H!!!TORY 
. BESpom 
EMPENNAGE FORCES 
SYSTEM EQUATIONS· 
OF MOTION 
ElonSOLUTION 
Coupled Rotor/Airframe Vibration 
Analysis Data Flows. 
·~i 
WABAT GBJMET 
..fROGRA~_ 
WABAT PLOT 
PACKAGE 
@) • FUSELAGE GEOMETRY 
@) FUSELAGE INDUCED VELOCITIES UNIT NUMBER 
(i) 
ROTOR INDUCED VELOCITIES 
® 
ROTOR 
INDUCED 
VELOCITIES 
@ NON-INDUCED AXIAL VELOCITIES 
@) BLADE PHYSICAL DATA 
® BLADE AIRFOIL OATA 
~ 
ROTOR TRIM STATE 
II 
TOR IMPEDANCE MATRIX 
AND FORCE VECTOR 
@) MASS, DAMPING, STIFFNESS MATRICES 
GENERALIZED 
@) t FORCES/MOMENTS 
~ Figure 2. Coupled Rotor/Airframe Vibration Analysis Input/Output File Functions. 
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CARD 
NO. COLUMN NUMBER 
~ I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 0 II 2 3 14 15 16 17 IB 19 2O~1 ~ ~ 24 ~ ~ J Z1 2812!l:D 13' -
I TI TLE I - 4 I) 
2 N A~ , INB' CO P Y N B 2 
3 L o C o E Lio-- f-f- OA T , o A T 2 o A T 3 
4E: NP N C s CA S E N~S 
5 S TP p 
(0 ) GENERAL INPUT CAR> R>RMAT 
I 2 34 5 6 7 B 910 II 12 1314 1516 171B 9fD 2122 234 2!53i 27 ~ ~ 150 31 3233 
7 
-f-f-
3435 31537 .... 
I V I B R AT ION S T U 0 Y o F S A M P L E A I R C R A 
2 S F , , 3 CO P Y 2 
3 - 3 / o . , 2 P 2 • 5 E 4 , • 0 
4 E NO , I C A S E , , 
5 S TOP 
1_ ..... 142 
.. ~ 
14~ 
4~ 
!.ow. 142 
F T 
1* / 
* / 
*/ 
f*/ 
(b) SAMPLE 'NPUT CARDS FOR COMPONENT SF' 
... 
CO M M E N TS 
.. 
. 
II 
f43f44 ~546 '" 48 4S5C 51~ 53154 
B , F , LA R T Y P E 
o A M P • S T , F F • M 
END o F CA S E 
END ~~ RUN 
-
Figure 4. Base Program Input· Card Format and Examples. 
I"' tn In~s 11)1 
I 
I 
f-. I 
f-r-
1 
f-it-
~5 15657 58~ ro 
I * / 
OM *1 
, , 
*/ 
*/ 
56 
START 
COL ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----;----+-· 
• BASE PRO:;~AN - WPm SAMPLE 1 - 1 CASE 0001 • 
1 FIXED SYSi'EM ABSCR3ER - 1 r.C:JE SHAPE 
....... 1 .... Fp.Et:!.m:CY PARA~IETR!C VA.·UATIC~I. 
1 FREQUWCY (HZ) 
1 FA1 1 
3 1 I. 1. 
3 2 I 10.0 
3 3 I 0.12 
3 4 I 25000. 
....... 3. 5 1 ... 1.0 1.0~ .. 1.0 
3 8 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 -11 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. 1 GF!. 2 
3 1 I 1. 
3 2 I 0.0 0.0 
3 5 I 1500. 400.0 
3 .. 7. I ... 0.0 0.0 
3 9 I 0.0 0.0 
2 111 0.0 0.0 
2 13 I 0.0 0.0 
...... 1 .... _-15 / ... 0.0 ..... 0.0 ................ 
1 FRl '3 
'3 1 I 1.591549 
•........ __ 1 ...... :::.,,2 .. .1. .... 1 •...... ........ 
1 MSI 4 
'3 1 I 0.0 
'3 2./ .. 1.0 
3 '3 I 0.0 
'3 41 1-
'3 5 I 1-
2 .10 1 ...... 1.0 ....... . 
2 13 I O. 
2 40 I O. 
1 -56 I O. 
.. ···'·l-··'P;;;!" ...... 5 
3 1 I 1.591549 
3 2 I 9.549297 
'3 3 I 6. 
... O •.......... -. ....... 0 •..... 
O. O. 
O. o. 
o. O. 
3"'- '4"/""3 ~ ..................... . 
1-5/1. 
1 GEN 6 
-. "'3 ...... CI O. . .. . 
1 -10 / 0.12 
1 STOP 
OOOZ' 
000:;; 
0004' 
0005 
1* FIXED A3S0~BER 1 *1 0006-
1* Cm~:-lECTIC;"1 NODE IlUM3ER . *1 oe07 
1* MASS (SLUGS) *1 OOCS" 
1* DAMPWG RATIO !t.'D) Ifl 0009 
1* SFR!tIG STIFFNESS (La/FT) *1 ono-
1* INERTIAS (SlU:;-FT**2) . III 0011 
1* EULER ANGLES (DEG) III 0012:' 
III INITIAL VALUES *1 0013 
0014' 
1* GE~lERALIZED FCRCE 1 *1 0015 
1* CCNl':ECTION NC:lE Ntr.1BER *1 0016-
1* EULER At::'LES (DEG) *1 0017 
1* X FCRCE (La) - COS, SINE *1 001S' 
1* Y FO~CE . - COS , SIIlE rrl 0019 
1* Z FORCE - CpS , SIflE *I 0020" 
1* THETA1 FORCE - COS , SINE *1 0021 
1* THET~Z FORCE - COS , S!NE *1 0022' 
1* THETA'3 FO~CE - COS , SINE . *1 0023 
1* F01=!CED RESPCNSE 1 
1* FCRCWG F?EQUEHCY (HZ) 
....1* GET .. DESUG P?INTOUT .... 
1* MODAL STRUcn,~E TYPE 1 
"1* OAI~PIN3 RATIO (NO) 
0024-
!f/ 0025 
*1 0026' 
. .. *I 0027 
0028· 
./* GalER •.. MASS (LB-SEClf*21IN) 
Ilf MODAL FRECUEt:CY (HZ) 
""I 0029 
"'I 0030· 
*1 0031 
-I 0032' 
1* NI...'t!8ER OF NOJES 
1* ~:CD E tlt.'!"8::RS 
1* MODE SH.~PE 
1* MOJE SHAPE 
1* EULER A~:'3LES (DEG) 
1* ItIITIAI. VALUES 
1* PARA:-lETRIC VARIATICN 1 
1* STARTIt;G VALUE (HZ) 
1* FINAL '1ALUE ( HZ) 
1* NU~BER OF POlNiS 
1* ELEMENT WolBER 
1* LOADER LCCATIO~ 
*1 0033 
*1 0034 
*1 0035 
*1 0036 
*1 0037 
*1 0038 
.. 0039 
*1 0040 
*1 0041 
*1 0042 
.*1 0043 
*1 0044 
*1 0045 
0046 
1* GEHE~AL ELEMEtlT *1 0047 
1* =0,., 0 PRItITOUT OF RESULTS *1 004U 
1* VALUE FeR 3-D ?LCTS - CAM? *1 OQ49 
O~5C 
0051 
Figure 5. Input Data Sample 1. 
START 
COL .----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+-, 
1 BASE PRO~~AM - IN?UT SAMPLE 2 - 3 CASES 
1 FIX~D SYSi~M ABSC~cER - 2 NCOE SHAPES 
0001-
0002 
000l" 
0004 
1 ." TItlE HISTC:<Y SOLUTIO!'J . 
1 TIME (SEC) 
1 FA1 1 
3 1 I. 1. 
3 2 1 10.0 
3 3 1 0.12 
3 41 25000. 
.. _ ........ 3 ... 5 I. 1.0: ... 1.0 .. 
3 a 1 0.0 0.0 
1 -11 I 0.0 0.0 
.. 1 . GFl ....... 2 '. .... ...... ...... 
3 . 1 I 1. 
3 2 I 0.0 0.0 
3 " 5 I 1500. 400.0 
.,.3 . ..... ,7/ .. 0.0 ._ D.O •. 
3 9 I 0.0 0.0 
2 111 0.0 0.0 
2 131 0.0 0.0 
_ ..... 1 __ -15 1,... 0.0 ..... ' .. 0.0 ......... 
1 TH1 3 
3 1 1 0.25 
.. 3 .......... 2 .. / .... 0 •. 01 .. _ ........ " ......... . 
3 3 I .05 
3 4 I 6.0 
3 5 I 0.0 
... 1 - 6.1 .. 0.0 
1 MSl 
3 11 0.0 
4 
_., ....... 3 ........ 2 / ...... 1.0 ........... " ...... . 
3 3 I 0.0 
3 4 I 1. 
3 5 I 1. 
2 10 I 1.0 
"""2"-' 13 / .. O. 
2 40 I O. 
1 -56 I O. 
O. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
.. .. 1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
".~ ...... . ..... 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
1* FIXED ABSORBER 1 
1* COt'INECTIQ~1 NODE NUH3ER 
1* tlASS (SLUGS) 
1* DAMPING RATIO (h'n) 
1* SPRING STIFFNESS (LS/FT) 
1* WERTIAS (SLU:i-FT**2) 
1* EULER »:GlES (OEG) 
hi ItiiTIAL VALUES 
1* GENERALIZED FORCE 1 
1* CONNECTICN NODE tl~ER 
1* EULER ANGLES (DEG) 
1* X FORCE (LS) - COS. SINE 
.1* Y FORCE .... - COS • SlUE 
1* Z FORCE - COS • SINE 
1* THETA1 FORCE - COS , SItIE 
1* THETA2 FC?CE - COS • sINE 
1* THETA3 FORCE -COS, SIt!::: 
1* TINE HISTORY 1 
1* tlE~~ARK aETA FACTOR 
..1*. iIHE I~:CREI':ENT (SEC) 
1* MAX TItlE (SEC) 
.1* FORCItlG FREOUalCY 
1* DEBUG SELECTOR 
.1* . RESTART FLAG . 
(HZ) 
1* MODAL STRUCTURE TYPE 1 
1* DAMPItIG RATIO (HD) 
ooes-
*1 0006 
*1 OCOT 
*1 0008 
*1 OOOT 
'Ill 0010 
.. *1 0011-
*1 0012 
*1 COB" 
0014 
*1 0015' 
*1 0016 
*1 COlT 
*1 0018 
*I 0019' 
*1 0020 
*1 0021-
*1 0022 
*1 oe23' 
0024 
*I 0025-
*1 0026 
. 'III 0027' 
*1 0028 
*1 OC29' 
*1 0030 
'lfl 0031 
.1* GEN~P.. NASS (LS-SEC**2/IN) 
1* MeDAL FREQUEtlCY (HZ) 
0032 
*1 003'3 
*1 0034 
*I.C035 
*1 0036 
*1 0037 1* t:U~'3ER OF NODES 
1* NODE NUMBERS 
.. 1* MODE SHAPE .. 
1* NODE SHAPE 
1* EULER A~IGLES (DEG I 
1* INITIAL VALUES 
*1 0033 
. *1 0039 
*1 0040 
'III 0041-
itl 0042 
"·"··-·i"·MSi'''·''''''''''''· 5""'"'''' COpy"""""""4'''''' -- . · .. ·····..i* tlCDAL STRUCT\ffi E TYPE 1 0043 *1 0044 
*1 0045-1 -10 I O. 1.0 O. 1* MODE SHAPE 
1 GEN 6 
-- "'3 ... , f-;'''' o ... "" 
1 -10 I 0.12 
1 EtO 1 CASE 1 
~-., ....... ~-........ .................................... '" ... " ........................ ~ .. -.......... ~ ............. . 
1 FAl 
1 -;: I 
1 E"'D 
1 
15.0 
2 CASE 2 
0046 
1* GENERA~ ELEME~7 *1 0047 
. 1*=0 ::0 P1HtITOUT OF RESULTS *1 0048 
1* VALUE Fa? 3-0 PLOTS - DAtIP *1 0049' 
1* EtO OF ItI?'JT FOR CI.SE 1 
..... . ...... -" 
1* FIXED ABSO~SER 1 
1* MASS (SLI.:GS) 
1* END OF IflPUT FeR CASE 2 
0050 
*1 0051 
'0052 
*1 0053 
*1 0054:..., 
0055 
*1 OOS!:." 
0057 
1 FAl ~ /. F'lXeP A6s0RSER 1. gg~~ .. 
.. '.1 .,,; I/~O.O; .- .. : ; . ..:::~:_ r~_~:.._.z.'LMAsS. (.\.u~s:).:. ,,-.: ~,_,: ____ aafao.... 
--,.--.-----.--,---.----!- "" !' : _,,: __ .. ___ :_: _+ __ L .. :":~ 
1· S"TOP 
Figure 6. Input Data Sample 2. 
57 
····~·.·.· •• ···~.~~~ ......... ~~~.~~~~~.~.~~~~ ...... ~~BUG PR~~!_ .. ~~~~!~~ ... ~.~ .. _.!,.~.~.~,!I!.~~.~~~~.~~~~~~~~ •••••••••••••••••••• 
110 I' 1. 11= 1.04049O-0Z 110 I 1. 21=-2.098830-05 110 I 1. 11= 5.Z3829O-0Z HO' 1. 41=-8.00741D-01 
110 I 1.151=-1.769500-01 HO' 2. 1I=-Z.098&3O-05 110' Z. 21= 1.741>130-02 HO' Z. 11=-1.219930-01 
''110 "1 ""2;"'41. "~314S4D"OZ ,,- "'''HO "'I -2i"15" '1:543060"02 --, "-110 -I -'1;-'lj= '!I':238Z9o-02'- '" 1\0 ""I ""~;-"il:':3:Z7991D':oi ,,' 
HO I 1. 11= 1.512540_01 HO' 3. 41=-Z.04U30-01 110' 1. 151= 1.44587000Z 110' 4. 11=-8.007410-01 
110 , 4. 21= 6.314840-02 HO' 4. 31=-2.045230-01 HO' .... 41= 1.511>990003 HO I 5. 51= 1.0404\111-0Z 
110 I 5. 71=-2.096630-05 HO' 5. 91= 5.236290-0Z HO I 5. 111=-8.007410-03 110 I 5. 131=-3.8966~D"02 
110'" I '5;' '141='8'; 004910~01-"'''-'110 .'''('''''' 5;-16'1.;1': 130760"01"-"""110""'1"-5;-171:::1': 621950:'01--'"-110--1''''-'';''''' ''i= "1: li4 ti49O~OZ ,-, 
tlO , 6. 81=-2.0988JO-05 HO' 6. 101= 5.238290-02 110 I 6. 121=-8:007410-03 tlO' 6. 131' 8.004910-03 
HO r 6. 141,= 1.898620-02 110 I 6. 161=-1.023950-03 HO' 6. 171= 1.136760-01 HO' 7. 51=-2.096830-05 
110 , 7., 71= 1.746110-0Z HO' 7. 91=-3.279930-01 HO I 7. 111= 6.314840-02 HO' 7. 131= 2. 12338D-01, 
11~" ('" 7;' 1l;1,r:9:1O<i3eo';03-' ,,- -"itli- ("""7;-16I=-;;1.;1t8Z650~01""', -" 'I1CS'-r7';-i"/)=-"'.OS1'640:11z'-' - ""110"-"-'.-;" '6)":2:0'98830=05-" 
tlO I 8. 81= 1.746130-0Z 110 I 8.101=-1.Z7991O-01 110 I 8. 121= 6.314840-02 HO I 8. 1l1=-9.10438D-OJ 
110 I 8. 141=-Z.123360-01 tiD I 8. 161= 6.051640-02 HO' 8. 171= 6.482050-01 110 I 9. 51= 5.238290-02 
HO I 9. 71'-1.279930-01 110 I 9. 91= 1.512~400OJ 110 I 9. 111=-2.045230-01 110' 9. 141=-1.05~33IhOl 
'liD " 'I" '9;""1& 1="3 :2435'lD .01--'" -l1o'-r- 9 ;"171="1: n J950i02""'-""lfcr-l'-lCI~""-1>1,,"'5 ;2142 9O;'or---W,--r-10 ;-"aiii:j ;·t)9cj3b~bl"-
110 I 10. 101= 1.5125/,0+03 tlO I 10. 121=-2.045Z30-01 HO I 10. 131=-1.055380001 110 I 10. 161=-3.113950002 
tlO (10. 171=-3.243510+03 HO I 11. 51=-8.007410-0] 110 I 11. 71= 6.314840-02 1'00 I 11. 91--Z.045230-01 
,,,..1]1J1 
MAS~ 
t1 A'tll 1)( 
110 I 11. 111= 1.5169900U 110 I 11. 1310-1.720990002 110 I 11. 141= 1.772650001 HO I 11. 161=-5.124120-01 
'M3"1 "11;"'171=-1";859160.02- ""- 'NO '''I '12;-'6I=-8';00741D"03- ,- 'tiD --I '12.-'81~ '6~Jl484D"OZ-"" tio -, U.-101=-2:045230-01 -."- - -
110 I 12. 121= 1.516990+03 110 I 12. 13 1= 1.772650001 HO I 12. 141- 1.720990_0Z 110' 12. 161=-1.859160+02 , 
110 I U. 171= 5.U41~0-01 110 I n. 51=-1.949310-02 HO I 13. 61= 4.002460-03 110 I n. 71= 1.161690-01 
110 I 13. 81=-4.552190-0] 110 I 13. 101=-5.276900+00 HO I 13. 111=-8.604940001 110 I 13. 121= 8.863240+00 
110 '-I" '13',"13 I = "1';U9840+ 01'''''--''''110 '-"-13 ;"'171= "'2: 110760 +01-"""- Ho"-r14;'-51: "4';a021j60~03-'-"'tiO-'I"lti; "'-, 1 ="'1: 94431Il;U --'. -"" .. _". 
tiD 1 14. 71=,,4.552190-03 HO I 14. 81=-1.161690-01 110 I 14. 91=-5.276900000 110" 14. 111' 8.861240+00 
HO I 14. 121= 8.604940001 HO I 14. 141= J.169d40_01 HO I 14. 161=-2.110760001 HO I 15. 11=-9.423750-02 
HO I 15. 21= 3.857650-03 tlO I 15. 11= 8.614670_01 HO 1 15. 151= 3.169840_01 HO' 16. 51=-6.6838Z0-02 
'HO'" 1"16';' '6"I=c1.'5119~oo03" .. ,,' -110 ""1-16", 71="3,'241030"01"'" - "'110'-"1""16;"" '81,;"'3:1125820~02- - -l1o""ra;- '~i='l.UI760tOJ'" 
tlO 1 16. 101=-1.5~6970+0Z 110 I 16. 111=-2.562060-01 HO' 16. 121=-9.295790001 HO I 16. 1410-2.110760+01 
110 I 16. 161= 3.535790003 110' 17. 51=-1.511983-03 110 I 17. 61= 6.681820-02 HO I 17. 71= 1.OZ58~0-02 
HO I 17. 81= 1.241030-01 tiD I 17. 9I.-1.556970_0Z HO 1 17. 101=-1.621760_0] 110 I 17. 111=-9.2957?OoOI 
HO'" -rI7';"'''12T=' 2 :56206D"01-"""-- tI0'-'C"17;'''111''''Z ;'11076D.n--"'-tlO'- ,...17;''171= "]':535790'03"--""""-"""--"'"--''''''''' .,,",,' " ,,,",,--,,""" 
CO I 1. 11= Z.87103D-Ol CO I 1. 21= 1.351140-01 CO I 1. SI= 2.137830_01 CO, 1. 41' 3.056850000 
'CO ", I" 1 ;-'151·~2.058510.00 ",,, .. ,,'" CO ""I "'Z."- n- T.1L7550-'01 - CO "-, ""'2'-'- 21= '2:009790"01 - -- CO "-( -'t.- Jv;"r;01l4~DoOl -
co I' Z. 41= 4.0£8040000 CO I 2. 151=-3.502750_00 CO I 3. 11= 2.236980001 co I 3. 21=-5.929410+00 
CO I 1i 11= 5.025660+04 co I 3. 41=-4.165200003 CO I 3. 151= 1.033750+04 CO I 4. 1I=-Z.650440+00 
co I 4. 21=-1.206700+00 CO I 4. 31=-6.720900003 CO I 4. 41' 8.417180003 CO I 4. 151=-3.390l90+02 
CO "" I"'" 5',"'" 51= "2 ;871030:01-'-"'--CO'''''''I-''5 i -""61=~5';622130~aI"---""'-CO''''''-5;-71--1:'35n40;0l'''''--'''C0-"('- 5';""" 8 1~"r.134J20';0:r"""t--,-"""-
CO I 5. 91= Z.317830001 CO I 5. 101=-2,830540000 CO I 5. 111= 3.056850+00 CO I 5. 121= 4.326350-01 
CO 1 5. 1l1=-106371~0+00 CO I 5. 141= 2.128160-01 CO I 5. 161= 4.563060001 CO I 5. 171'-1.1U480+0t 
CO I 6. 51= 5.622330-01 CO I 6. 61= 2.87101D-01 CO I 6. 71=-1.lJ1tI20-03 CO I 6. 81= 1.151140~01 
"C~'''' I'" t;" '91= '2.810540000 - -"' -'CO"" I '''' 6 i-l0)~"2 ,'1J76300Ql"- "CO""" 1-6';''',ln=~''. 326850"01 - - "CO'- 1"':"6,"'121="'3.05£850+00'-' 
CO I 6. 131= Z.1:8160-01 CO I 6. 141' 1.637380000 CO I 6. 161=-1.161480001 CO I, 6. 171--4.561060+01 
CO I 7. 51= 1.167550-01 CO I 7. 61= 1.114120-03 'CO I 7. 71= 2.009790-01 CO I 7. 81=-9.4363~-OI 
".I1_VL1 
1k\11rl~" 
fll"-U'IX 
CO I 7. "=-1.013460_01 CO I 7. 101= 1.772330*01 CO I 7. 111= 4.053040_00 CO 1 7,'121=-3.412260+00 
CO "-I "" 7; "111=-~'; 233670-01" -""'''CO''''''-7''''141='1 ;Sto36Z0~01""-"'-"ccr .. t''''''7;''''161''''2; 571590+ 01"--"-CO "-"I-"7j"'17 1=-3; 2050;'0+01"'-"'" ",,,,,- '" 
CO I 8. 51=-1.134120-03 CO I 8. 61= 1.167~5n-01 CO I 8. 71= 9.436380-01 CO I 8. 81= Z.00979D-Ol 
CO I 6. 91=-1.772330+01 CO I 8. 101=-1.013460001 CO 1 B. 111= 1.412260.00 CO I 8. 121- 10.053040000 
CO I 8. 131= 1.543620-01 CO I 8. 141= 4.~38670-0l CO I 8. 161=-3.205070+01 CO I 8. 171= 2.571590+01 
"CO" I'" 9,''''51= '2;236930_01'-" "" .. CO ""I '''''1.-''61=-Z;S30!>40,00 -- CO ''''I -9;'-71=-5;929410'00 -,,, CO -I -,.-""81' l';n2130+01-
CO I 9. 91= 5.025860004 CO I 9. 101=-8.173100004 CO I 9. 111=-4.165Z00003 CO I 9. 121- 1.105150+01 
CO I 9. 131= 1.588630+03 CO I 9. 141=-3.997860002 CO I 9. 161= 1.238040005 CO I 9. 171= 1.614010005 
CO I 10. 51= 2.830540_00 CO I 10. 61= 2.23"80+01 'CO I 10. 71 0 -1.772330001 CO I 10. 81=-5.929410000 
co" I 10; '" 91= 8;l73100+0~ -,,,,,,,, '''" CO·"I'''10. "'101='5; 025860_04""'-"'"'''' CO"-'f-l0 .'''111''''1; 105150_01-"'''''-'CO-,,(''''10 ;"1'2 1"~4';'165200+01'-
CO 1 10. 111=-3.997660+0Z CO I 10. 141=-1.588610_03 CO I 10. 161= 1.614010_05 CO I 10. 171--1.21604D+05 
CO I 11. 51=-2.650440+00 CO I 11. 61= 4.326850-01 CO I, U. 71=-1.20670DOOO CO I 11. 81=-3.412260+00 ,i!'MIlO •• , 
Figure 7. E927 Aeroelastic Rotor Matrices. 
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CO I 11. 91=-6.7Z090D+03 CO I 11. 101= 1.105150+01 CO 1 11. 111= 8.417180.03 CO 1 11. 121=-8.197150.04 
CO 1 11; 131=-8.8S1440+01 ····CO ···Tn; 141.·1; 9034111.oC'····'''··CO·-'···il; ·16,::':3:604860.03 . 'cli ... ,. 11; 171= 1.480930,03 .... 
CO I lZ. 51=-4.326650-01 CO 1 lZ. 61=-2.650440+00 CO I 12. 71= 3.412260.00 CO I 12, 61=-1.206700+00 
CO I lZ. 91=-1.105150.01 CO I 12. 101=-6.7Z0900+03 CO I 12. 111= 6.197150+04 CO I 12, 121= 8.417160+03 
CO I lZ. 131= 1.903410+01 CO I 12. 141= 8.651· ... J.Ol CO 1 12, 161= 1.480930+03 CO I 12. 171= 3.604880.03 
·CO-I 13;'·' s)= ·2.213310-02 U·'·l '13.·-')"' 5:479690~Ot .-. co-I 13."'71= 1:9S9060-oi - co "j li,-'81' i:470670-02 
CO I 13. 91= 6.472490.01 CO I 13, 101=-1.548450+02 CO 1 13, 111=-4.459140+01 CO (13. lZ1= 3.391770.01 
CO I 13. 131= 6.376210.00 CO 1 13. 141= 3.206070+00 CO 1 13. 161- 1.837Z00+02 CO 1 13. 171= 3.101910+02 
CO I 14. 51= 5.479690-02 CO 1 14. 61=-2.213370-02 CO I 14. 71= 1.470670-02 CO 1 14. 81=-1.959060-01 
. CO'· r 14 ; .. -91=" i: 5/,6450'02--"·---CO -'r·14-;··lO 1="8:472490.0r·---·· Co ·-ri4·;-·1l"i'·--3:1<l171i1tU---· td-I'"i4;-··12"l'·lj·~~5'ii"Otiii .-.--.-.,.--
CO I 14. 131=-3.206070.00 CO I 14. 141= 6.378210,00 CO I 14, 161=-3.101910+02 CO 1 14. 171= 1.837Z00.02 
CO I 15. 11=-6.1'14990-01 CO I 15. 21=-3.866130-01 CO 1 IS, 31= 2.564060+03 CO I 15. 41=-5.189HO.02 
CO I 15. 151= 5.930160+02 CO I 16. 51= 2.180380+01 CO I 16. 61= 6.800660-01 CO I 16. 71=-6.138420.00 
CO C-lO;· 'SI.·L765540tOi··· ··CO- Cl6T4,=- 4:S07560'o"'··- _. ·-to-116;-ii"'£:-9.2647S0.~"-· -. ··1:0-·'1--16;" 111=:9.625;;/io+03"-
CO I 16. 121= 8.462160,02 CO I 16. 131= 1.100990.03 CO 1 16, 141=-3.260020.02 CO 1 16, 161= 1.139020.05 
CO I 16. 171= 1.909430.0S CO I 17, 51= 6.600660-01 CO 1 17. 61=-2.180360.01 CO I 17, 71= 1.765540.01 
CO (17. 81= 6.136420+00 CO I 17, 91=-9.284750.04 CO I 17. 101=-4.507560+04 CO 1 17. 111= 8.462160,02 
··CO ··1'7;···12I'f··9·.8"2S4·ijO.Ol··----CO·-T17;"131. ·1:280020.02"·····---to'··r17;·'·141.·'i:1b09~O.U-----·I:6-rU;-161.~I:·'ib9410.05-· 
CO I 17. 171= 1.139020+05 
·1<0···· •.. -1;" .... n= ··5~ 951420.01 .- , .... ·KO -, ····1,- ~1'-·6··; 193370.00 -- - KO -·1 ., •. '-]1:;'"1: Olt1510.02 .-.. - KO .-, -1"'- .n- '/).; 316540.01 -. - -
KO I 2. 11=-1.176240-01 KO 1 2. 21= 2.775160+02 KO I 2 •. 31=-1.920130.02 KO 1 2. 41'-1.228020.02 
KO I 3. 11=-1.115850.02 KO 1 1. 21=-1.4966l1lt02 KO I 3. 31= 9.872660.05 KO 1 3. 41= 9.008480.04 
KO I 4. 11= 2.650720,01 KO 1 4. 21--1.0236'11l.02 KO 1 4. 3" 2.004760.04 KO 1 4. 41= 7.583300,04 
, KO·-I .. 5, ·51= '5·; 191900'01 .... ---... KO "r-5;····· &1="7·:756880.00·_·'···-KO .. "1-5~71'=li·:·17/)0·50.00·'··--'··l(1r-- 1"-.. ;·-6 r=·~~:tlio~Ob'cio-'· 
KO ( 5. 91=-1.425880+02 KO I 5, 101=-6.316290.02 KO I 5, 111= 6.921050+01 KO 1 5. 121=-6.258930+01 
KO I 5. 161= 6.456060.00 KO 1 5, 171= 4.450040,01 KO I 6. 51= 7.756860+00 KO 1 ·6. 61- 5.191900.01 
KO ( 6. 71= 3.650480+00 KO 1 6. 81=-6.176050.00 KO 1 6. 91= 6.316290002 KO 1 6. 101=-1.425660.02 
··KO- I·' 6;· 111=··11:258930+01"'- .- -KO···' r'6;-121= .. & .. 9210:;0.01····· - ···KO-I"-6;···161'''4:4508·40.0r- -ko·· .. r6;-171 .. ::8.liS6~60·:;00···-
KO I 7. 5'--1.023040-01 KO 1 7, 61=-3.154460+00 KO 1 7. 71= 2.647690002 KO' 7. 81=-5.430010+00 
KO I 7, 91= 4.7,,0860+01 1'0 I 7. 10.= 2. 7l6150.02 KO I· 7, 111=-1.668960.02 KO 1 7. 121=-1. 096190,02 
KO I 7, 161= 2.365070,00 KO 1 7. 171= 3.617160.01 KO 1 8. 51- 3.154460.00 KO I e. 61=-1.023040-01 I \'7"(17 
-KO·· r·e;-- '7""'5;41~010iOO ..... _- .. KO' ""··_·S;·· ··0 1='·2:647690+0Z ---.... KO .. ·.-····8;-·91=""2:73815D.OZ··--·····KO .. ·"("-/);··10 1:··4:740&80iOl- . ·S'1iF··Fi1i~ 
KG 1 e. 111= 1.096390+02 KO 1 8.12'=-1.68&980.02 KO I 6, 161- 3.617160,01 KO 1 8. 171=-2.365070+00 ~"~irt')( 
KO I 9. 51=-1.498220.02 KO I 9. 61=-6.043S30.0Z KO I 9, 71= 8.975900+01 KO I 9. 81= 1.601990.02 
KO I 9. 91=-1.168280+05 KO I 9. 101=-1.357870+06 KO I 9. 111= 9.023410,04 KO 1 9. 12" 1.125340.0S 
KO" I ... 9;-16 l=cLS592~Oi04 '- - .. KO ." -·9.· '71=-4;001410.04 -,. KO _ .. ( '0 .. •· .. 51= "':043830.02 - .- KO ····1 1O.-·(d·="I·:4~6Z20.02 , ....• -
KO I 10, 71=-1.601990,02 KO 1 10, 81= 8.975900+01 KO 1 10. 91= 1.357670+06 KO I 10. 101=-1.168280+05 
KG I 10. 111=-1.1~5340.05 KO I 10. 12'= 9.023410+04 KO 1·10. 161=-4.001410+04 KO I 10. 171= 1.559240'04 
KO I 11. 5'= 3.243230.01 KO I 11. 61= 7.160890.01 KO I 11. 71=-1.464650.02 KO I 11, 81= 3.260230,01 
·KO -r 11 , ... ·9,...2:019710,04 -·-·-·KO' C"" 11;··10 1='1":815840.05···-'---··· KO·'-,"11 ;-UI==I·;·011510.00·--'···KO-·· .. 11 ;·"121=~2 :U4130iOS·-'· •• -, ..... _, 
KO ( 11. 161=-1.3465AO.05 KO I 11. 171= 1.738660+04 KO I 12, 51'-7.1601190.01 KO I 12. 61= 3.243230.01 
KO I 12. 71=-3.260230.01 KO I 12. 81=-1.484650.02 KO I 12. 91=-1.815840,05 KO 1 12, 101= 2.019710.04 
U I 12. 111= 2.274130+05 KO I 12. 121=-1. 031510.06 KO ( 12, 161= 1. 738660+0~ KO 1 12. 171= 1.346540.05 
KO . "-13;·· ·51=···1.711560'00- ··KO·· .. ··n·;· 61=-3.308940+01"'·' ·'KO···'I"13"· 71=~5.l2357U+00 _. --- ···KG-r·lli··· ·81='·8.496050+00-
KO I 13. 91=-4.063650.03 KO I 13. 101= 1.73255D.03 KO I 13. 11.= 7.S32960'02 KO I 13, 121= 7.563590+02 
KO I n. 161= 1.250430.02 KO I 13. 171=-1.633530.04 KO 1 14.' 51= 3.308940+01 KO I 14. 61=-1.711560+00 
KO I 1',. 71= 8.496050.0U KO I 14, 11'= 5.123570+00 KO I 14. 91= 1.732550.03 KO I 14. 101= 4.063650.03 
KO'- r 14; ·111=· 7.563590.02··'-·······1(0 ·····('·14.·'12I=-7;53296D.02-'·'-·· KO-'(···14"16 ':··"1:633530,04 -'-'1(0··-( ··1"4.-171.-1··;250430.02······ 
KO 1 15. 11=-1.123260.02 KO 1 15. 21=-1.126060.02 KO I 15, 31=-1.01297D.04 KO 1 15, 41= 3.611790.n 
KO I 16. 51=-2.717240.03 KO I 16. 61=-5.953060.02 KO I 16. 71=-2.973540+01 KO I 16. 81= 2.565750,02 
KO I 16. 91=-3.463990.05 KO I 16. 101=-1.452590.06 KO I 16. 111= 9.857040,04 KO I 16. 121= 1.965680.05 
·KO· I 16;·'·161="1.279270+04 KO····I ·16,-"17)="1:085400+04·- KO"·T "17'·-51:";5~9S3080.02 -- KO -I "17.""61' z;n7240.Q] "-
KO I 17. 7'= 2.585750.02 KO I 17. 81= 2.973540.03 KO 1 17. 91=-1.452590.06 KO I 17, 101= 3.463990.~5 
KO I 17.11'= 1.96566D+05 KO 1 17, 121=-9.857040>04 KO 1 17. 161= 4.294090.04 KO I 17. 171=-1.279270+04 
Figure 7. Concluded. 
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START 
S.Ok.. :::.--:.!.-:::.-~.:.-:.:::t:::.--::~.-':.:..-+.:..-:::.3-==-:.'!':-=--'t:: .. --:::.t-=--~.~.:--.:..-t:::-:::.~-:::..-~:!::--..:::: r=-.':::t-==-~~... _ . __ , .. 
nv~b.t-t o~ ~ b.fQ.~~!> I 4 4.000 
3 -.73880+05 .• 47610+05 -1159. -.36400+05 -7113. -7990 • 
.. _~ . 5~.?'?p!"0.~ __ ~!~h-_. __ ,,:l?~9..· -. U~.~.!H:.Q.s.-=..,.~.g(1~.P..±l25_:::1.~Z~.,. __ ._-t-__ . 
3 -.48720+05 -.64060+05 -2092. .21150+05 -9757. .44680+05 
4 5685. .39540+05 -1485. .20740+05 -.18620+05 8142. 
3 -.18140+05 .13310+05 -.21830+05 .11920+05 -3774. 2450 • 
. _ ~ __ .....!..l9.9.aO+OL _9.1~~_ ... __ .....:. ._._~~.9.SQ_~_05_ -:l!l6.a .. __ ':'.~~n, .. _ ...:... oo:..2l8.60:!:.OS_ -----~-3 -5297. -7481. 3837. .23890+05 -2835. -.23190+05' 
3 -.16780+05 4603. 4839. -3193. .14150+05 -7586. 
4 1798. 4008. 3211. -.11890+05 .28300+05 .23800+05 ") )( 12-
... -' -'~-:-~~~~3DT05" -~~:iZO+06 :~~~~8-' -5~·~·:JH_Q.S.. :~·~~~3D+os.-::·:~;i~g;~~·-ti;:, ()f; 0 AN 'c ~ 
3 -.52670+05 .12000+05 1974. .34270+05 6160. .28950+05 . 
3 -.185(>0+06 .43050+05 -.25330+05 -.35730+05 -.26710+06 .75770+06 I MA"iQ/X' 
__ L _ -&4~~.0+05 .. _ ~??~P~9.? .. , .... : 1.?~~ ____ -t8li~.~ ___ ,.~.P500t9.li _ ,.!.9~!)'9+..Q.~ __ ..L _ . ...:... _ .. 
3 -730.9 -.45000+05 2332. 7754. .12100+05 -6484. I 
3 ~. 46580+05 -.75670+05 -2801. 7650. . . - .10280+05 .52110+05 I . 
_ ._;. : :.~I~~~.;~~_-8~~~~_~+05 : :~;'i~g:~~_~~~~i~.tQL::;~r.~.: .. __ .. _ii~~~O+~~+ __ _ 
4 .20720+05 -.22770+05 -5340. -4584. -.15040+05 .18430+05 . 
3 -5064. -.20890+05 2782. .24030+05 -2737. -.39280+05 
3 -2842. .11850+05 1050.' .12400+05 -5042. -2697. I 
4 5394. 313.0 4402. -656.5 .39290+05 .38200+05 ! 
.- -4 - -:'15370+06-- =:-49tflo.os- -:'355-11)"+05- "'912'i~ - --. -:-i9800'''06 ':':'67940:;'i)(;- i - -
60 
3 -.79800+05 -.11220+06 5994. .16000+06 .17350+06 .12150+06 ~ ,~~ .. ,. 
4 200.2 2.373 1.144 36.69 247.9 123.6:...1J eo~c-'; 
3 -90.~_8 __ ;9.~26 -76 •.. 9..~ __ .. -=.~.?.~'&"-__ 1;t.2 •. ~ .. __ . ..::lz. •. :+'Q __ •. ' -.~.-m.~ 
Figure 8. sample User Input of Rotor Impedance 
Matrix and Force Vector. 
.. !;LtlHAIH J)f ... ~OTIlIl!!~ ... _~~YJ,!l~Qs __ ~tt;! .. !!I."Ut1~~!1~!l(:~JW!!~K .cAL!;lJl~TI!l!:l~ . .f!l'L ... ~tR~Y.. I1II}RI,ToRY.. .Hl.lL~(:C~LfRATJOHS ..... . 
UNITS ••• UISilEARI = LBS, Ult1Ot1ENTI • FT-LBS, UILINEAR ACCElERATION I • FT/SEC2, UIROTATIOHAL ACCELERATION I c RAO/SEC2 
__ ~OI@I!IJQ!l"L._flMlU:_R _gR1.~S_.!I~P'!!E_l!~llr"TIPN~ __ . __ .. ___ . __ ... ______ . ______ . ____ . __ 
HUB LOADS VXPC VYPC VZPC WXPC NYPC NZPC 
·.T-oIiG:-Siiii .. I.; .. AFry--.--cos.zoo:i----::nssO.oS--.-47610·.05--1159·;·-----::36400,i;5--:·71U:----:.7990:-·--
LAT. SHR 1+, STRBOI COS 2.373 -.48720'05 - .64060.05 -2092. .21150.05 -9757. 
"-viii'r:- ~iiR(';-UP;- - --.. :- cos -1-:14~" - -··:.18i;;o,-05 - .ii11o'iis -:.21830+05 - .i19wtOs --:3"174-: 
.44680.05 
- 2450:- '-- . 
ROLL HOMT 1+, STRBO UP I COS 16.69 -5297. -74&1. 3837. .21890.05 -2815. -.21190.05 
iiiiCjj·i1oIiT......-oosTUPT-COil--247. 9 ---·179ii:-·--40·Os.-··--i211.-- -::U89iitc;5--.2&300;OS-~OO'05 
YAN HOI1T 10, OI1EGA OIR.I COS 123.6 
-.71210005 - .16120006 -564.& 5860. -.1951000S -.2719O.0S 
TONG~ -Sliif i .. MTT - -- stir 790--:68-- - :::5z',iilto's- -:iiooli.cilf 1974.-- - -:34270+05 -'160:- - -:28950+05" 
UT. SIlR 1+, STRBOI SIN 10.26 -730.9 -.4500000S 21lt. 7754. .1210000S -6484. 
-vERr:-Siln.;·-up"j---- ·siif-7n;:ii"i----:::i041if.·os-:::·US3ii+os---. 24ilo0 ci"S--Z607.'"·-- 3170 ~-----. 19540.05 
ROLL IIDHT 10, STRBO UP I SIN -174.6 .2072000S -.2277DoOS -5140. -4S84. . -.1504000S .111430.OS 
-'johi:H··itcii'i'rT+;··OOSE "uP) --siil-iUS - -~284:C - - .Till50.0·S -io50-.-· - - .12400.05 -:5i4C' •. - -:2697-'-"-
·YAN IIDHT 10, OI1EGA OIR.I SIN -17.10 .1517D006 -.49810+05 .35S1000S 9127. .19800006 -.67940.06 
-----·--···-----·--··--····--··--·--i/xps·----yyps----·yZPS--"wxps-'--WYPS -'--WZPS 
J.0t!!!.. _ ..~.!!. !!.! lfTl.. _. __ .s0J _______ .,5~?D._!0!. 21g. __ .=!~~k ... __ ":.!1'!"5!!!~~_ ;:,2.~2ru0!i... ::.?1l1~ •. __ _ 
LAT. SHR 1+, STRBOI COS 568S. .19540.0S -148S. .2074000S - .1862D.05 8142. 
_ ..'!~I,._.~~!!_!!l .... ~L.. __ ._!=QS ___ ... __ .. ...d~.~~.I!~~.~._'!.?~.~ ... __ ... ~.!~.S.D+O.L..:!~~~-'-___ .~.341.;,.,. __ .. _.:.!?!!!~!.9.!!_ 
ROLL I1OI1T 10, STRBO.UPI COS -.16780'05 4603. 4819. -3191. .14150005 -7586. 
_._~I'!'!=!!-HqI!T ..!.o!...!lI?~ ._up..!.. _ C.!l~ ______ .:12~6.!... __ 1}~4.!... _ ....:1~6., __ . ..:.H9~0_~!. =4~5: .... _ ... _.~~4.~+.~.~ 
Y AU tIOtIT It, OI1EGA 0 IR. I COS -.18560006 .41050.0S -.25130+0S -.1S730.05 -.26710006 .7S770006 
_.~.ONG •. _ ... SIlR ... ~~~.!! __ -=S=IN:.:. ___ .. ___ -.:::.~_480D..~.~!.~000~ __ I!.~.!:._. __ .:18S"., __ . __ .~.OSOO ... ~~ ..• 191.~.0S. .. 
LAT. SHR 1+, STRBOI SIN -.46580+05 -.75670.05 -2801. 7650. -.10280005 .52110.05 
.y.EI!!~. 2H_R_. I!! .~!.'L. ___ -.!!I~ ____ .~..:2..!!.~1!!0~. ~2.!!, •• _ .=-_:2E1P.!0.!.. -.!1.!.~1~0.!_ ~1!.!. ____ ..!5.~.~._ 
ROLL MOIIT 1+, STRBD UP I SIN -5064. -.20890005 2782. .2403000S -2717. -.19280'OS 
PITCH I1OI1T 1+. HOSE UPI SIN 5394. 113.0 4402. -656.S • 1929O+0S .38200+05 
•• __ ._·· •••• __ R •••• _ •• _· ____ •• ·_ •••• •• __ • __ • ____ ._. ___ ••• ___ ••• ___ ._. __ •••••• __ •••• __ •••• ____ ••••• ___ •• ___.... __ ._ •••• __ •• __ ••••• __ •••••• _ 
YAN IIDHT It, OI1EGA OIR.I SIN 
Figure 9. 
-.79800005 -.1122D'06 S994. .16000006 .17150006 .12150.06 
Sample Output of Rotor Impedance Matrix 
and Force Vector. 
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n. 
1 
W 83 
t ~ 
z 
CONNECTION 
NODE 
V 
'i 82 
.y 
mb 
Y LEAD" 
x 
yu 
8, 
N MASSES. ONLY ONE MASS SHOWN 
Y =(YcCOS", + Ys SIN", )(2/N) 
Figure 10. Horizontal Linear Bifilar BF1. 
n 
t 
~ W 83 
t 1 V 
'l82 Z 
Y 
mb 
{3 FLAP 
~U 
CONNECTION 
NODE ~X 
yu 
8, 
N MASSES, ONLY ONE MASS SHOWN 
f3 = f30 1 N + (/3c COSI/I+/3s SIN'ltH2/N) 
Figure 11. vertical Linear Bifilar BF2. 
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Figure 12. Uni form Beam Segment BM1. 
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Figure 13. Displacements and Forces Acting 
on a Connection Node of a Substructure. 
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TRANSMISSION 
NODE I 
NODE 2 
FUSELAGE 
TKEX (BEAM STIFFNESS") 
TKEY 
TKEZ 
'J L, ZBT NODE I L XBT 
ZBF 
BBF 
NODE 2 
~r AL ~I 
ZBF 
TKTZ 
NOTE: 8 8 IS ROTATION COORDINATE 
FOR 2ND ANTI- RESONANT BAR WEIGHT 
CW, NOT SHOWN) 
TKAY 
+BF XBF 
NODE 2 
SIDE VIEW TOP VIEW 
Figure 16. Two Degree-of-Freedom Vibration Isolator IS1. 
'JBT 
NODE I 
XBT 
.. it If I.II.I.ltltlU!.ltltll:MiU! If If II 1f.IUlll:lI If IUU! II lUI II II IUIIUUUIIUllf 
* 
* 
SIMVIB PROGRAM 
II· 
II 
* II 
.~ _ ... INPUT ... AND .. INTERNAL. CALCULATIONS __ .if. 
* EMPLOY STANDARD UNITS * 
* (FOOT. POUND. SECOND) II 
* II 
••. ~HII!~H~I!!l1.I IU!!ll.IltlU!ltlllt M IUtllll: IUt!UUI II If IlIUU! 1fIlIlIU!If .. 
(a) Program Name and Units 
TITLE 1 - SIHVIB PROGRAM TEST RUN 
TITLE 2-; ItIPLANE .BIFILARS. WITH 5 MODES 
TITLE 3·- FORCED RESPONSE SOLUTION 
TITLE 4 - W (HZ) 
(b) Run Title Cards 
Figure 17. Base Program Output Samples. 
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........ _ ..... __ ...... __ ... __ I ... N ..E_.M .. _L_._ . JLL~ . .JL_ ... __ ~ ... ~ .. R..P ..... _J..JLAJt.I_ ..... _J... .. .I.JLI ... ;r;_.N ... G .... _ ....... _ 
*******************************************************************************************i 
~~ __ l ____ ~ _____ .- __ - _____ J~~ ___ -
1 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* CONNECTION NODE HUMBER */ 0007000 
2 / '1.0000+01 0.0 0.0 /* MASS */ 0008000 
3 / 1.2000-01 0.0 0.0 /* DAMPING RATIO */0009000 
.. ~ ... I......b.~000.!~~ .. 9 ____ 0.!.2 ___ .l.~.eRl!i~ ... §'T!ff!!~~~L .. __ . __ I!UQlill.Q. _____ .• 
5 / 1.0000+00 1.0000+00 1.0000+00 1* MOMENTS OF INERTIA *1 8011000 
8 / 0.0 0.0 0.0. 1* EULER ANGLES *1 0012000 
-11 I 1.0000-02 2.0000-02 0.0 1* INITIAL VALUES */ 0013000 
-ffi--'----~---------------~~~---
1 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* CONNECTION NODE NUMBER *1 0016000 
2 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES *1 0017000 
... __ ~ .. t..J:.~!Q.!H~3 4 •. Q.9.QQ.!9.2 O. O ..__ . __ (.~..x.fQ~L. __ .:...£Q.~ .. J_~l!:!g_.~t.. . ..2J!!~~!lIL.. __ . __ .. 
7 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* Y FORCE - COS • SINE *1 0019000 
9 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 I*.Z FORCE - COS. SINE */0020QOO 
11 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* THETAl FORCE - COS • SINE *1 0021000 
13 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* THETA2 FORCE - COS • SINE */ 0022000 
"'--15/- 0-:'0 - - 0.0'-- - 0.1f" - -- -;;*THETAl" FORC"E- --cos'" .sINE -.i0023000 - _ .• - --
THl 3 0 0025000 
1 / 2.5000-01 0.0 0.0 . 1* NEWMARK BETA FACTOR *1 0026000 
- ... oi·IiTooJJ:iinr:c,··--ci":O·-·--·7*-·TIMf-INCREMEHT-S·EC_ ... -_ .... *1 '0027000--"'--"'-
3 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* MAX TIME SEC */ 0028000 
4 / 6.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* FORCING FREQUENCY HZ *1 0029000 
5 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* DEBUG SELECTOR *1 0030000 
-~70.r-'~--~---~ffiilinill-----~ffiffi~----
MSl 4 0 1* MODAL STRUCTURE TYPEl *1 0033000 
1 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO */ 0034000 
-2"}-r:' 0000+00 0':-0 ---0':0 1* GEHElf:··MASS··· LB-sfc**zifir- */ 003:5000--"--'·-
3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODAL FREQUENCY HZ */ 0036000 
4 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* HUMBER OF NODES *1 0037000 
5 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERS */ 0038000 
- io T- 1-:0000too 1;-: 0- - o.lr - - 7.··MoD·e 'SHAPE - -- - - -- ./""0039000 -- - _.- -
13 / 0.0 .0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE *1 0040000 
40 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES *1 0041000 
_.~ .. I..-..!.:..Q~.Q~.:.9 ___ ... ~.~ ____ .(!!..!~!!IA!: ... YH!J.gL. ___ ... __ .. !L9.9.~20Q2. __ ... _._._ 
GEN 5 0 1* GENERAL ELEMENT *1 0044000 
1 I 0.0000+00 0.0 ·0.0 1* =0 NO PRINTOUT OF RESULTS *1 0045000 
.. -
10
.t . ..!:~!l!l,!:~l....!1.~ .. __ O.=-~ ____ /~ VA~U!JQ~ 3-~ . .!'LO~S-=-0~~P.!-*1. 0.Q.~6~0_ .. _ . _. __ ... _ 
STOP 
(c). Input Data Listing 
Figure 17. Continued. 
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COHPOtlEHT:BIFILAR .****** .... *. HORIZOHTAL LINEAR BIFILAR *** 
1 NCNI . CONNECTION NODE NUHBER END 1 (ND) .. 
2 N TOTAL HUHBER OF BIFILARS (ND ) 
3 t1B BIFILAR MASS .(SLUGS)" .... 
.... 
4 RR DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF BIFILAR TRACKING HOLE TO CENTER OF ROTATION (INCH) 
5 R. ......... EQUIVALENT PENDULUM ARM (INCH) 
6 ZETGAM INPLANE BIFILAR DAMPING RATIO C/CCRIT (NTO) 
7 OMEGA BIFILAR .ROTATION SPEED (RAD/SEC) ..... . 
8 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE AT NODE - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEGREES) 
.. ? PHI EULER ROLL ANGLE ALNODE .. ,.... ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
10 XSI EULER YAW ANGLE AT NODE - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (DEGREES) 
11 GAHMAC COSINE COEFFICIENT OF .INITIAL PENDULUM CYCLIC.DISPLACEMENT (DEGREES) 
12 OGAHMC COSINE COEFFICIENT OF INITIAL PENDULUM CYCLIC VELOCITY (DEGREES/SEC) 
_ .J.3.~_G~!1M~~ "SIt1E;. COEffICIENT OF INITIAL PENDULUM CYCCLIC DISPLACEMENT (DEGREES) 
l~ OGAHMS SINE COEFFICIENT OF INITIAL PENDULUM CYCLIC VELOCITY (DEGREES/SEC) 
(d) Component BF1 Data 
Figure 17. Continued. 
ELEMENT: e 
1 
4 
9.316800-01 
1.842000+01 
1.960800+00 ..... 
2.500000-03 
2.701770+01 
0.0 
..... 0.0 . 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .• 0 
COI1PDtIENT:BIFILAR *********. VERTICAL LINEAR BIFILAR *** 
.1 NCNI 
Z N 
3. !1B 
4 RR 
... _S .... R 
CONNECTION NODE NUNBER END 1 (ND )..... . 
TOTAL NUMBER OF BIFILARS UID) 
BIFILAR. MASS .. (SLUGS) .. ' ......................... . 
DISTANCE FROI1 CENTER OF BIFILAR TRACKING HOLE TO CENTER OF ROTATION (INCH) 
•. EQUIVALENT PEtlDULlJI1 ARM (INCH) 
6 ZETBET VERTICAL BIFILAR DAMPING RATIO c/CCRIT (NTD) 
.... , ...... 7 .. 
8 
... ? 
10 
11 
lZ 
OMEGA 
THETA 
. pHI 
.. 
XSI 
BETAO 
DBETAO 
BIFILAR.ROTATIOH SPEED (RAn/SEC) ................. . 
EULER PITCH ANGLE AT HODE - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEGREES) 
EULER ROLL ANGLE AT. .. NODE .... -.ROTATE .THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) . 
EULER YAW MIGLE AT NODE - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (DEGREES) 
BIFILAR MASS COLLECTIVE INITIAL FLAPPING ANGLE. (DEGREES) . 
BIFILAR MASS COLLECTIVE INITIAL FLAPPING VELOCITY (DEG/SEC) 
_ .},3. __ .BUA!; .... BII'ILA~ MASS COSINE COEffICIENT OF INITIAL FLAPPING ANGLE (DEGREES) 
14 DBETAC BIFILAR MASS COSINE COEFFICIENT OF INITIAL FLAPPING VELOCITY (DEG/SEC) 
..... l!L. .. PUML._ B:n=U."'RJ1ASS ... SINE COEFFICiENT.OF INITIAL FLAPPING MIGLE (DEGREES) ........... . 
16 DBETAS BIFILAR MASS SINE COEfFICIENT OF INITIAL FLAPPING VELOCITY (DEG/SEC) 
(e) Component BF2 Data . 
Figure 17. Continued~ 
ELEMENT: 
4 
. 9. 31680D-Ol 
1.84Z00D+Ol 
1.ZZ8000+00 ..... 
Z.500000-03 
. .. Z.70177O+01 
0.0 
. . ..... 0.0 ..... .- ...... .._.. ...... _. ...... . .... . 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
. ...................... O.O ... ~ .......... -- ........................ - .......... . 
0.0 
..... 
w 
COMPONEH'r: BEAM! ********* BEAM ELEMENT TYPE 1 ********** 
1 HeN! CONNECTION NODE tM1BER END 1 (ND) . 
2 HeN2 COtlNECTION NODE HlItIBER END 2 (ND) 
3 .. " E . BEAM ELASTIC 1100ULUS (PSI J. ... 
4 A BEAM ~ROSS-SECTIOHAL AREA (FT**2) 
5 .. IYA ...... BEAM SECOND AREA 110MEtlT OF INERTIA ABOUT TIlE Y-AXIS (FT**4) 
6 IZA BEAM SECOND AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT TIlE Z-AXIS (FT**4) 
......... 7 .. GJ BEAM TORSIONAL STIFFNESS (SLUG-FT IRAn) ..... . 
8 MO MASS OF BEAM (SLUGS) 
... 9. . DOC ...... BEAM SECOND I1ASS J1ONENT. OF INERTIA ABOUT TIlE X-AXIS (SlUG-FT**2) .. . 
10 IYY BEAM SECOND I1ASS J10MENT OF INERTIA ABOUT TIlE Y-AXIS (SLUG-FTu2) 
11 .... IZZ ........ BEAM SECOND .I1ASS J10MENT OF ... INERTIA ABOUT. THE Z-AXIS (SLUG-FT**2 ) 
12 UCG 
.. .__ .. ],.3 _ ... Ves 
14 WCG 
OFFSET OF BEAM CENTER OF GRAVITY FROM ELASTIC AXIS IN X-DIRECTION (FT) 
. OFFSET. Of .. BEAM. CENTER Of. GRAVITY FROM ELASTIC AXIS IHY-DIRECTION (FTJ 
OFFSET OF BEAM CENTER OF GRAVITY FROI1 ELASTIC AXIS IH Z-DIRECTIOH (FT) 
_ ... _ ..... .1~ ..... J..ENGnL LENGTILOF . BEAM (FEET ) ............ u............ _ ................... uu..... ... u .. ·. 'U'" 'u'" ..........._ ..... .. 
16 TIlETAI EULER PITCH ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE SECOtID ABOUT TIlE Y-AXIS (DEGREES) 
P PHIl ..... EULER ROLL .. AtIGLE ALEND 1 .. - ROTATE .. TIlIRD. ABOUT TIlE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
18 XSIl EULER YAW ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT TIlE Z-AXIS (DEGREES) 
ElEMENT: 2 
1 
2 
3.000000+07 
1.667000-01 
8.037600-06 
3.215000-05 
2.000000+08 
8.00000D-02 
·····0.0 .. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
.u ......... uu.u··4.00000D-Ol· ........................ .. 
0.0 
. 0.0 . 
0.0 
.... __ .J 9 ... TH.ETA2u .. EULER.PITCI{ ANGLE .. AT END 2 ... :: ... ROTATE SECOND . .ABOUT .. TIlLY-AXIS (DEGREES ) .................. u ........... 0.0... '" ..... u ............. . 
20 PHI2 EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 2 - ROTATE TIlIRD ABOUT TIlE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 0.0 
... ?1_ .. X~~.2 ..... .. ;Uq::R .. y. AJ:! .. A~G..LI; AT .. END. 2 ... :- J~OT ~TE .. .fIRST.. ABOUT .. TIlE. Z~AXIS (DEGREES) 0.0 ... 
(f) Component BMl Data 
Figure 17. Continued. 
CONPONENT:CONSTRI _IUUUUflflf_. CONSTRAINT COMPONENT 1 __ IfIf_If_ 
1 HeH 
2 COtISTR 
. CONNECTION HooE NUMBER (NO) 
DEGREE OF FREEDOM SELECTOR 
= 0 DEGREE OF FREEDOM CONSTRAINED 
= 1. DEGREE OF FREEDOM. FREE ... 
X Y Z THTX THTY THTZ 
o 0 0 0 0 1 
8 ...... THETA ... _.EULER PITCH. ANGLE. (DEGREES)- ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS· 
9 PHI EULER ROLL ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS 
10 .. XSI ............. EULER YAW ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS 
(9) Component CN1 Data 
COHPOHENT:EIGENI .. Iflflf*lflflf __ * REAL EIGENSOLUTION ***1f*1f*_1f1f 
.. 1 IDEBUG DEBUG SELECTOR 
= 0 ==> NO DEBUG PRINTOUT 
= 1 ==> TRACE MATRIX ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION 
(h) Component EG1 Data 
ELEMENT: 7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
ELEMENT: '1 
1 
COMPONENT:EIGEN2 **lIlf...... C0I1PLEX EIGENSOLUTION _"lflflllflllflf. ELEMENT: 7 
--.............• ~ ........... -.~ ......... --.... --.... -.-.-.. -.-..... ----.-...... --.. -..... - ........... ~-............ __ ......... _-_ ......... _ ...... _.- _ .... _._- ........ _._ •.. _--_ ..... __ ....... __ ......•.. _ ........... - .. _ ......... -_ •.... _-_ ... . 
1 IDEBUG DEBUG SELECTOR . 1 
... - ..... -- ..•• -" "cr ·';-=>-NO·Il£BOG···l'R"IfrrOur··· - .. - -_ .. --- ... - - ... -. -- - -- - -. - - ..... -
= 1 ==> TRACE MATRIX ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION 
(i) Component EG2 Data 
Figure 17. Continued. 
-...J 
U1 
CO~p.l:l~mr:: f~XA~~~ .......... _ ..... ~~!!~~~.~!!~~ ... f.:p(.t;.D. ... ~'(~r!it1 ... ~!}~P!?!}~R_J'(f.'L:l. ... ~~l!!i~.~~~~.!L .. __ ..... _. __ ...... __ ........ _ ........ ___ .... E LEMENT.: ........ _ ........... 1 .. 
. __ ~ .. _ t!c.~ ... __ .. ~Q!!N;(;.J;tPN .NOQ~ .. tWt'lO~.R .J tIQJ. __ ............. "'_ ....... _. .. ........... _ ....... _.. ._ ...... _.. ...... _. .._. _ ..... __ ...... ___ . .._1..... __ ... _ .... .. 
2 MO ABSORBER MASS (SLUGS) 1.000000+01 
. _.J_~.uA_ .... _M~.QRel;R. .. !).~.P..;mtLR.4TJQ..1.tIDl ..... _....: ..... _ ...... _ ..... _ ..... _ ..... ___ ...... _. __ ..... _ ....... __ ..... ___ ... __ ... l.ZOO""OD::.Q1 __ ... _ ..... _ 
4 KO ABSORBER STIFFNESS (LB/FT) 2.500000+04 
...... Ji .. l~QC ..... " ~.11SQR~~R. S_~CQNPJ1AS5 .. t10MEt:lT .OF ..INER.TIA .. ABOUT.. THE X.AXIS . .JSLUG::l'UtE2.l.. __ ..... ___ ... _l.OO.OOOOtOO ......... _ ..... " 
6 IYY ABSORBER SECOND MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT THE Y AXIS (SLUG-FT**2) 1.000000+00 
. _ ..... 7._!?;?;._ ..... M~~9!?~~!L~!iJ;QND. .. .!1A~l? ... I1QMEHLQE ... IH~RIIA .. AaQ.UT ... .T"E ... Z ... AXIS ... i.sLUG",EI~~ZJ .......... __ .... __ .... _~.OOOOOO.+'O'Q .. __ ... __ .. .. 
8 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS 0.0 
_ ? .. _ Pl.lI _ ._ .. E~.!FRJH!L.-.!-_~~GJ.!'.J.PE.!?!?E.;.l>L= .. !?O,,(ME; .• TIU::!~O_~E\9.!)·LTIi!;.~:::"XJ~ _ ... _ ...... _ .... _ ...... _ .... _ ..... 0 •. 0 ......... _ ... _ ...... _ ...... 
10 XSI EULER YAW ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS 0.0 
... _H ..... ..!tgIA_~~.S..PB~I~...v.~~~._mu:~.~!: ... P.J§P..bM;:En.E.HLJ.f..I.~_ .... __ .. ___ ...... _ ...... _ ..... __ ...... __ ........ _ ..... __ .... ~~QO.O.O.O0.::02_ .. ___ ...... _ 
12 DOELTA ABSORBER MASS INITIAL VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 
(j) Component FA1 Data 
COMPONENT: FORCER1 ********** FORCED RESPONSE SOLUTION TYPE 1 ********** 
.. 1 . OMEGA FORCING FREQUEtlCY (HERTZ) 
2 IDEBUG DEBUG SELECTOR 
= 0 ==> tiD DEBUG PRINTOUT 
...... .l . = 1 ==> TRACE I1ATRIX ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION 
3 ICONVG OUTPUT DISPLAY SELECTOR 
= 0 ==> DISPLACEtlEIITS (FEET) 
.= 1 ==> ACCELERATIOtiS (G'S) 
(k) Component FR1 Data 
Figure 17. Continued. 
2.000000-02 
ELEMENT: 8 
1.952000+01· 
o 
o 
.... cot'!PQHEt.rr!!iE!'!INM ................... _ ...........• _ ..... !.*.!!.!.~lf!l!.~ ...... 6EHERAL ... INPUT ... FOR.. PR06RAH COHTROL .... *lflf!l****~* ... __ ..................... ELEMENT.~ .................. 9. 
_ ... 1. _ .. ICNTLl . PRINT .. SELECTOR .. fOR ... FIHAL ... RESUlTS _ ......•..... 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
. .......... -- ...... - ... ·····0·· ................. . 
__ .....• Z_ .... ICHTLt._fRlIfLSELECTOR_ fOR ... COMP.OHEtlLlNP.UTS .......... __ ........ · .... 0 •••• •••• __ •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••• - ••••••••••• • •••••• ········_._.-1·---..... __ ......... -
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
10 XINDEP INDEPENDENT VARIABLE FOR 3-D PLOTS 
(1) Component Gen Data 
Figure 17. Continued. 
0.0 
'-I 
'-I 
cqMf'PNEtfP GENfPRI .. : ................. ~!f~.!f.!!II*!f.II.11 . GENERALlZED .. fORCETYPE .. 1 .. (USED WInt FORCERU. *I1!1!1***I.f~* .... . ........ ElEHEtfT ;... .. 1 
__ .. 1. ..HCt~L _ .. COHNECTIDH ... NODE .. HUMBER_l NO) __ .. ...• _.... .._. . .... 1· ... - ............ . 
2 ntETA ~ULER PITCH ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS 0.0 
_ ..... _.L .. PHI_ ....... _.EULER.ROLLANGLLlDE6REES1_::: .. ROTATLTHIRD ABOUT .... ntE .. X".AXIS .... _ ............ __ ............. ·.·.···.· .... _·.······ __ ._ ..... ·0.0 ....... ·_ ....... __ ..................... _ 
4 XSI EULER YAW·ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS 0.0 
...... __ 5 ...... FXCOS ....... COSINE...COHPONfNT. Of. X .. DIRECUOH. fORCE ... { LB) _.' .......... . _ ......... ·1.70000D+03 ..... --....... . 
6 FXSIN SINE COHPONEtfT OF X DIRECTION FORCE (LB) 0.0 
_ ........ Z_ ... F..yCQS ........ CQSINE...COttPClNENLOf .. _y_.DIRECTION .. fORCE_ ...... {LBl. .... _ ........ _ ................. _ .......... _··· .... · __ .····· ..... _ ... · ..... ·· ... _ ....... _ ... ·0.0-· ...... _ ............ _ ........ __ ......... .. 
8 FYSIN SINE COMPONENT OF Y DIRECTION FORCE ( LB) 1.10000D+03 
_ ... 2 _f.Ze.Os .... _ COSINE .. C.pl1eOOENT .. _PE ... Z.DIRECTIDH._FORCE ...... UB.). _ ..... _._ .. _ - ... _ .... - •..... __ ........ _ ..... _ ...... 0.0 .... - _ .... __ 
10 FZSIN SINE COHPOHEtfT OF Z DIRECTION FORCE (LB) 0.0 
....... U ... JJ.l.C.O.S __ .. tOSIHE .. COMp'oNEtfLOLlHETA ... I ... t10MEtfT __ ...... _l.L8l ............ _ ...... __ ......... _ ........... _ ... · .. ·._.· .. ······ .. _ ... ·.···· __ ·······.0 .0···---· ....... - ......... - ......... . 
12 FTISIN SINE COMPOHEtfT OF ntETA I MOHEtfT lIN-LB) 0.0 
_ .. 13_FUCOS . ..cOSINE_COMPONENT. Of. THETA 2 ... MOMEHT ... _ .... HN:-LBJ ......... __ 0.0- ....................... . 
14 FT2SIN SINE COHPOHEtfT OF THETA 2 MOMEtfT lIN-LB) 0.0 
_ .... _.iL . .EI3.tOSJOSIHJ; ... COME'OHEHI ... Of .. TIfETA .. 3 ... t10MEtfT __ ._ .•. _{ IN.., LB L ....... _ ......... _ .............. _ ........ _ .... _ ......... _ ....... _-....... __ ...... _. 0 .0.·_ ..... _-_ ..... ·.··-........ ···-. 
16 FT3SIN SINE COMPOHEtfT OF THETA 3 MOHEtfT 
_ 1.1 _IHREs~_ HHc_.fLAG .... _ ........ _ ..... , 
= 0 HHC NOT ACTIVE 
= 1 HHC ACTIVE 
lIN-LB) 0.0 
0 .. - ............ . 
_ .. :l.Q_Hl:K._ .... _Hl::JGHLfOR ... X ... RESE'DHSE_ ...... _ ....... __ ...... __ ........ _ .......................... __ .............. _ ........ _ ............ __ .......... _ ................................... _.0. 0 ..... _ ............ _ ........ _. __ .......... _ 
19 WZY WEIGHT FOR Y RESPOHSE 0.0 
_ .. !.O _ .. ~ ...... ..HE;!:!?~L!QR ?; ... ~~~PQN~L ... _ ...... ._ ........ _... . ... . _ .0.0 ..... 
21 WZWX WEIGHT FOR THETAI RESPONSE 0.0 . 
__ !.~._.H~.!'rr_._ .... !:!~~!?~.:r. .. .fP.!.t.TI!~I~g_lm>.p.Qt!~'L __ ......... _ ......... __ ..... _ ......... _........ . ................. _ ....... _ ........ __ ........ __ ........... _ ............. _0. It _ ........ __ .......... _ ........ ___ . 
23 WZWZ WEIGHT FOR THETA3 RESPONSE (m) Component GFI Data 
Figure 17. Continued. 
0.0 
~ .. ~~t~! . t!I!!~!!IIL _______ -=*......... IJQ.U.Tm.....IIP.U_ •••••••••• CLfHtIfU ____ ._'. ___ _ 
_ _ L~L Jo.tfIIDW.!f9D.Ltg1811!.L __ . _______ -.: ________ .llII_L ______ 1 _______ _ 
It NCtIZ . COIIlECTIDII HOOE IU18ERZ 11111 5 
3 AL OIST~E PETW£!~~.~VO~T~Z _____ ~ _____________ -LIIuH~I~_-&1~.Z~5~O~O,0~Ouo~O~0 _______ _ 
"BL OIST~C BETWEEN PIVOT 2 a I-Z ISOLATOR UHI 1.000000+01 
.. _...l £!-__ l!!lITHICi.~Pl.PU'PT-' 1.I!Q.OE-1 __ ..:.. ______________ HW ___ ltd __ ~ ___________ . 
6 OL OIST~E BETWEEH PIVOT 2 a x ISOLATOR lIN I 0.0 
____ l..M! ___ ~W~E~I~GHwT~O~f~y~-~Z~I~SO~L~ATuOR~ __________________________ ~IIB~S~I~_~'.~.4~0~0~0~00c0~0~1 ___________ __ 
a XIlI INERTIA Of I-Z ISOLATOR ABOUT THE I-AXIS fIN-La-SECHZI 0.0 
10 WZ WEIGIIT Of X ISOLATOR ILaSI 0.0 
~1~I~X~I~Z~I_~I~NE~A~T~I:A~O:f_X~I~SO~LA~T~OR~ABOUT:=~~TH~E~I~-~AX~I~S~ ____________ ~I~I~H-La-S~~C.~.~2~1 ___ ~0~.~0~ __________ __ 
12 TKIX X STIFFIlESS BETWEEN HOOE 1 a PIVOT 1 1 LaS/IN I 1.000000+01 
Z STIFfNESS BETWEEN HOOE 1 & PIVOT 1 1 LaS/IN I 1.000000+09 
~1:.:5~TK=E:.::X,----"X,-,S:;T,-,I:!.F,-,FIlE=SS B~TWEEN PIVO.:::T~I,-"a...:HOO=::.E...:2 .... _______________ I,-,L",B,S=,-,/I",N.uI,--_..£.I • .::0.!!0000,.:.+"'05=<-_____ __ 
11. TKET I STIffllESS BETWEEH PIVOT 1 & HOOE 2 'LaS/INI 1.000000+05 
II TKAX X STIffllESS BETWEEH HOOE 2 & PIVOT 2 1 Las/IHI 
--=1~'~TK~A~Y __ ~I~S~T~!I~f'_'FH:.::E~S~S~B~E~TW~E~E~H~HOO~E~2...:&~P~IVO~T~Z _______________ ~'~LBS/IHI 
20 TKAZ Z STIFFIlESS BETWEEH tIlDE It & PIVOT Z 1 Las/IH I 
U IIKIHT IIOTATIDIIAL STIfFNESS Of PIVOT It ABOUT THE I-AXIS 
n IIKPHT IIOTATIDIIAL STIFFNESS Of PIVOT 2 ABOUT THE Z-AXIS 
2" TCTX X OAHPING BETWEEN tIlDE 1 & PIVOT 1 
26 TCTZ 
Z7 TCEX 
za TeET 
Z OAIIPIHG BETWEEH HOOE 1 • PIVOT I-
X OAIIPIHG BETWEEH PIVOT 1 a HOOE 2 
I OAIIPING BETWfEH PIVOT 1 • HOOE Z 
1 IH-l8IAAD I 
1 IN-LBIAAD I 
11111 
11111 
11111 
11111 
(n) Component lSI 
Figure 17. Continued. 
1.000000+0' 
1.00000000 • ..:.' ______ _ 
1.500000,0" 
0.0 
0.0 
5.000000-02 
&.000000-02 
&.000000-02 
5.000000-02 
-....I 
\0 
_~.!._ .. n;!.~_.,l; . .!!!.~I!!!!JI!rnlli..fiY9.I-J_,l..llQQ,LL, _____________ ...J..lt.IU----l.P.Q.QQglI::P.~_ 
30 TCAX XDAtlPING BETWEEN NODE 2 , PIVOT 2 ' INDI 5.00000D-02 
-1L l£.AL J ~JI!i ~JW.H/UII!!I .l.ol.PI~T.J _____________ JlII,L _ J.,UO,UO.::J!C 
3Z TCAl Z DAtlPING BETWEEN NODE 2 , PIVOT 2 
-2LJ!£Il!!-.!!!!IATIONAL Dll1PJII6 OF NODE Z ABOUT THE I-AXIS 
34 RCTHT ROTATIONAL OAtlPING OF PIVOT 2 A80UT T1! Y-AXIS 
lNOI 
J.tl!U. 
lNOI 
5.000000-02 
l.ng~L 
5.000000-02 
_ n. ..I!~!ID' _WID~l.P~I.J!i.!!f .elm 1...A~ TJL J-~u.. ________ jllU __ yo,gg0R:oQ,-
36 lIT)( X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT 1 
-1~Y Y FREQUENC! BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT I 
38 NfZ Z fREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT 1 
IHZI 
!III1 
IHZI 
t .480000+01 
l~RIU2L 
2.480000+01 
JL~X __ X.f!I~9!l~UEJ!I~.fJV.2J .!..,_~!.. ____________ .!!!Z.L _'J.~O~O.!!L 
40 WEl' Y FREIIIJ£NCT BETWEEN PIVOT 1 , NODE 2 IHZI 2.480000+01 
41 WEZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 , NODE Z IHZI 2.480000+!.L 
u WAX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 , PIVOT Z IHZI 2.480000+01 
_ U J!.AL _ UR.!..QU.!..NC.!. ~'O!ll'LHI!2! !.. 'Jill'T..! ____________ -IHn __ 2"j8~0Jl.!0.l.. , 
44 WAZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 , PIVOT Z 
~ WJ!\i. ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY Of NODE Z A80UT THE Y-AXIS 
46 \/IlIfT ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY OF PIVOT 2 A80UT TH Y-AXIS 
IHZI 
IHZI 
IHZI 
2.4800DO+01 
0.0 
0.0 
_4L \11M _R~!!..otru .f!IE$E.!!H • .!lF..,!I.Y!,lTJ ~ !!! kAl!!S _________ .!.!IZL _ ..!.~ __ _ 
48 13020 CONTROL SWITCH .::> 2 fOR Z-D OAVI , =0 3 FOR 3-D DAVI ISOLATOR 
49 JFLEX Accotm fOR FLEXIBILITY OF ISOLATOR BARS n>O - NO , =:>1 - YES 
50 RXY"l FREQUENCY RATIO Of Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Y PLANE 
INDI 
INDI 
lNOI 
2 
o 
0.0 
_~!. ..!!.~ _ ~~NCY ~!!!' E! .!:Z.-!~LA.!.OR.-!N~-!...P!..AH!.. _________ .JII!!.! _ ,_O.,,! ___ . 
52 RXZH2 FREQUENCY RATIO OF X ISOLATOR IN x·z PlANE 
53 DXT"l CRITICAL DAtlPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Y PlANE 
54 OXZHI CRITICAL DAtlPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Z pwif 
lNOI 
~ 
lNOI 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2L~.!. _CRE~I:..PA!!!'~..!!!!.I~LE~I.!!..X~!..~ ________ ' __ .!til.!.. _ ~.!. __ _ 
56 THETAl EULER PITCH ANGLE AT ENO 1 - ROTATE SECOND A80UT THE Y-AXIS IOE61 0.0 
57 PHIl EULER ROLL lIIGLE AT ENO 1 - ROTATE THIRO A80UT THE X-AXIS IOE61 0.0 
58 XSU EULER YAW ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE. FIRST A80UT THE Z-AXIS IOE61 0.0 
(n) Component lSI Data 
Figure 17. Continued; 
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o 
_._~? ..... .TI!.uA2 .. ~.~gg ... P'!J~I! ... AN!?~~ . ..A!"J;tl!Lg ... .:.JH!.r.ATIL~.~@..~._~~Q!J.I_lJ!!;. Y -AX.lL_. _______ !..Q!;!H __ ._Q .• JL 
60 PHI2 EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 2 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEG) 0.0 
62 XT PIVOT 1 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_~~~~ __ ~P~IV~qIJL!~L X ~~!J~Y~ __________________________________ ~(I~N,~~EC~) ____ ~O~.~O_ 
64 YT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT ( INCH) 0.0 
66 ZT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
~]~~J: ___ .!..P:.IV:..:O~T. 1 INITIAL Z VE!OCIT.Y'--___ _ . ____ . _____ ( IHI~.~.!:.C:...) __ ,0.0 
68 XB PIVOT 2 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT CINCH) 0.0 
70 YB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT CINCH) 0.0 
71 ..:;;D..;..YB;;;......_..;..P!VOT 2 INITIAL Y VEl'2=CI::.;T:...:Y~ _____________ _ _____ ---!(~I!¥-SEC_) ___ 0.0 _ 
72 ZB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
(n) Component lSI 
Figure 17. Continued. 
co 
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COMPOHENT:MODSTR1 ********* MODAL STRUCTURE TYPE 1 ********** 
.1 ZETA .... DAMPING RATIO HIl) 
2 NO GEtlERALIZED MASS' (LB-SEC**21IH) 
....... 3 ... OMEGA ." MODE FREQUENCY (HERTZ) ... : .................... . 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 
5 ... NODE ......... CONNECTION NODE NUMBERS OF NODES DESCRIBED BY. THIS MODE ... . 
10 GAI1I1A 
1 00' 0 0 
MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
. 10 - 15 NODE 1 
16 - 21 NODE 2 
22 - 27 NODE 3 
28 - 33.. ..NODE 4 . 
34 - 39 NODE 5 
U V W... ..THETAX 
1.00000+00 1.00000-02 -2.40000-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 .~ ...... _ ... 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT COt~ECTION NODES. ENTER: 
........ ......... ... . .... . 
THETA - EULER PITCH ANGLE. ROTATE SECOtID ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEGREES) 
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
........... - .... - ....... "'- ...... -- .......................... . 
XSI - EULER YAW ANGLE. ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (DEGREES) 
THETA PHI . XSI 
ELEMENT: 
3.400000-02 
1.800000+00 
1.610000+01 
1 
·THETAY· 
0.0 
. THETAZ· . 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
...... 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
...... 0.0 ......... '-" 
0.0 
1 
_ ......... _ ...... _ ........ . ltO ... ::..!t2 ... _ . NODE 1 ....... . 
43 - 45 'NOOE 2 
46 - 48 NODE 3 
49 - 51 NODE 4 
O. o ............. _ ............ 0 •. 0 .................. _ ......... 0.0 ........ _......................... ........................... ........................... . ........ _ ............ _._ .................................... .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
_ ... 52 7. ... 54 .... NOOE. 5 ... ..... 0.0 ................... 0.0 .................. 0.0 ...... _ ... ...... ....... ...... ........ ..... . 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
56 .. ~ .... __ .......... INITIAL.J1ODAL AMPLITIJDE .. (IN/IN L ......... __ .............................................. _ .......... __ ........... .................... ............ ......... 0.0 .. 
57 OQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 
(0) Component MSIData. 
Figure 17. ContinUEd. 
CP 
N COMPONENT:PARMVI ********** PARAMETRIC VARIATION TYPE 1 ********** 
.1 FIRSTV STARTING VALUE FOR PARAMETRIC VARIATION 
2 FINALV FIUAL VALUE FOR PARAMETRIC VARIATION 
d._'" 3 ... NPTS'd HUMBER OF. POINTS .IN PARAMETRIC VARIATION . 
4 NEL GLOBAL ELEMENT HUt18ER AND CORRESPONDING LOADER 
TO BE PARAMETRICALLY VARIED (UP TO 10 PAIRS) 
3 3 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o . 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o O' 
... 0 ........ _. 0 
o 0 
(p) Component PV1 Data 
LOCATION FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ELEMENT: 10 
1. 000000+01 
3.000000+01 
10 
_ .. _ ~ .... IEXE.!;. __ n~7 .J.~ECU·J:.IPH~Q!fTRJU· n~.!?. ____ ... ____ . _________ ... _ .. __ . ___ . ___ 0 ____ _ 
= 0 READ ROTOR MATRICES FROI1 INPUT FILE. DO NOT RUN E927. 
= 1 RUN E927 TO CALCULATE ROTOR MATRICES '-::NVT · ... VA'\:Ql.E··;.: ~ . ~. ... . 'I . 
__ .2 HeN ROTQR COHHECT!Q!iJiQDE Hl;JNBER 
3 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEGREES) 0.0 
5 XSI EULER YAW ANGLE - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (DEGREES) 0.0 
(q) Component RE2 Data 
Figure 17. Continued. 
., 
OJ 
W 
aJtIPOlDf1'lROTORELJ .......... " IUSTIC RDTCII.nPl.J ."_U _. ______ .. ___ .. _. ElftIfNI' ..... . __ .... ___ .'1. ___ . 
.. I IRDfIL. RUD rlLE.rue _. -.... - -. "-' .. .. ... - -.- -- ..... - ... - .. -- _. -- ... -. _. , __ .. -....... 1 
• • RUD ROTOR DlPEDlIlC! AID HI-8 fORC! VECTOR fRon IA~ fILE 11 (MOO I'IIOGIIAIU 
• 1 RUD ROTOR IIIPEDAlIC! AID HI-8 fORCE VECTOR fRon UlIT 11 (USER IHPIII'I 
lllTe 1 - IHPIII' DATA fORIlAT IS 66U.' • 
... _ ...... ___ IIIn t .. ~ n.IRDfILal •.. ItufC_U.IIC .• '.AlIl UTRSS (L.DC.l0' All! UT .. TO ,lAO lHTUlHALLl.-...... - .. · ........ · ......... 
I ISUOR UT ROTOR _ fORCl fUll • 
• O' LEAVE /lUI fORtE VECTOR UItltAHGED 
._._. ~, •. 1 _.IfJLL TltE.HLB fDACE VECTOR IN THE talE -~. -- ______ - ._. - .. - __ ~_ •• _ ._. ____________ .. 
:s IDPfOR DISPUl /lUI fORCE fUG 
• 0 DISPUY HLB DISPLACEIlfHTS AID IAV! DISPUCEItDff. fOR PLOnltli 
___ . ____ , ... 1 .. _ DUPUY. HLB .IIIURfACE .fORCfS.AID tIDt1EHTS AID lAVE fOR PLOT ROOTIIe 
I AIIOYE fUG IS SET TO ZEAO IllTEAHALLl fOR ACCELERATJDHS ClUTPIII'I 
,Hal ROTOR HLB COIllECTlllI1 IIXlE IIHIEII 
1 
1 
.-.. '1 mETA-- iULER 'ITCH AI';U :ilDiAii iiimD ABWr Titi'y-Aiciii iii-EGREiiil"- - -... -. - - - - i:i - - .... - - - --
• PHI EULER ROLL AlIGLE - ROTAlI TltIRD A8ClUT TIt! X-AXIS (DEGRlESI I.' 
--7''' Xii" -iiiLiii 'TAWAiGLE-:-ioTATi ·,iiiiij·AiiiiifTiii .. i=iXiii-,iiiiiAE'ES'·---·---------i.------.. ···-
• IHHC HHC 'UG • 
_____ . _ .! .0 IIIIC.IIIT. ACTI\'! ______________________ . _____ • _____ _ 
• 1 tufC ACTIVE 
9 ITltHC RUO TltETA fOR HHC 'UG 
! ... Q _ COHPIII'!. OPTIIlAL_ TltETA.IIT. QUADRATlC.HINJtIIZUIIlIC 
• 1 READ HHC IHPIII' AI';LES - LOCATJOHS 11 TO 16 IIELOIf 
• 
11 ISTRSS DUPUY BUDE STRESSES fUG - lET IHTERNALLl,fRDII GUO IIII'Ul' LDtATlIlII "J .• 
______ !.. '- DO lilT. DISPLAY 'TRESSEl ., GUO LOCAJlIlIC 99J,n.ZlRO ____ •. _______ . ________ _ 
• 1 DJSPUY STRESSES - G4Do !-JlCATlON Ul IS GRUTER TItAN ZERO 
• 11 nalllC HHC I//PUT miU - (N-lITH COSIHr: COt1PIlIIDO' (DEGREESI. H • IIHIER Of IUDEI 1.1 
-il'iiiiiiisHHC iiiM ANGii-:Cli-i'lH 11"( CiiiPaii/iT·'iiiiiiiiiiii:-H-;-Ii.itIER if.wil •.• 
11 1llI1t IUIC llll'Ul' ANGLE - ( H ITH COSI/IE COHPIlIIlIfT (DEGREES I. H • IIHIER or ILAD!' ••• 
- -1' -Tillis - -ilHC-ililVr-Aiiiiii--T H',iii i'iili"aMiirifj- (jiE6REfll ~.- if ~'iUilEii' of IWIS - - , - ... - - - - - - -
15 1llI1PIC IIIIC IIIPUT miLE - IHtUTH COSIHr: CIlI1PIlIIEHT IDEGREEII. N • IIHIER or IlLAD£I ,.11 
--l,-lliiipii-iiiic'iilM",Uiilr-=-i H.1 irii 'SINE ccIFmIfN{iiiiGA£fsi:-·-i .... iUiiER·ii'iwEs·-----.:-.----
. . 
1'1 1lTHI1I1 WEIGHT fOR (N-IITH CIlI1PIIIEHT Of HHC IHPIII' AlIGLES. N • IIHIER Of BLADES ••• 
- is -iiTiiii - WEIGHT -fOli-( Ii flit "fu1iitii£iri'0o;' itiC iiiPtii'iNGi.is.- - N-. -tiJijri" ilr°iiwii •. i---- ---
19 IITItIIPI WEIGHT fOR (N.lITH CIlItI'IJIENT Of/RIC IHPIII' ANGUS. H • IUtlER Of BLADE. • •• 
(r) Component RE3 Data Input 
Figure 17. Continued. 
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Hte IHPEDANCE HATRIX fOR HHe PITCH ANGLES (lIUTS = DEG)" 
...... .- A3S .... ...- -.... A4S ....... - _. .. ... ASS.. . ....... . ... B3S 
LONG. SHR '., AfT) 
LAT. SHR'., STRBD) 
VERT. SHR '., UP) 
ROLL t1OI1T'., STRBD UP) 
PITCH tIOffT '., HOSE UP) 
cos 
cos 
COS 
COS 
COS 
YAW tIOffT' ., OMEGA DIR.) COS 
LONG. SHR ' •• AFT) SIN 
-6.122 
5.983 
-.9781 
...... 
-
. _.- ...... .. 1 .. 
-3.113 
1.450 
-.5519 
-6.731 
-- ... 
-2.269 
-6.202 
-12.70 
. ..... . ... 
.6585 
-.2336 
6.095 
.1032 
.-- . 
-10.49 
-7.944 
.1284 
...... 
-1.804 
-2.126 
-3.664 
-6.567 
6.087 
2~679 
-4.017 
1.172 
3.585 
• 1123 
.... 54S ..... ..... .-.. B5S··· .. 
.3472 
1.216 
3.210 
-2.287 
.2067 
1.048 
. -1.600 
6.623 
-9.454 
-3.038 
1.968 
-1.958 . 
.7380 
-9.874 
•••••• ...... • - •••••• ~ ••• :.... ._., ,-___ •••• '" ~.. •••••• ••••••• ••••• • ••••• __ •• , •• ~_ •••••• • ••• - ·' .. eo ~... •••• • •••• ".... _.... _ 
LAT. SHR 1+, STRBD) 
VERT. SHR '., UP) 
ROLL HOIfT'., STRBD UP) 
PITCH t10HT '., NOSE UP) 
SIN 
SIN 
SIN 
SIN 
YAW tIOffT· '., OMEGA DIR.) SIN 
-4.019 
4.041 
-1.292 
-3.460 
-.2991 
-1.996 8.644 
-2.930 3.ft90 
2.294 -1.932 
-.3038 • 1.856 
-1.254 -.9614 
5.67ft -6.713 -8.297 
-.7051 -12.99 .1188 
-3.076 .5805 -1.843 
1.376 -.1772 . -2.101 
-.6519 6.058 -3.819 
(s) Hub Impedance Matrix for HHC Pitch Angles for RE3 Component 
Figure 17~ Continued. 
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***1Hf1Hf1Hf .stI'I1ARY OF HHC RESULTS .. *IHfIHflHf*** •.......... _ ....... . 
HZX .... ••... WEIGHT. FOR.X . RESPONSE ..•...... ·2.000000+04· 
WZY . WEIGHT FOR Y RESPONSE 2.000000+04 
. WZZ ._._ .....•. I4EIGHT ... FOR. Z .. RESPOHSE ........ _.-....• _._ .........• __ ....... ·. __ ..... · ..•.........•....................... 
. .. 1.500000+05 . 
wzwx WEIGHT FDR TlfETAl RESPONSE 0.0 
.. WZKY .....•• WEIGHT ... fOR TlfETA2 .RESPONSE _ ... - ............. . . ... 0.0··· ..... . 
wzwz: WEIGHT FDR TlfETA] RESPONSE 0.0 
. N11ftl11 ..... WEISHT_FOR...LN"llTH .. COI1POHEHT .. OF. HHC. INPUT. ANGLES •. ---.;.H. :·tueER· OF·BLADES·_··········_····l. 000000-02··· 
N11fN WEIGHT FOR ( H )Tlf CQt1POHEHT OF HHC INPUT ANGLES. H : HUMBER OF BLADES 1.000000-02 
.HTHHPL WEIGHT •. fOR.' Ntl)TH .CQt1POHEHT.OF HHC INPUT. ANGLES .......... H= . tulBER. OF BLADES _ .... 1.000000-02 
TlfSTRU) OPTIMAL ANGLE - (N-UTlf COSINE Cot1POOENT (DEGREES). H = tueER OF' BLADES 3.50881D-Ol 
TlfSTR( 21 ...... 0P.JIMAL .. ANGLE ... := .. I .. H .. .lTH .. COSINE..COHPOHEHJ .. (OEGREES).N .. : .. tu1BER Of BLADES ...........•......... 6.126180-02· 
TlfSTR( 3) OPTIMAL AlIGLE - (N+UTH COSINE Cot1PONEHT (DEGREES). H = tu1BER OF BLADES 2.520270-02 
.. T1fSTR l.4 L OPTIMAL ... ANGLf...- .lH=1.J1H SINE. Cot1PONENT (DEGREES) 0_. .H :; ... tumER. OF BLADES ...._.....- -4.287860-01 
THSTR(5) OPTIMAL ANGLE - ( N )T1f SINE CQt1PONEHT (DEGREES). N = HUMBER OF BLADES 2.16384D-Ol 
.. ntSTR( 6l... ... 0PTIMAL.ANGLE-:= ... (Ht UTlf .. SINE .. Cot1PCUEHJ_1 DEGREES)~ ...•• ..H .;; .. tU1BER .. OF..BLADES .•......•. _ ......... -1.416750-01 
QUADRATIC PERFORMANCE INDEX 1.165750-06 
(t) Summary of HHC Results for RE3 Component. 
Figure 17. Continued. 
..; 
.......... BLADE STRESS HARt10tIICS FOR AEROELASTIC ROTOR RE3 ............ .. 
HARHOHIC = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
FLAT STH 1 COS -0.28050+01 0.11960+01 -0.89490+00 0.47740-01 -0.13580+00 0.90990+00 -0.60890+00 -0.32310+00 
FLAT STH 1 SIN 0.36300+01 -0.12230+00 0.92150-01 0.10090+01 -0.11500+01 -0.75730+00 -0.25790+00 0.15810+00 
FLAT STH 2 COS 0.90620+00 0.32000+01 -0.53440+00 0.28690+00 -0.49800+00 -0.38680-01 -0.11970+00 0.24620+00 
FLAT 5TH 2 SIN 0.10440+02 -0.74170+00 0.13930+01 -~.39870+00 0.88980+00 -0.45130+00 -0.16030+00 0.27800+00 
FLAT STH 3 COS -0.79160+01 0.56880+01 0.19610+01 -0.1411D+Ol. -0.38430+00 0.51950-01 -0.21620+00 -0.80530-01 
FLAT STH 3 SIN 0.94690+01 0.22030+00 -0.95110+00 -0.77050+00 0.39520+00 0.83100+00 -0.13510+00 -0.12550+00 
............ _ .......... :._-_ ........ --_ ..... -_ .... _---......•.. --..... -~.~ ............ ,' .. _ ............. -......... -~ ............................ -........... ~ ...... -...... -.. -. ". . .. ~ ........ -.. -...........• ~ .......... , ............. , ~.......... . ......... .... . .......... -........ ~. -.-
EOGE STH 1 COS -0.91560+01 0.14750+01 0.94410+00 -0.35980+01 -0.43500+01 0.11690+00 0.87280+00 0.58970-01 
EoGE STH 1 SIN 0.14230+02 -0.19780+01 -0.85540+00 0.43410+01 -0.25310+01 -0.18640+01 0.12~5O+01 -0.28510+00 
_ .••....•• _., __ •••• __ ..• __ --=... __ .•.•••. --. ••..... _._ ._# _ ....... __ ..................... _ ....... __ ...... _ ...... -:. .......... ~ ............... _ ........ _ .. , .. ~ .. ~ ..... -................... 0" •••••• "~' •• 
EDGE STH 2 COS -0.54310+01 0.33680+01 0.10460+01 -0.29700+01 -0.42910+01 0.61230+00 0.10200+01 -0.36760-01 
EOGE 5TH 2 SIN 0.9388D+Ol -0.24930+01 -0.18220+01 0.55290+01 -0.1883D+Ol -0.27680+01 0.14280+01 -0.26310+00 
EOGE STH 3 COS -0.16150+01 0.12760+01 0.64610+00 -0.11040+01 -0.12650+01 0.43830+00 0.3791D+00 -0.10880+00 
EOGE STH 3 SIN 0.17330+01 -0.84030+00 -0.97490+00 0.18330+01 -0.63760+00 -0.10730+01 0~45160+00 -0.96770-01 
TORS STH 1 COS 0.79880+00 -0.96710+00 0.14910+01 -0.81120+00 0.13040+01 -0.44450-01 -0.81840-01 -0.61120-01 
TORS 5TH 1 SIN 0.30150+01 -0.61990+00 0.82950+00 0.78090+00 0.69880-01 -0.24770+00 0.52820-01 0.86~10-01 
.. ___ .. __ ...... __ ..... __ .. _ .. __ .... ___ . ___ ~_ ..... _ .. ~_._ ...... __ ....... __ ... __ ..... __ ....... _ .......... _ ........ _~_ .......... A._ .......... _ ........ __ ._ ........ · ___ .......... ~.~ ............ _ ......... _ ............. . 
TORS STH 2 COS 0.11670+01 -0.92590+00 0.10990+01 -0.66980.00 0.10400+01 -0.73660-01 -0.76550-01 -0.25940-01 
TORS STH 2 SIN 0.29620+01 -0.44620+00 0.79050+00 0.47050+00 0.27950+00 -0.1776D+00 0.37320-02 0.78290-01 
TORS STH 3 COS 0.24480+01 -0.66840+00 0.34230+00 -0.26790+00 0.57650+00 -0.59660-01 -0.45770-01 0.97550-02 
TORS STH 3 SIN 0.29560+00 ~0.27710+00 0~6564O+00 -0.74650-01 0.39800+00 -0.94040-01 -0.22670-01 0.29920-01 
PUSH STH 1 COS 0.29080+00 -0.34770+00 0.63270+00 -0.24860+00 0.50060+00 -0.89710-02 -0.29190-01 -0.22110-01 
PUSH STH 1 SIN 0.91460+00 -0.22470+00 0.15410+00 0.40070+00 -0.10670+00'-0.98060-01 0.23460-01 0.33990-01 
(u) Blade Stress Harmonics for RE3 Component. 
Figure 17. Continued. 
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HALF PEAK TO. PEAK VALUES 
FLAT STH 1 0.63870+01 
FLAT STH 2 0.1112D+02 
.. -......... --- .. ~ .... -....... _ .......... __ .......... , ...... _ ......... ', ....... -~ 
FLAT STH 3 0.17870+02 
EDGE 5TH 1 
EDGE STH. 2 
EDGE STH 3 
0.24770+02 
0.21030+02 
0.63070+01 
TORS 5TH 1 0.55060+01 
TORS STH 2 0.47300+01 
TORS STH 3 
PUSH STH 1 
0.37280+01 
0.20180+01 
(v) Half peak-To-Peak Values of Stresses and Pushrod Load 
for RE3 Component 
Figure 17. Continued. 
.. 
C:Qt!P'QJ:l~m:.: H~~!:!!~! ....... :_ ....... __ ......... ~.~!~!!~~.!!.~~ ....... t.!~~~R.K ... J.IflJ~R~TlClH. .. Mt:J!:IQD._.!.~l!~l!.l!.~l!!!! ...... _ .......... __ ...... __ ... E LEMENP ....... __ ......... _ .. 3 ........ _ 
_ ... _ L. f}~:Tl:L JI~~J1~R!<J)_ETA F..A.CtOlh_Jt~NGI; .... PI;Rl1tTJI;D. .. =:_ Q .•.. O JO .. O.2S ... __ ... __ . ___ .... _ ..... ___ '. __ .... _2.5000.00.:=OL. _____ . _ 
2 OELT TIME INCREMENT (SECONDS) 1.000000-02 
___ .. _L!N~~ __ ._.I!!'!.L!"!!:!U..L.Q!LlIiI~.GR~nO.tL.o.L.~qV.AII.Qti~L.OLI:f.O.TIOti. .. l.S.E.Cl_. ___ . __ ...... __ .... __ .. _____ ~~OO.OODD.t.OQ .. __ ... __ . __ 
4 OMEGA FORCING FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 6.000000+00 
._ ... 2. _lD~JI!JIL. P.~~U\i_ ~J;.J,.~~TQR ___ ._ _ .. _ __., _ .... _ __ __ __ _._ ._ _. _ _ __ ._ ___ _ ____ .. , _ _ , __ . _ __ __ .. 0_ _... _ . __ 
= 0 ==> NO DEBUG PRItITOUT . 
= 1 ==> TRACE MATRIX ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION 
.. _. __ ..... ~ __ ~R~.IBL._.B~~T~RLfJA!i_ ....... __ ._ ...... _____ ...... _ ..... _ .... ___ . ___ ... __ .. __ ... __ .. __ ...... __ ..... _._. __ ._--'1. __ . ____ . __ _ 
= 0 ==> NO RESTART 
= 1 ==> RESTART 
(w) Component TH1 'Data 
Figure 17. Concluded. 
co 
1.0 
'I 
••• ~ ••• "' •• H ••• " ••• "' •• " ••••• ""**." DEBUG PRINT 5t.eROUTIHf ASI11CK ........................................ " •. 
"0 , 1. 11" 1.000000,01 
."0 , .. 6. 61" 1.000000,00 
co 1. 11- 1.200000,02 
KO 1. 11" 2.500000_04 
" 1. 11- 1.000000_01 
C , 1. 11" 1.200000,02 
"0 HO. 3. 3·,' 1.000000,01 7. 71= 1.000000,00 .. 
co , 1. 21=-1.200000_02 
KG 1. 21:-2.500000004 
C , 1. 21:-1.200000,02 
..... ~~ .. ---.-. ----
"0 4. 41" 1.000000,01 "0 , 5. 51" 1.000000,00 
co 2.· 11:-1.200000'02 co 2. 21= 1. ZOOOOO,02 
KO 2. 11--2.500000004 . KO Z. 2'- 2.50000D004 
C 2. 11--1.200000,02 C 2. 21" 1.200000,02 
K 1. 11"' 2.500000,04 Ii: , 1. U--2.500000,04 Ii: 2. 11"'-2.500000,04 Ii: Z. 21- 2.500000,04 
"0 , 1. U' 1.200000,01 
H 1. 11' 1.000000_01 " , Z. 21: 1.200000001 
C 1. 11' 1.200000,02 C 1. 21'-1.200000,02 C 2. 11--1.200000_02 C Z. 21" 1.200000_02 
-···-K···T-i;-·i)~2-:5·0000D;OO\---K-i·l;-21.;::-z:5ciiioOD.o~----···-K··-·(-z:-·"iI-;;~z·:·50iioilD;ii.··--·-···ic-·i-·z~--i"i~'··':500000,04 
" , 1. 11" 1.000000tOl " , Z. 21" 1.200000,01 
. __ .-CC-l-;-·fj"iO·l:-20000iitili-··- - i:-·· .. ·i;·· z i;;:i:zooooO,OZ ... -.--C··,-·-i.·· I";;:i: zooooo.o·i--··_····C ·· .. ··:Z. 21= I.Z00000tOZ 
• 
__ ~._ L lL .l1~Z:!oq!DQ~~L __ L L It. .~I~~.~pq901!!PL __ 11.. .. L Co. U".~f.IiOOOOQtP4_ 
_.K .• '_Z •.. ,U'.Z.5QOOOO'04 .. 
(a) Matrix Assembly 
Figure 18. Base Program Debugging Output Samples. 
" 
. !~~.l!~_nR_ .. _._: ... __ .... __ ._.!L._ .. __ ._._ .•. _____ .• _ ••. _ .•..•. __ .. __ ...... _ •... _ .•.. _ ........ ____ . __ 
.... - -.- .. ,- - --' - .. - ........ - _._. - .~- -- .- _.- - _.- -- -- ...... - .- - .. - -- - .. - - - -- - - -- ~ 
EIGENVALUE 1 A = 1.603300+05 0.0 ....... B = 3.793180-02 .FReQUENCY (HZ) = 3.272090+02 
COOI?DIHATE = 1 EIGENVECTOR = -1.000000+00 Z (REAl/lHAG) = -1.000000+00 0.0 
COORDINATE = 2 EIGENVECTOR :: -3.745360-01 Z (REAUIt1AGJ = -3.745360-01 0.0 
COORDINATE = 3 EIGENVECTOR = -8.090170-01 Z (REAUlt1AG) = -8.090170-01 0.0 
COORDINATE = 4 EIGEtNECTOR = -6.060110-01 Z (REAUIt1AG) = -6.060110-01 0.0 
COORDINATE = 5 EIGENVECTOR = -3.090170-01 Z 'REAUIMAG) = -3.090170-01 0.0 
COORDINATE = 6 EIGENVECTOR = -6.060110-01 Z (REAUIMAG) = -6.060110-01 0.0 
COORDINATE = 7 EIGENVECTOR = 3.090170-01 Z (REAUIMAG) = 3.090170-01 0.0 
COORDINATE = 8 EIGENVECTOR = -3.745360-01 Z (REAUIMAG) = -3.7:'5360-01 0.0 
COORDINATE = 9 EIGENVECTOR = 8.090170-01 Z (REAUIt1AG) = 8.090170':01 0.0 
.. 
COORDINATE = 10 EIGENVECTOR = 1. 000000+00 Z (REAUIt1AG) = 1.000000+00 0.0 
(b) Real Eigensdlution EG1 
Figure 18. Continued. 
\0 
........ 
*iI~~II~~II~IIl.!~II.II~II~lIl1lf~lIlflf.lf.*.!!!!.lflf.*.IIl!.lf.*.lf!lf.lf ...... QS.El.t,J!?_P.B.~!IT ... !?'!J.!lRQI!n:ti~ ... ~9~~G~ ...... ~lflf.~!!I!.~ 
EIGENVALUE 1 EIGENVALUE = -3.16710+00 6.43990+00 
COORDINATE = 1 EIGENVECTOR = 1.00000+00 0.0 
- .. COOROltJAiE .. ··:: -. 2"- EIGEFlVEC1OR-' :i'- ':4'~ 1"2690:'01" ';2": 503eO'':'~3- . - ... - _ .. _. - .. , .... - - .., ... 
COORDINATE = 3 EIGEtNECTOR = 1.13820-01 -5.11990-02 
'-"COORomATr,,'''''''-4"""-'ElGEfNE'CTorr=-'':; 97492 1!D·=Ol-:'l.-:·Sl 540:::0r-·· .. --··_· __ ··_-_·······_·· .. ·-
COORDINATE = 5 EIGEIIVECTOR = -4.87260-04 -2.68270-04 
.. 'COOIWINATE- £ .. - o' -ElGffl'J£CTOR -=-. ··"1.:86:340 .... 04 ·=x:49t~O..:04 ...... -- --. -. - -- - _.-
COORDINATE = 7 EIGEW/ECTOR = 2.46100-04 9.42950-05 
..... CaORDIH,6;Tc=-···~EIGENVECTOR·-=-·:;·2:1181i"80-=-O·S---,.·:"17200-.;:05-.. -... __ .. _-_._-.. _-_ .... -
COORDINATE = 9 EIGENVECTOR = -4.86720-05 -8.80940-05 
...... COORDINATE<: -"'10- EIGENVECTOR" :'- ":4':68130-=-06- -7:07570';;05""" _ ... - -- - - -'-... - "-
COORDINATE = 11 EIGENVECTOR =. 4.56760-05 4.59920-06 
- COORUmAT[-:-rz"""> EIGENVECTOR·~·--=r;·5o"600·:;·05 .. -"3:·8861D=05 .. ·----··--··· .... _ ...... __ ..... -
COORDINATE = 13 EIGENVECTOR = -6.26270-08 -7.14470-07 
"COOROINATE" r' 14" 'EIGENVECTOR .. ~- ····1.7651D-1I6 '-";2"Ol70-'Ol> -- .. - -_ ... -
COORDINATE = 15 EIGENVECTOR = 3.55420-03 -2.35830-03 
- COORDl:NATC~-ID-···EIGENVECTOR-:~······:;-s:74·970=·08-::·9~·a93DD;:lJ7·-· .. __ ._ .. _ ... __ ..... __ ._._-
COOROItIATE = 17 EIGENVECTOR = 1.62670-03 -1.07760-03 
(c) Complex Eigensolution EG2 
Figure 18. Continued . 
FSIN 3, 1)= 6.250000+01 
FMPON (16, 1)= 6.250000'+01 
XMPON 1, 1)= 1.200000+10 XMPON (,' 1, 4)=-1.200000+10 XMPON ( 1, 9)= 4.838710+07 XMPON ( 1, 12)=-4.838710+07 
~P.PN 2, 2 )= .1. 200020+!_0 _XMPOH_(_~ )=-2 •. ~102§.P+0~ __ xt!PON .L~,L.I0 )~~~810+.!!.L-..JrnPj).LL.-ZL.l~.Lfl.1.~,2I!.±.O.2._ 
XMPON 3, 3)= 1.200020+10 XMPON ( 3, 6)=-2.310260+05. XMPON ( 3, 7)=-1.200000+10 XMPDN ( 3, 11)= 4.838810+07 
XMPON 3, 14)=-9.677420+02 XMPON ( 3, 15)=-4.836710+07 . Xt\PON ( 4, 1)=-1.200000+10 XMPON ( .4._ 4)= 2.400000+10 
XM~.!!.N~ _4t_ 9)=:i:~~710~! _ .~P.Q!:I ~ _~.~2.!:= !:67741.!?+07 _ XMPON ~ J._2)=-b~!g260+~ __ XMp.pB ~ J._5)= .L2JHI020+J:.q _ 
XMPON ( 5. 10'=-9.677420+02 XMPON ( 5, 13'= 4.838810+07 XMPON ( 6, ,3'=-2.310260+05 XMPON ( 6. 6)= 4.101580+05 
XMPON ( 6, 8'=-1.800000+05 XMPON ( 6, 11)=-9.677420+02 XMPON ( 6, 14)= 1.693550+03 XMPON ( 6. 16)=-7.258060+02 
XMPON 
XMPON 
7. 3'=-1.20000P+I0 
8. 6)=-1.800000+05 
XM!'.!!L.L2,L 7)= .. .!.199.990+!!I __ )eMPO"!..--''--.:...7 ..... -=1.P=-4~.~~~Zl!1tRL..~.PON .L-1! __ 15)= ... 4.8~!HIJH.!!.L 
XMPON .( 8. 8)= 1.704070+05 XMPON 8. 14)=-7.256060+02 XMPON ( 8. 16)= 7.258060+02 
XMPON 9. 1)=-4.838710+07 XMPON ( 9. 4)= 4.838710+07 XMPON 9. 9)= 1.200000+10 XMPON ( 9. 12)=-1.200000+10 
_XMPOIL U 0...!.. -y~~.83f!~!0+07 __ .~.fQt!_ (~Q.L ~.~=~~~.?74~~+02 __ XMP.~N_'_J:0.Ll.QJ=_J..200020!J:0 __ ~POI'LC!0..L.l1.J=~ ... l.lOMO·+05_ .. 
. XMPON (11. 3)=-4.838810+07 XMPON (11. 6'= 9.677420+02 XMPON (11. 7)= 4.638710+07 XMPON (11, 11)= 1.200020+10 
XMPON (11, 14)=-2.310260+05 XMPON (11. 15)=-1.200000+10 XMPON (12. 1)= 4.838710+07 .XMPON (12. 4)=-9.677420+07 
~!:!PON ,LgL-.2l.::=!':'!Q~.~ . .:1.:.0_-!.::XM'-!.:~QLLI2 •. ~2)= ~.400.l!QO+l:_0 __ .~MPO!t_(_n!....-.E .. ~!.~774?9.+02 __ X!!.eruL._, 13!..i!:=.:-4.~~~819..t..QL 
XMPON 13. 10'=-2.310260+05 XMPON ( 13. 13'= 1.200020+10 XMPON (14. 3)= 9.677420+02 XMPOH (14. 6)=-1.693550+03 
XMPON (14. 8)= 7.258060+02 XMPON (14. 11)=-2.310260+05 XMPOH (14. 14)= 4.101580+05 XMPON' 14. 16)=-1.800000+05 
XM~~~L3)=~~~+~_~~~~~~~~~~7_XM~~.~~I)=~~O~ill_m~~D~~blli~+lO. 
XMPON '16. 6'= 7.258060+02 XMPON (16. 8)=-7.258060+02 XMPON' 16. 14)=-1.800000+05 XMPON (16. 16)= 1.704070+05 
._----_._---_._---------'----_._---------_. __ ._---_._-.-
XINDC ( 3. 1)= 3.756250-07 XINDC ( 6, 1)=-7.654640-07 XINDC 7, 1)=·3.756470-07 XINDC 8, 1)=-2.190680-06 
- --- - -- - ----- - -- - - -.- -.~ - ._- - - - -~- - - ~ . - - -- - .- :-- - -- - -- -. -
XINDS ( 3. 1)=-1.000750-03 XINDS ( 6,' 11=-7.507470-04 XINDS ( 7. 1'=-1.000760-03 XINDS , 8. 1 )=-4.262480'-04 
(d) Forced Respons~ Solution FR1 
Figure 18. Contin~ed. 
\0 
W 
**************************************** DEBUG PRINT SUBROUTINE S02THI **************************************** 
Feos 1. 1)= 1.500000+03 
FSIH 1. 1)= 4.000000+02 
..... 
x 1. 1)= 1.182600-02 x 2. 1)= 2.489500-02 
. OX .. ( · ... 1 •...... 1)= 1.825960-01 OX "(. 2 •.... .1)= 4.895030-01 
Xl 1. 1)= 1.000000-02 Xl 2. 1)= 2.000000-02 
......... ./ ..... 
OX1 1. 1)= 2.000000-02 
F1 2. 1)= 1.500000+03 
X2 ............. .L.1 •... 1)= 1.182600-02 ....... X2 ............. ( .2. 1)=.2.489500-02. 
OX2 1. 1)= 1.825960-01 OX2 2, 1)= 4.895030-01 
F2 2, 1)= 1.541910+03 
X3 1. 1)= 1.790610-02 X3 2. 1)= 3.909420-02 
OX3 C .. 1,. .. 1):;; ... 6.080140-::01 ........ OX3 .. 2 •.. 1):;:.1~419920+00 ... 
F3 2. 1)= 1.583830+03 
(e) Time History Solution THI 
Figure 18. Concluded. 
weER OtITPUT COORD INA TES Y AlUE 
@ 6> 6> @ ®. ® _ (i) ~ FI &LD ..... 
1 flDlENT EI6V 1 3.27Z1D_OZ +--- E:IGr;t-/VAL.1I ~ :t. 
2 flEIIENT Z l1li1 Xl EIGY 1 0.0 
3 ELEIlfHT 2 l1li1 Yl EIGY 1 0.0 
.it .ELEIIENT ..... _ .• Z _ ... IIIIL .... ZI _. __ ._ EIGY .1 ... .... 0.0 
5 flEIIENT Z l1li1 THXl EIGY 1 • 0.0 
6 ELEIIElrT t l1li1 THY1 EIGY l' 0.0 
7 ELEIIENT 2 l1li1 THZl U6V 1 -1.000DOtOo 
o ..... ELDlENT ... _ ._ 2. l1li1 ... XZ UGV ·1 0.0 
9 ELEIIEHT 2 Bltl . Y2 EIGV 1 -1.74540-01 
to' ELEIIENT 2 . Bltl Z2 UGY 1 0.0 
11 ELEIIElrT Z 8111 THXZ EIGV 1 0.0 
12 . __ ELEIIENT ___ ... Z._ 8111 ... _ . THl'Z .. _ .. EIGV .: 1 .---... --- ... 0.0 .. -.·· .... ----. 
n ELEIlENT Z 8111 THZZ UGY 1 -0.09020-01 
1ft ELEIlfNT 1 8111 Xl UGV 1 0.0 
15 ELEIIENT 3 8111 n EIGV 1 -3.7"540-01 
.... _ 16. fLEIIElrT .• 3 .... Blll._ ZI. ___ EIGV .. 1 . _ 0.0 
17 ELEIIENT 1 8111 THX1 EIGV 1 0.0 
10 fLEIIENT 1.· 8111 THY! UGV 1 . 0.0 
19 fLEIlfNT 3 l1li1 TIlZl EIGY 1 -0.09020-01 
.. __ .20 .. _._ nEIIElrT. ____ l_ ... BIlI. __ .XZ ..... __ EIGV ..... 1 __ ..... __ .. 0.0 .•..•...... 
n ELEHENT J l1li1 Y2 UGY 1 -6.0601D-01 
2Z ELEIlfHT 1 l1li1 ZZ ElGV 1 0.0 
2J ELEHENT J 8111 THXZ fIGY 1 0.0 
~ .Z" __ _ ELEIIEHT __ 3_ .. 8IIL _. THlZ . __ ... UGY _:. 1.. __ 0.0 ...... - -... - - - - .... _ ... -.. --. --". 
25 ELEllflrT 1 8111 THZZ EIGV 1 -1.09020-01 
26 ELEMENT "BIll Xl EIGY 1 0.0 
27 ELEIIENT "l1li1 Yl EIGY 1 -6.06010-01 
. __ .. fll. __ lLEMEHT __ " .. __ Bill _ ..... ZI . _._ .. fIGY_ .. 1 ._._ .... ___ .....•• 0 ___ ..... -.-.. _..... --.. ----.. - -... --.. ---.-----.. --.----.-.--... --
29 ELEIIElrT "8111 THXl EIGV 1 0.0 
30 fLEIIElrT "l1li1 THYl EIGY 1 0.0 
31 ELEHElrT "8111 TIlZl UGY 1 -3.09020-01 
3Z eLEIIEHT __ .. 4 _ .. BIIL ... X2 .... __ EIGY _1 ___ . _ 0.0 
lJ ELEIlfNT "l1li1 Y2 EIGY 1 -6.06010-01 
3ft ELEHElrT "8111 ZZ EIGY 1 0.0 
3S ELEIIENT "l1li1 THXZ EIGY 1 0.0 
36 .fLEI1EIfT __ 't_._ BIIL __ THYl ___ .EIGY_._.1. ___ . ___ .... 0.0 ---.• 
37 fLEIlfNT "8111 THZ2 EIGY 1 1.09020-01 
30 fLEIIENT 5 l1li1 Xl EIGV 1 '.0 
39 ELEIIENT 5 Bill Yl EIGY 1 -6.06010-01 
__ ",,0. __ .. E1EIIE~~ _I.. .BML. _zJ _._ .. EIGV_L _. _ .0.0 .. 
. 41 ELEIIElrT 5 8111 THXl EIGY 1 0.0 
foZ ELEMENT 5 8111 THYl EIGY 1 0.0 
43 ELEMEIrT 5 BIll 11IZI EIGY 1 1.09020-01 
PAItT 0"-
~16E'NVE:CrOp" -:1. 
--.~;-- m~:~J---~ -··::a -.- ~~ . .. :~:~.- t .. ----·-t ~t;54ii~oi --- -- -'- -...... --.-.-,.-----... -.' 
46 flEIIElrT 5 8111 ZZ EIGY 1 0.0 
47 fLEIIEHT 5 l1li1 THX2 EIGY 1 0.0 
.-- :: -- -m~:~~ - -}-::~ -- . ?::~~ :~~~l- -- --:: :90'w-'iC' -
50 ELEIIENT 6 l1li1 Xl EIGY 1 0.0 
51 ELEMENT 6 8111 n EIGY 1 . -3.74540-01 . ' • 
.. -.:~-.m::~-.---:.- ::~--·~~x.--,·-g~ -} ··--t: --- ---.-:--' (a) Real E1 genso lut lon EG1 
54 ELEIlfNT 6 8111 THY! EIGY 1 0.0 
SS ELDlEHT 6 8111 THZ1 EIGY 1 e. 09020-01 
Figure 19. Base Program Coordinate Responses. 
\0 
(J1 
IIJttiER OUTPUT COORDINATES VAWE 
(!) c9 6)«> ® @ (j), (---- FIELD 
--r -m:!:i - - - - -~~-. -:~:~- T - - -!:-:~~~~:~O-~TGENVA-LlJ-~-i-- - -- - - -- -- -,.-
1 ELEHENT 1 RU QFTl RUL 1 1.00000tOO (0-
ft ELEt1ENT 1 REZ QFTl II1J.G 1 0.0 ~"--'E[EHEHI--Y--lIEZ-. -QFT~II£.lc-t---~~:n09D-=Or---I-------------------· 
6 ElEHENT 1 RU QFTt II1J.G 1 -t .S0380-01 
7 ELEt1EIIT 1 REt BETA REAL 1 1. 138Z0-01 
8 ELEHENT 1 RU BfTA It1AG 1 -5.11990-02 
"9 ~ -UDlElIf" - , - RU - "J;JJ1l- - lIUr- • - - '-;'9~49UD:Or -
10 ElEI1ENT 1 REt GAtu. II1J.G 1 -1.51540-01 
11 ELEI1ENT 1 REZ QTlS RUL 1 -".87260-04 
12 ELEI1ENT 1 RU QTlS II1J.G 1 -2.68270-04 
-- 'lJ"'-UEtIEHr--r-RE2-o1TlC-'Elc--t 1:lI(;l4D:04""--~'------------------
14 ELEt1ENT 1 RU IInc It1AG 1 -1.4924D-" 
15 ELEI1ENT' 1 RU IIT2S RUL 1 2.46100-0ft 
16 ELEHENT 1 RU IIT2S II1J.G 1 9.429S0-0S I ' 
- -'IT- - [[Et1EN, - T -'Rn- - IiIT2C-:- -- R£AL- r - -c" -;Z:08480"05 - -I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
18 ELEIIENT 1 RU QUC It1AG 1 1.17UO-05 
19 ELEHENT 1 REZ BETS REAL 1 -4.86720-05 
-,~~--~t:~~rr--~~:--:g~--~~~ ~ :::::~:~::---+.,.....--------.--------
ZZ ELEIIENT 1 RU BETC II1J.G 1 -7.07570-0S 
n ELEI1EIIT 1 Rf2 GAHS REAL 1 4.51>76D-OS 
- ~~ - -~~~~~~ - -t -:~~ - ~~ - ,~~~ ~ - - -;;~-;:::~~;:~ - 1. ~16,etJ~J:.l!LOIh 1.. - - - - - - - -
t6 ELEI1ENT 1 RU GAI1C I11J.6 1· 1.88610-0S 
27 ELEHENT 1 REt X REAL 1 4.06030-01 
28 ElEIIENT 1 REt X It1A6 1 -2.69110-01 
-29-' -'E[EHENr-----l-REZ'----r---RUL 1 I:1!DIZO~D7·---+--------' 
]0 ELEI1ENT 1 RE2 Y II1J.G 1 1.62380-06 
n ELEt1ENT 1 REZ Z REAL 1 Z.33760-01 
3Z ELEt1ENT 1 REt Z II1J.G 1 -1.54920-03 
- -'-3r -'ELEHEHI - -r 11£2"" -llITX-- -R£U- r - -;1.04870-119 - - ,,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
34 ELEIIEHT 1 REt TlUX lt1AG 1 . -1.65870-08 
35 ELElltNT 1 REZ TIlTY REAL 1 -1.09740-04 
36 ELEIIENT 1 RE2 TIlTY It1AG 1 7.26180-05 
-37--ElEt1Enr--T-RE2----nrrZ--"-REA~-1"----O';O---·--'--" ----------,---_._-,--
38 ELEIIENT 1 RE2 TIlTZ II1J.G 1 0.0 
39 ElEIIENT 2 1151 'I1IlOE REAL 1 .-6.26270-08 
40 ELEIIENT 2 IIS1 I1IlOE II1J.G 1 -7.14470-07 
--·41' - "ELEI1ENT· - ., -IISI -- 1100[- - 'Rur ""1 - - -1-;76510·06- - ... - - .- - - - . - - -- - - - - -- - - - -
4Z ELEIIENT 3 1IS1. /lODE I11J.6 1 1.20170-06 
41 ELEI1ENT 4 1151 IIODE REAL. 1 1.55420-01 
---::--!~~~~~-~-~~~--::~,-- ~~~-~---,:~~:~::~:,--,+-------
~6 ELEIIENT 5 I1S1 /lODE lllAG 1 -9.09360-07 
"7 £LEIIENT 6 1151 IIOIlE REAL 1 1.62670-03 
48 ELEMENT 6 1151 IIOIlE II1J.G 1 -1. 0776D-03 
- --"9- -HEllEN, - - - - -fll£I~- -UGV- T - - ""1 .. 31ZQOtOD;:- j":';':;' - - -. - -'- 0_- - - -- - - - --
SO ELEI1ENT OAHP £IGV Z 8.92760-01 ~IGH/VI\L-~~l.. 
51 ELEIIENT 1 RU IiIFTl REAL 2 1.D951D-011 ° , 
52 ELEI1ENT 1 RU QFTI II1J.G 2 -1.10530-03 e!£ze"HltU.J:D& ·1 . . 
--51' - -ttfI1ENT--l- Rft--QfTZ--Rut-Z-----7 ;~t66D-05 -- -
54 ElEt1ENT 1 RE2 QFTZ II1J.G. Z 4.£3460-05 
55 ELEIIENT 1 REt BETA REAL Z l.llZ40-04 , (b) Complex Eigensolution EG2 
Figure 19. Continued. 
t.'\JMBER OUTPUT COORDINATES VALUE 
(i) 
.cj) <f) ® .. ,. (j) .... , ....'Sf .,.. .. J=~J~.LD, ." 
1 ELEMENT 1 MSI MODE AMPLlTUD 5.34490-01 
2 ELEMENT 1 MSI MODE PHASE 1.36770+02 
3 ELEMEtlT 2 MSI MODE AMPLITUD 3.16760-03 
4 .' ....... ELEMENT_ ......... _.2.... HSI " .. , HOOE ......... " PHASE .. . -5.40710+01 
5 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE AMPLITUD 2.12330-02 
6 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE PHASE -4.94330+01 
7 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE AMPLlTUD 5.12160-03 
..... 8 ....... ELEMENT ....... _ .. 4. MSl MODE .. ' PHASE 1.36040+02 
9 ELEtlEtlT 7 RE3 X AMPLITUD 5.34300-01 
10 ELEMENT 7 RE3 X PHASE 1.36770+02 
11 ELEMENT 7 RE3 Y AMPLITUD1.40410-02 
._12 .......... ' ELEMEtlT .. _ ..... 7 ...... RE3 ....... Y ..... .. ,. PHASE ...... _ .............. -5.48340+01 ... ·········.···- ........ _ .. . 
13 ELEMENT 7 RE3 Z AMPLITUD 1.28470-01 
14 ELEMENT 7 RE3 Z PHASE -4.32440+01 
15 ELEMENT 7 RE3 WX AMPLITUD 0.0 
... 16 .. _ .. ELEMENT .......... 7 ...... RE3...... WX ...• ...... PHASE .. . .. 0.0 .... . 
17 ELEMENT 7· RE3 WY AMPLITUD 0.0 
18 ELEMEIIT 7 REl WY PHASE 0.0 
19 ELEMENT 7 RE3 WZ AMPLITUD 0.0 
.... 20 .......... _ .... E LEMENT ... __ .. , .... 7._ .... RE3 ......... WZ ................. PHASE ....... , ....... _....... 0.0 .. . 
21 ELEMENT 9 GFI X AMPLITUD 5.34300-01 
22 ELEMENT 9 GFI X PHASE 1.36770+02 
23 ELEMENT 9 GFI Y AMPLITUD 1.40410-02 
_ 24 .... __ .. ELEMENT _ .. _._ 9 .... GFl ....... y ..... , PHASE.... ......... .,.5.48340+01. ......... .•. .....- ..... . 
25. ELEMENT 9 GFl Z AMPLITUD 1.28470-01 
26 ELEMENT 9 GFI Z PHASE -4.32440+01 
27 ELEMEtlT .9 GFl THTX At1PLITUD 0.0 
._ ... 28._._ ..... ELEMENT ............ __ .. 9 .... _. GFI ......... THTX ........ __ PHASE ....... _...: ...... _ ......... O. 0 ... _ ... ..:.. .........•......................... - ........ . 
29 ELEMENT 9 GFl THTY AMPLITUD 0.0 
30 ELEMENT 9 SFl THTY PHASE 0.0 
31 ELEMEIIT 9 GFl THTZ AMPLlTUD 0.0 
.. 32 ..... _ .. ELEMEtIT ._ ...... 9._ •. GF!... ... _THTZ .PHASE .......... _ .... _ 0.0 ......... - '-' .... - ........ . 
(c) Forced Response Solution FRI 
Figure 19. Continued. 
~ 
"-oJ 
NUtlBER OUTPUT COORDINATES VALUE 
(i) ® 6J @:) CP 
..... @ .. --. fj) ................... _- .~ FIELD 
1 ELEMENT TIME SEC 0.0 
2 ELEflENT 1 FAI DELT DISPMENT 1.00000-02 
3 ELEMENT 1 FAI X DISPMENT 2.00000-02 
.•..•........•.• ~ ........ _ .. ; !,.!,.tl;~fL_ ......... l ........ fAl ........ _'L .... _ ...... _ DISPtIEtIL .... :_ ...........•... 0 .• 0 .................................. _ •........ _ ......... __ ......... _ ••....... __ 
5 ELEMENT 1 FAI Z DISPHEHT 0.0 
6 ElEtIEHT 1 FAI THTX DISPMENT 0.0 
7 ELEMENT 1 FAl THTY OISPHEHT 0.0 
............ ~._ ..... ~!-~.t'i.El:!r ....... _;I. ...... fA;!. .....•.. Jl:m:. .. .... ,PlSPtll;;t/T •... 0.0 ........................ _. ...... ...... . ..... _ __ ....... _ .. . 
9 ELEI1EHT 2 GFl X OISPMEHT 2.00000-02 
10 ELHIENT . 2 GFl Y OISPtlENT 0.0 
11 ELEHENT 2 GFl Z OISPHENT 0.0 
................ 12 .... _ ... _.E!,.!'!:IEHT.. .. _ ....... 2'-_ ... G.f.l ....... ~ ... JHTX_._ ...... P:J.SPMENT ......... _ ......... 1) •. 0._ .... : ..... _._ ............ _._ .................. _ ......... __ ._ ........ __ ........ . 
13 ELEMENT 2 GFl TlITY OISPMENT 0.0 
14 ELEtIENT 2 GFl THTZ DISPtlENT 0.0 
15 ELEMENT (t MSI MODE OISPMENT 2.00000-02 
(d) Time History Solution THI 
********** STATISTICS ********** } +}lTen to!; DJ.4T t; CASE. 
PRESENT SIZE OF WORKING STORAGE (MAXSIZ) IS 1887 WORDS. 
FINAL SIZE OF WORKING STORAGE (MAXSIZ) IS 2161 WORDS. 
. .. 1. l:'J '1111 . eAS-E ********** STATISTICS ********** 
I (e) Present and Final Size of Computer Storage 
Figure 19. Continued. 
· SIt1VIB TEST RIJIf . . ..... . 
fIXED ABSORBER TIllE HISTORT RESPONSE 
1 MODE SHAPE - fX fORCE (COS & sm, 
TIllE (SEC' 
6.1 15.1 0.1200 
-1.1 TIIIESEC 
-2.1 If Al DElTDISPI1EIfT 
-3.1 IFAI X OISPI1EIfT 
4.1 tfA1 T OISPI1EIIT. 
5.1 If Al Z OISPI1EIfT 
6.1 lFA1 THTXDISPI1EIfT 
7.1 If Al THTYOISFtlEIfT 
8.1 ... If Al THTZOISPI1EIfT .. 
-9.1 2Gfl X OISPIIEIfT 
10.1 2Gfl T OISPI1EIfT 
11.1 2Gfl Z OISPI1EIfT 
... 12.1 ZGfl THTXDISPllElfT ...... . 
13.1 ZGfl THTTDISPI1EIIT 
14.1 2GFl THTZOISPI1EIfT 
-15.1 41151 1100EOISPI1EIfT 
.1.1 0.0 
0.0 1.00000-02' 2.00000-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 . 0.0 0.0 2.00000-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.00000-02 
.. 2.1 •• " •. " 1.00000-02" •. 
1.00000-02 1.18260-02 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
"." 3.1 .. _ "._ .. 2.00000-02 .... 
2.48950-02 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.411950-02 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.48950-02 
2.00000-02 1.79060-02 3.90940-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.90940-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.90940-02 
_4.1_" .... 3.00000-0:L ...... 
3.00000-02 3.02'+70-02 5.94700-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.94700-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.94700-02 
.. 5.1 ... _. '1.00000-02" 
4.00000-02 5.01760-02 8.18610-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 8.18610-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.18610-02 
._ .... " .... 6.1 .... ,,_ .. 5.00000"02 .• ". " •. _."",, . ., .•. _" .. ". 
~ 7. 7225D-02 1.02430-01 0.0 0.0 
- -:~ j-- --:q= ~ -~T 
,,_.:::rI.!1.e._ .. _._PJo!-i..._fru:.X_-.,.~f1}, ....... ~?t .... t. Ou, pv. 
(1' ()..) (3) (Ill) (1';) ~ 
" 
COOItOlN,4'E NAMe: 
" NVI1B~e. 
(f) Sample Output for Plotting 
Figure 19. Continued. 
U) 
U) 
0.12 
0.10 
I- 0.0S 11. 
~ 
l-
. .., 
£. 
lil 0.0S 
'T 
... 
UJ 
U 
<z:: (~ 0.04 
VI 
~. 
l) 
0.02 
0.00 
I 
0.00 
SI"VIB TEST RUN 
FIXED ABSORBER TI"E HISTORY RESPONSE 
1 MODE SHAPE - FX FORCE (COS, 51") 
I 
0.01 0.82 8.03 9.9" 
TI"E (SEC) 
(g) Sample Tektronix Plot. 
Figure 19. Continued. 
COORD VARIABLE k~Y 
2 DELT DISP j 
3 X DISP 2-
9 X DISP 3 
15 MODE DISP 4-
CASE 1-
ABSoRBER ~~Dr:a r-IIA5S) ~ MASS fOl1.ce. 
0.95 
~ 
o 
o 
2 
0.0 
1'1 . 
1.00000-02 2.00000-02 0.0 
2.00000-02 0.0 0.0 
1.18260-02 1.82600-01 ... 1.62600001 
2.'18950-02 '1.8950D-01 '1.89500001 
1.00000-02 2.00000-02 0.0 
2.00000-02 0.0 0.0 
.. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
... 0.0. .. ___ 0.0.. 0.0 
2.00000-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0.... 0.0..... . •. _.0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.00000-02 0.0 0.0 
2 ._14. 
1.0000D-02 
1.00000-02 2.00000-02 0.0 
2.00000-02 0.0 0.0 
... 1.1826D-02.. 1.8260D-Ol •. 1.6260DtOl .. 
2.4895D-02 4.89S0D-Ol '1.8950DtOI 
1.1826D-02 1.8260D-0l 1.6260DtOl 
2.4895D-02 '1.8950D-0l 4.8950DtOl 
0.0 ._. D.O.. .0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
..... 0.0 ____ .• ___ ._ ..... 0.0 ... _ .• _ .......... 0.0 
Z.4895D-02 4.8950D-Ol 4.8950DtOI 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 _ •....... __ 0.0 ..... 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.48950-02 4.8950D-Ol '1.8950DtOI 
0.0 
1.50000.03 
0.0 
1.5000D'Ol 
0.0 
I.S0000t03 
0.0 ... 
1.54190.03 
.2 _ ...• __ 14 .•• _. __ ..• __ ...... _._ .... _._ ..• ___ ...... _ •.. _ .•.•..... _ .. . 
2.0000D-OZ 
1.1826D-OZ 1.8260D-Ol 1.62600001 
2.4895D-02 4.8950D-Ol 4.8950DoOI 
1.79060-02 6.0801D-Ol 4.25'12DtOI 
l. 9094D-OZ - i:4i 9?1i·'OO- • '.lOUDOOI 
1.79060-0Z 6.0801D-Ol 4.2542DOOI 
3.9094D-02 1.41990000 '.3041DoOI 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
-0.0'" ··_·-'cLii 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 !.O .••.• _ . 
. 'j.9094O-02 -'1.41990'00'-·· 9.30410'01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
1.54190'03 
0.0 
1.3673O'Ol 
····O;G·····_·········_·- O.G·- ·······O.ir----····-- ......• - ......... --....... . 
00 00 00 (h) Sample Time History Output for Restart. 
3: 90940-02 1:'11990'00 9: 30'110'01 
Figure 19. Continued. 
...... 
o 
...... 
2 14 
3.00000-02 
1.79060-02 
3.90940-02 
3.02470-02 
5.94700-02 
3.02470-02 
5.94700-02 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.94700-02 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.94700-02 
2 •..• IIl. 
4.00000-02 
6.08010-01 
1.41990+00 
1.23410+00 
2.0376D+00 
1.23410+00 
2.03760+00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.03760+00 
. 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.03760+00 
3.02470-02 1.23410+00 
5.94700-02' 2.03760+00 
5.01760-02 ..... 1. 99280+00 
8.18610-02 2.23910+00 
5.01760-02 1. 99280+00 
8.18610-02 2.23910+00 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 •.• __ ...•.• .0.0. 
8.18610-02 2.23910+00 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
4.25420+01 
9.30410+01 
6.26100+01 
6.17650'01 
6.26100+01 
6.17650+01 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
6.17650'01 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 ... 
0.0 
0.0 
6.17650'01 
0.0 
1.36730.03 
0.0 
1.00060+03 
6.26100'01 0.0 
6.17650+01 1.00060.03 
7.58730.01 .... 0.0. 
2.01560'01 4.93400'02 
7.58730'01 
2.01560'01 
.. 0.0 .. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
.0.0 ................... .. 
2.01560+01 
0.0 
0.0 
.0.0 0.0 ...... 0.0 ... 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
8.18610-02 2.23910+00 
. __ . __ .... .1.. ....... J.!.. .. 
2.01560'01 
... _ .... ~ .NG "t1:'~)t:I(;... . 
l1ME~5.00000-02 
5.01760-02 1.99280+00 7.58730+01 
8.18610-02 2.23910+00 2.01560+01 
7. ?2250-02 2.70500+00 .• 7.12130+01 
1.02430-01 2.0568D+00 -1.82280+01 
l>EL"f ..,)7.72250-02 2.70500+00 7.12130+01 
_ FASl(4i.02430-01 2.05680+00 -1.82280+01 
o.,~ ..... .. .. O·~O·O. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 :J j, I .:::~~0+~2 ~ ~.SN: j;ND 
-8.31030.01 <--J. (, . I, 
~ 
1. 
<I 
5" 
:~:j:t::::--!:t~~:~:I!t~~::- ~-~ •.••••. ~ •.. ···Ii}· N& (h) Concluded . 
Figure 19. Concluded . 
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Figure 20. Base Program Segmentation Structure. 
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Figure 21. Flow Chart for the Main Program. 
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Figure 22. Flow Chart for Subroutine INPCDC. 
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Figure 26. Flow Chart for Subroutine RECOVR. 
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Figure 37. Flow Chart for Subroutine MATDI. 
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_ .... _,l ...... C._ ....... _ ...... _._ ....... _ .. c,V( 10 I ,XS1 ........ .l .............. ,....... .......... _ ..................... '.' ., ......... _ ....................... 0019 
1 C (V(lll,GAHMACI,(V(12I,DGAMMCI 0020 
1 C (VCl31,GAHMASI,(VCl41,DGAMMSI 0021 
1 C * VERTICAL * (V( l)'XNCH I,(V( 21,XN I,(V( 31,MB I, 0022 
___ .l_C ___ ._ ...... _ .JVL41,RR ... _1.(VL51.R ......... J.(VL61.ZETBETl...... . ... 0023 
1 C (V( 71.OI1EGA )'(V( SI.TIfETA )'(V( 91.PH1), 0024 
1 C (V(101.XSI I. 0025 
1 C (V(lll.BETAO 1,(V(12I,DBETAOI 0026 
___ .l._ .. C ___ .... __ ... _! V(3) .BETAC .. J .• (V! 14 I .DBETAC.l ____ ... __ .......... __ .. __ ... _._ 0027 
1 C (V(151.BETAS 1.(V(161.DBETASI 0028 
1 C 0029 
7 V(41 = V(41 / 12.0 0030 
.. .7. ._ .• _ .. .v ( 5 '- __ .=.V( 5.l. Ll2..0 _.. _ ... _ _ ._ ....... __ ._ _ .. __ ... _ ._. __ ._.... .0031 
7 11=14 0032 
7 IFIN.GT.1) 11=16 0033 
7 DO 10 I=S,I1 0034 
___ .... .7. ____ .. YJIJ:=V( 1URC_ .... __ ... ___ .. __ ..... __ ... __ .... __ .. __ ...... __ ... __ ...... __ ....... 0035 
4 10 CONTINUE 0036 
1 C 0037 
7 RETURN 0038 . 
. __ 7 ___ .ENQ. _ .... _ . ____ .. _ .. ___ " _ ....... _ ... __ . _ ...... _ ... _ ....... _ .. 0039 
(AI ROUTINE CINBF1 
Figure 43. Fortran Subroutines for Component BFl. 
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START 
-- t·_· ... 
..... COL .• "':.-..",..+..,,:-:--1----+---,..2----+-.,.--3----+----4--.--+----5----+-.. --6--.. -+----7----+-
7 SUBROUTINE RECBF1(V,NG,XDEP,DXDEP,KN) 0001 
1 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0002 
___ .. _l._.CIt._ ....................................... __ ........ __ ....... __ ...................................... _ ........................... _.............. ...... ........... . ..... 0003 
1 Cit SUBROUTINE NAME : RECBF1 *0004 
1 CM .0005 
1 eM FUN C T ION : *0006 
.. __ . _.L ... CIt ........ RECOVER BIFILAR DISPLACEMENTS AND VELOCITIES .... _ ...... ........_ ......._.-.0007 
1 c* FOR RESTART WITH TIME HISTORY SOLUTION *0008 
1 Cit FOR INPLANE BIFILARS IF KN=l, *0009 
1 Cit FOR VERTICAL.BIFILARS IF KN=2 *0010 
_ .. _ ..... ~_. C*. __ ......................... " ......... " .. _ ........... _.......... ...... ...... ..... . ................................ _ ...................... _ ............................ - ... *0011 
1 c •••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0012 
1 C 0013 
7 DIMENSION V(1),XDEPC1),DXDEPC1) 0014 
...... _ ... 1 .. C. ................. , ...... . .. _ ............. __ .......... 00lS 
1 C INITIALIZE THE COORDINATE INDEX FOR THIS ELEMENT 0016 
1 C 0017 
7 ~ = NG + 1 0018 
_ .... __ .1. ...... C ............ _..... ....... . ........................ __ .......... _._........... ............. ............. ................. .............. .......... .. ............. _ ........ 0019 
1 C INITIALIZE THE BIFILAR DISPLACEMENTS AND VELOCITIES 0020 
1 C 0021 
7 VCll) = XDEPCNH) 0022 
.. __ .. 7_ .. __ .VCl2L .. = .. DXDEPCHNL ...... _ ..... _ ..... __ .... _ ..... _ ..... _ ........ __ ..... . .. 0023 
7 NN = NH .. 1 0024 
7 VCl3) = XDEPCNNI 0025 
7 V(l4) = DXDEPCHN) 0026 
___ .7 IF:(KN •. LT .• 2.LGO .... TO_IO_ ....... __ .. _ .. __ ...... _ .... __ .... __ ...... _ ...... __ .... _ ........... 0027 
7 NN = NH + 1 0028 
7 V(15) = XDEP(NNI 0029 
7 VC161 = DXDEPCHN) 0030 
... 1 "c ....... _ ....................... _ ......... ". _ ... _ .......... '"'' ........ _ ........................... _ ...... ..... .0031 
1 C INCREASE THE COORDINATE INDEX TO ACCOUNT FOR THE HUB COORDINATES 0032 
1 C 0033 
4 10 CONTINUE 0034 
__ .. _.L .... _ .... NG . ..: .... I'IN • .:!: ... (,_ .... __ .. __ ...... _._ ......... __ ........ _ ...... ___ ... __ .......... _ ....... __ ....... _ ....... 0035 
1 C 0036 
7 RETURN 0037 
7 END 0038 
(Bl ROUTINE RECBFl 
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'r 
START 
_. COL .~.--.,.+.,.:-:-..,1----+----2-",,,,-+-,,,.',".-3----+----4----+----5----+----6--... -+----7----+-· 
7 SUBROUTINE PINBFICV.IElEM.KPRINT.KNI 0001 
1 C~MMMMMIIIIIIMIIMMMKIIMIIMMMMMMMMMIIMMMMMMMMMIlMMMMIlMMMIIMMMMMMIIMMMMIIMMMMMMMMMM0002 
_ ... _ .. l_ .. Cif .. _ ...... __ ............. _ .......... _ ...... ___ ....... _._ ...................... , ................ _ ........... _ ............ ___ ................... _.. ..... .. .. M0003 
1 eM SUBROUTINE NAME : PINBFl *0004 
1 e* *0005 
1 elf FUN e T ION : *0006 
... __ l ...... elf ......... PRINT ... THE INPUT.. .............. ....... ..... ..... ..... .... ......_ ..... ..... .. .. _ ...... --M0007 
1 e* FOR INPlANE BIFILARS IF KN=l. *0008 
1 elf FOR VERTICAL BIFILARS IF KN=2 *0009 
1 CM MOOI0 
_ ..... 1_ .. C1' .MII.M. M" M M M M M 1111 II 1111111111 M II M 1111 M MM MM II II M M M II M II II 1111 M MMMM M II II II InlMM IIl1lfMlfM IIM)( M IIlI 11111111 M M 0011 
1 C 0012 
7 DIMENSION VC 1) 0013 
1 C 0014 
_ ... 7. • ___ ... IF. CKN.EQ.1LWRITECKPRINT.I000l IELEM .................. _ .............. _ ....... __ OOlS 
7 IF CKN.EQ.2) WRITECKPRINT.2000) IELEM 0016 
7 NCNI = V(l) + .001 0017 
7 WRITECKPRINT.I001) NCNI 0018 
... _.!. ..... __ ........ _N ...... =. VC 2) .. + .. • 001 ...... _ ........ _ ........... _ ..................................... _ ........................... _ ......... _ ......... 0019 
7 WRITECKPRINT.I0021 N 0020 
7 WRITECKPRINT.I003) V(3) 0021 
7 WRITECKPRINT.I004) V(4) 0022 
__ .7_ .. ___ .WRITECKPRINT.I005J. V(S)._ ............ __ ..... _ ...... _. __ ........ __ ....... _ ......... ... 0023 
7 IF CKN.EQ.l) WRITECKPRINT.I006) V(6) 0024 
7 IF CKN.EQ.2) ~~ITECKPRINT.2006) V(6) 0025 
7 WRITEC KPRINT .1007) VC 7) 0026 
__ .7 __ WRITEC KfJRINT .1008 1 .. .VC 8 L .. __ ..... _______ ..... __ . __ ........ __ ... __ ....... _ 0027 
7 WRITECKPRIHT.1009) V(9) 0028 
7 WRITECKPRINT.I010) V(10) 0029 
1 C 0030 
.. .7. _ ... ___ ;tFCKN.~T.l) GO.TO .. IO._ ... _ ...... _ "_'_' __ ....... _. "._ ...... _ ...... _ ...... _ 0031 
7 WRITECKPRINT.IOll) VCII) 0032 
7 WRITECKPRINT.IOI2) VCI2) 0033 
7 WRITECKPRINT.I013) V(13) 0034 
_ .. _.7_ ... __ J:RITeCKfJRINT,lQ14 LV.l14.L ... ___ ... __ .. _ ..... _ ..... _ ....... _._ ...... _._ ..... __ ....... _ ........ 0035 
7 GO TO 20 0036 
4 10 CONTINUE 0037 
7 WRITECKPRINT.2011) VCIl) 0038 
_ ._7 ___ .. ~I.TEU<PRItIT .• 2..91~1. VJ.12l.. .. __ .... _ ....... _ . ______ . _ ... __ .... _ ..... 0039 
7 WRITECKPRINT.2013) V(13) 0040 
7 WRITECKPRINT.2D14) V(14) .0.041 
7 WRITE(KPRINT.201S) VClS) 0042 
7 WRITEC KPRINT. 2016) VCl6) 0.043 
-·4--··Z0CONTINUE-· .. · .. · ........... ---......... - ..... --..... --..... --..... - ..... - .... ---..... --.... "-"0.044 
1 C 0.045 
1 C FORMAT STATEMENTS 0.046 
_ ... ~. _~ __ ..... ,,_ ....... _ ............... __ ...... _ ..... _ .. ___ ... ___ . __ .... _ ............ _.. .. ..... .0047 
2 1000 FORMATC55HlCOMPONENT:BIFILAR MMMIiMMMIiM HORIZONT 0048 
6 1 , 55HAL LINEAR BIFILAR *** ELEMENT: 0.049 
6 2 ,IlOt//) .0050 
2 2000 FORMAT(55H1COMPONENT:BIFILAR IIMIIIIIIMMMM VERTIC 0051 
_ .... {)" .... _·r--·' .... ;-S5HACLfNEAi-r .. BIFIW-***-.... --_· .... _-_··_-·-...... ----.... · .. ELEMENT : .... 0052 
6 2 .IlO,//) 0053 
2 1001 FORMATC5SHO 1 HCNI CONNECTION NODE NUMBER END 1 (NO) 0054 
Figure 43. Continued. 
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128 
START 
._.COl _=.-~~+~.~--l-,..--+--,..-2--.--.+-." . ".-3--.,..-.+----4--.,.,..+----S-,..--.+--__ 6 .. -_._+----7 __ ._._+-
6 1 ,40X,IlS) 0055 
2 1002 FORHAT(SSHO 2 N TOTAL NUMBER OF BIFILARS (NI» 0056 
___ ._.6 _ .............. 1 ..................... _ ........ _ ..... _._ .... _-I.40X, 115) ............................................................... _ .................. 00S7 
2 1003 FORHAT(SSHO 3 MB BIFILAR HASS (SLUGS) 0058 
6 1 ,40X,1PE1S.S) 0059 
2 1004 FORHAT(SSHO 4 RR DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF BIFILAR TRACKING 0060 
.. __ ... _6._ ........... 1 ... _ .. __ oo ,3SH.HOLETO .. CENTER OF ROTATION. (INCH). ,SX,lPE1S.S) .. -- ....... 0061 
2 1005 FORHAT(SSHO S R EQUIVALENT PENDULUM ARM (INCH) 0062 
6 1 ,40X.1PE1S.S) 0063 
2 1006 FORHAT(SSHO 6 ZETGAM INPLANE BIFILAR DAMPING RATIO C/CCRIT (N 0064 
___ .... 6_ ........ _.1 ...... _ ....... _ .. __ ..... ____ ...... _._ ........ 3HTD), T96 .1PE1S.S l... ..... __ ................................... .......... __ .... 006S 
2 2006 FORHAT(SSHO 6 ZETBET VERTICAL BIFILAR DAMPING RATIO C/CCRIT (N 0066 
6 1 ,3HTD)'T96,lPElS.S) 0067 
2 1007 FORHAT(SSHO 7 OMEGA BIFILAR ROTATION SPEED (RAO/SEC) 0068 
_ ... 6 _ .... __ 1... ... .... . ...... _ ....... _ ...•. 40X,lPEl5 .. S) .... .. ....................... _ ... 0069 
2 1008 FORHAT(SSHO 8 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE AT NOOE - ROTATE SECO 0070 
6 1 ,30HND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEGREES) ,10X,lPElS.S). 0071 
2 1009 FORHAT(SSHO 9 PHI EULER ROLL ANGLE AT NODE - ROTATE THIRD 0072 
__ .. _.6 ... _ ....... _1 ...................... _. 30H .. ABOUT_.JlfE X-AXIS.[ DEGREES) ........... lOX .1PEl5.S L........... ... 0073· 
2 1010 FORHAT(S5HO 10 XSI EULER YAW ANGLE AT NOOE .. ROTATE FIRST 0074' 
6 1 .30HABOUT THE Z-AXIS (DEGREES) .10X.1PElS.S) 0075 
2 1011 FORHAT(SSHO 11 GAMHAC COSINE COEFFICIENT OF INITIAL PENDULUM C 0076 
____ 6_ .... __ 1 ._ ...... _ ..... .30HYCLIC ... DISPLACEMENT (DEGREES) ...... 10X.IPE15.S) ............... 0077 
2 1012 FORHAT(SSHO 12 DGAMMC COSINE COEFFICIENT OF INITIAL PENDULUM C 0078 
6 1 .30HYCLIC VELOCITY (DEGREES/SEC) ;10X.1PElS.S) 00.79 
2 1013 FORHAT(5SHO 13 GAMMAS SINE COEFFICIENT OF INITIAL PENDULUM CYC 0080 
___ 6 ___ ... L_ ......... ___ ...... J.3.0P.CLIC .. DISPLACEMENT .... ( DEGREES L. ....... 10X .lPE1S .• S L ................... 0081 
2 1014 FORHAT(SSHO 1. DGAMMS SINE COEFFICIENT. OF INITIAL PENDULUM CYC 0082 
6· 1 ,30HLIC VELOCITY (DEGREES/SEC) .10X.1PE1S.S) 0083 
2 2011 FORHAT(SSHO 11 BETAO BIFILAR MASS COLLECTIVE INITIAL FLAPPING 0084 
... ~ _ ..... _ 1 ..... _. __ . __ •. 30H .. ANGLE ... (DEGREESt ............. __ ......... 10X.1PE1S.S.l. _ ........ 0085 
2 2012 FORHAT(55HO 12 DBETAO BIFILAR HASS COLLECTIVE INITIAL FLAPPING 0086 
6 1 .30H VELOCITY (DEG/SEC) .10X.1PE1S.S) 0087 
2 2013 FORHAT(SSHO 13 BETAC BIFILAR MASS COSINE COEFFICIENT OF INITI 0088 
___ .... _6_ ..... __ .1 .. _____ .... __ .......... 30HAl .. .fLAPP.ING ANGLE .. (DEGREES L. ...... ,.10X •. .,.lPE1S.S L ... __ .......... 0089 
2 2014 FORHAT(S5HO 14 DBETAC BIFILAR HASS COSINE COEFFICIENT OF INITI 0090 
6 1 .30HAl FLAPPING VELOCITY lOEG/SEC).10X.1PElS.S) 0091 
2 201S FORHAT(SSHO 15 BETAS . BIFILAR HASS SINE COEFFICIENT OF INITI 0092 
___ 6 __ ._ .J: __ ..... __ ... 1..39H'&'kJLAP~.I~ .. AN!2LEJDEGREES) ._,10X.1PE1S.S) ...... ' ... 00 ..... 0093 
2 2016 FORHAT(5SHO 16 DBETAS BIFILAR MASS SINE COEFFICIENT OF INITI 0094 
6 1 .30HAl FLAPPING VELOCITY (DEG/SEC),10X.1PE1S.S) 0095 
1 C 0096 
7 REnJRN 0097 
----·";--·-ENO .. ---··------···--·· .. ----... ·-·······-····-:-·-···· .. ·_· .. _···· .. _-······_-·· .. ·--·0098 
_____ ,,_. ______ ._ !9 ... IiOlJ.J..It:t;.. ~.I.~F..1._ ...... _ .... . 
Figure 43. Continued. 
0099 
0100 
START 
__ CO L _~.-~",+-.~--1-~--+----2--,..-+--.--3----+--.--4-..,.-,..+----5----+----6---,..+--.--7----+-
7 SUBROUTINE CRDBF1(DATA,NLOCAL,HNODEL,NCNL,EULER,KN) 0001 
1 C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0002 
. ____ ._ .. l_ .. C* _ ..... ___ ........... , .. _ ....... _ ......... _ ........ __ ............ , .......... " .... _ ....... " .. "._ ........ "' .. _..... .. ........................ 0003 
1 c* SUB~OUTINE NAME : CRDBF1 .0004 
1 c* *0005 
1 c* FUN C T ION : *0006 
__ .. _L .. C* ........ INFORM TIfE MAIN PROGRAM OF TIfE REQUIRED NUI1BER· OF COORDINATES ... " .. *0007 
1 c* FOR INPLANE BIFILARS IF KN=l, .0008 
1 c* FOR VERTICAL BIFILARS IF KN=2 *0009 
1 C· *0010 
___ ._ .. l_ ... C •. lIli ••••• I! ••••••• lI •••••••••••••• M.M.M •••• MMM •••• MJIlUIMMII •••• II.II*JEJIlIIIIIMJUUI0011 
1 C 0012 
7 REAL I1B 0013 
7 DIHENSION DATA(l), V(lO) 0014 
.... _. _.:... ... 1 ._ ... OIHENSION NCNL(l),EULER(3,1l ...... , ........... " ..... . ............... _ ....... _0015 
7 EQUIVALENCE(V( l),XNCNl ),(V( 2),)(H ),(V( 3),MB), 0016 
6 1 (V( 4),RR ),(V( 5),R ),(V( 6)'ZETGAM), 0017 
6 2 (V( 7),Ot1EGA ),(V( 8),llfETA ),(V( 9),PHI), 0018 
_ ..... _6 ... __ .... _ .... 3 ........ ___ ......... __ .<.VUO 1.,XSL ..... .J ................. _ ........... _ .................... _............ ._ ......... _._ ...... 0019 
1 C 0020 
1 C RETRIEVE INPUT DATA 0021 
1 C 0022 
____ 7_ .. __ .00_20 ... 1=1.,10. _____ . __ "." __ ... _ ...... _'" ..... __ . ",, ___ ... _ .. _ .... _ .. _ ..... 0023 
7 vcr) = OATMI) 0024 
4 ao CONTINUE 0025 
1 C 0026 
___ .. l_CJ.P.ECIF.Y. ... tM15£R_OF. .... COORDINATESI_.CDNNECT.ION ... NOOE ... NUt1BERS.&. .. EULER ... ,ANGLESOO2.7 
1 C 0028 
7 NLOCAL = KN 0029 
7 HNODEL = 1 0030 
_. _ ... l J:: .. __ ..... _ ... _ .. __ ...... _ ... __ .. _ ..... _ _ "_ ...... _ ._ .. ___ ... _ ...... _ .... __ .... _ 0031 
7 NCNl = )(HeNl + .001 0032 
7 HeNL(l) = 0 0033 
7 NCNL(2) = 0 0034 
__ ..... 7_. __ J~CNLt3U: ... 0 .. _ .... ,,_ ... __ ....... _ ........ __ .... __ ...... __ .... __ ...... __ ....... _ ...... ___ ........ 0035 
7 KNMS = KN - 5 0036 
7 00 10 I = KNMS,KN 0037 
7 NCNLl I) = NCNl 0038 
._4_ ._1~ .... C9~;r.!':!U~_ . ___ ...... _ .. _ ...... ._ ....... _ .... ___ ...... _ .. _ ........ _ ..... 0039 
1 C 0040 
7 EULERIl,l) = TIfETA 0041 
7 EULER(2,1) = PHI 0042 
7 EULER( 3,1) = XSI 0043 
-'--i C ........ ".--...... --..... -.. - ......... -----..... -.-.. - ..... - ......... __ · .. ·_····· __ .. · .. _--.. ··_ ...... - .. 0044 
7 RETURN 0045 
7 END 0046 
(D) ROUTINE CRDBFl 
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.'.' 
130 
START 
•. _ .. COL _~.-~~+~~--1-~--+--..,.-e-..,,..-+-.,.,,,.-3--"..-+----4--.. ,..+---,..5----+----6 ... --.-+--.--7-_.--+-
7 SUBROUTINE REHBFlCV,HG.XDEP.DXDEP.KH) 0001 
1 C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MM.M ••• MMMMMoooe 
_. __ l_ ... C* ___ .......... __ ........ _._ .......... _ ........•• _ ...... __ ._ ....... _ .............. _._ ......... _ ........... _ ........... _. __ ....... .. ... _ ........... _ ... *0003 
1 c* SUBROUTINE NAHE : REHBFl *0004 
1 ~ ~o~ 
1 c* FUN C T ION : . *0006 
_ .... _.l... ... C*._ ...... INITIALIZE. DISPLACEMENTS. AND VELOCITIES ........ ___ .. , .......... _ ....... _.M0007 
1 c* FOR RESTART WIlli TIME HISTORY SOLUTIONS *0008 
1 c* FOR INPLAHE BIFIlARS IF KH=l, *000'1 
1 Cit FOR VERTICAL BIFIlARS IF KN=e MOOI0. 
____ .l_ ... C~. ___ ......... __ ......... _.........." .......... __ .... _ .. _.... ...... ... .. ......................... _ ............. __ ....................... " ........... __ ............. _ ... MOOll. 
1 C •••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• M •• ******** •••• M ••••••••••••••• OOIZ 
1 C 0013 
7 DIMENSION V(l),XDEP(l),DXDEP(l) 0014 
... 1 ... C. ". ... ..... ..... .... ...... . _.._. ...... .._ ......._ 0015 
1 C INITIALIZE llIECooRDINATE INDEX FOR THIS ELEMENT 0016-
1 C 0017 
7 NH = NG + 1 0018 
_ .... _.1.. __ c ............... _ ....................................... _ ............. - ......... .0_ .......... " .......... " ................................................. ___ ....... _ ......... 0019 
1 C INITIALIZE THE BIFILAR DISPLACEMENTS AND VELOCITIES 0020 
1 C 0021 
7 XDEP(NH) = V(ll) ooee 
__ 7_ .. __ .. DXDEP.tNH)= .. YU2J. __ . __ ... _ ........ _ ..... _ ...... _ ._._ ._ .. " .. _ ...... __ ... , ...... 00e3 
7 NH = NH + 1 0024 
7 XDEP(NH) = V(13) 0025 
7 DXDEP(NH)= V(14) 0026 
__ .l _.11:( I<N. LT .•. ZL(;() .... TO .• 10 .. _ .... _ ..... __ ... _._ ... _ .... __ . ___ .... ___ ... __ ........... 002.7 
7 NH = NH + 1 0028 
7 XDEPCNH) = '/(15) 0029 
7 DXDEPct:N)= VCl6) 0030 
... 1. .. C ....... __ . .. .. " ...... .._ ...... .._ ..... _." _ ...... ._ .. ,... ...... .._ .... _. _ .... _ .. ,... _. ...... __ ...... _ .. 0031 
1 C INCREASE THE COORDINATE INDEX TO ACCoUNT FOR THE HUB COORDINATES 0032 
1 C 0033 
4 10 CONTINUE 0034 
__ .. _.7_ ... __ .~_:: ... NHJ._ .. 6._ ..... __ . __ .... __ ..... _ ..... _ ..... __ .. ___ ._ ....... _ ..... _ ..... ___ ...... 0035 
1 C 0036 
7 RETURH 0037 
7 END 0038 
(E) ROUTINE REHBFl 
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START 
.• _COL _.~.--",+~.~--1----+----2-",,...-+--. ,..-3----+----4---,.+----5----+----6---,..+--.--7----+-. 
7 SUBROUTINE NAMBF1CALPHA,NLOCAL) 0001 
1 CKKMMKKMKKMKKMMKKKKKKMMMKMMMMMKMKKMMMMMMMKMMMMMKMMMKKMKMMKMMMKMMMKMMMMKK0002 
. __ •. _l_.C* .. _ .•..... __ .......... ___ ....... __ .......... _ ...... _ .......................... __ .....•.. __ ..... _ .. _ .. _ ........ __ . . ..... _ .......... _ ... *0003 
1 C* SUBROUTINE NAME : NAMBFl M0004 
1 c* *0005 
1 c* FUN C T ION : *0006 
_ .... _l... ... C*_ ...... NAMLVARIASLES FOR INPLANE. BIFILARS ........._.. ...... ......_ ........ _._ . M0007 
1 CM *0008 
1 CMMMKMMMMKMMKKKMMMMKKMMMKMM.KMMMMM.KMMMMKKKMM.KM •• MMMMKKKMKKMMKMMMMMMMM.0009 
1 C 0010 
_ ... __ .... .7_ ...... _._ ... DIMENSION.ALPHA(5,lJ .GAJ1HAC( 2) ,GAJ1HAS( 2) •........... _ ........... __ ...... _._ ..... __ .... 0011 
6 1 X(2).Y(2loZ(2).THTXC2).THTYC2loTHTZC2) 0012 
7 DATA GAt1MAC/4HBFl ,4HGANC/. 0013 
6 1 GAMMAS/4HBFl ,4HGAMS/, 0014 
... 6 ._ ... _ 2 ...•. _ X. . .... /4HBFl . ,4HX _J ,_ ...... ...... ..... .. ....... _ .._ ................ _ ...... __0015 
6 3 Y /4HBFl .4HY /. 0016 
6 4 Z /4HBFl ,4HZ /. 0017 
6 5 THTX /4HBFl .4HTHTX/. 0018 
_ .... _.6 .... ___ ......... 6 .. _ ...• _ THTY ___ ./4HBF1 .... ,4HTHTY / •......• __ ....• _ ._ ....... ____ ....... __ ._ ...... _ ............. _ ......... __ ......... 0019 
6 7 THTZ /4HBF1 .4HTHTZ/ 0020 
1 C 0021 
1 C RETURN THE COORDINATE NAMES 0022 
___ .. l_C .. __ .. _ ...... _. "' __ ._ ..... _ ... _ .. _ ... "_ ._ ..... _ ..... .._ .. __ ._ ...... _ ..... _ .. _ ..... ." 0023 
7 NLOCAL = 8 0024 
1 C 0025 
7 DO 10 1=1.2 0026 
__ ~L ___ Il ... :;: ... I .. :!: ... l._ ........ __ ...... _._ ...... _ ... __ ...... ______ ...... __ . ____ ..... _ ...... _ ......... 0027 
7 ALPHAII1, 1) = GAHMACCI) 0028 
7 ALPHACI1. 2) = GAMMASCI) 0029 
7 ALPHAC Il, 3) = XCI) 0030 
. ..7. _ .... _ .ALPHACI1._4) .... =_.YCI) _. _ .. __ .. _ ~ ._ ... _ .... _ .'" _ ....• _ ...... . 0031 
7 ALPHACI1. 5) = ZCI) 0032 
7 ALPHACI1. 6) = THTXCI) 0033 
7 ALPHACI1. 7) = THTY(I) 0034 
_. __ ... ] .. _ ... __ --' .. LPHAl.Il~_ ... 8)-= .... THTZt.I) __ . __ ..... __ .. ___ .... _ .. ____ ....... _ .•........ _ .. _ ... _ ......... 0035 
4 10 CONTINUE 0036 
1 C 0037 
7 RETURN 0038 
._7 ___ .. Ef::19. .• ___ ._. __ ... __ .... '_ ....•. __ .. ___ .. _.. _ . __ .... _ ..... 0039 
IF) ROUTINE NAMBFl 
Figure 43. Continued. 
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START 
. __ COL -=.-~.~.+~.~--1----+--..,..,2--.--+-..,.",.-3---.,..+----4---.,.+--...... 5-... --+-... ,..-6--'"''''+----7----+-
7 SUBROUTINE CPBFl(DATA,NC,N.C.K.F,IDIH) 0001 
1 CWWWMMMM.MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM.M.MM.MMMMMMMMlfMlfMMMMMM •• MMMIfMMMMM.lfM.If.MlfMlfMMMM0002 
___ L.C •. _ •.. _ .•.... __ ..... __ ...... __ .•..... _._ ..... _ .......... _ ......... _ ........ _._ ..... __ .................... _ ............ _ .... If 0003 
1 CIf SUBROUTINE NAHE : CPBFl If 0004 
1 ~ ~O~ 
1 C. FUN C T ION : *0006 
___ 1-... CIf ....... _ .... CALCULATE.THE MASS •. STIFFNESS •• AND. DAHPING .. HATRICES ..... _ " __ .. !f0007 
1 CIf AND THE FORCE VECTOR FOR INPLANE BIFILARS *0008 
1 C. If 0009' 
1 Cw ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• w •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0010. 
_. __ .L.C ... _ ........ ___ .. _ ........ __ ._ ... _ ......... __ ....... __ ..... _ .... _ ....... _ ...... __ ...... _ ... 0011; 
7 REAL K.H,HB 0012 
7 DIMENSION VII0),DATA(1) 0013 
7 DIMENSION HIIDIN,l),CIIDIN.l),KIIDIH,l),F(I) 0014 
___ ... 1 _ •. _ ... EQUIVALENCE(V( .. 1,) .XNCW._l,IVI .. 2'),XN ...... .1.IV( .. 3) .MB ...... _J, .. __ ...0015 
6 1 (V( 4)'RR )'(V( 5).R 1,(V( 6).ZETGAH), 0016 
6 2 (V( 7).OMEGA ),(V( 8)'THETA ).IVI 9).PHI), 0017 
6 3 IV(10),XSI) 0018 
__ ._.L_.C_ .... _ ......... _ ............ __ ............ _ ..... ____ ........ _ .... _ .. _ .... __ ....... _ ........... _ ......... _ ........ _ ........... 0019 
1 C RETRIEVE INPUT DATA 0020 
1 C 0021 
7 DO 20 I=1.10 0022 
___ 7_ " __ .VU) .. ;;. DATAUL . __ .• _ ... __ .... _ ...... _ ..... ___ .. _ ........ _ ........ 0023 
4 20 CONTINUE 0024 
1 C 0025 
1 C INITIALIZE MATRICES TO ZERO 0026 
___ 1_C-__ ..... __ .... __ . _____ .. __ ... __ ... .. .. __ .. _____ . __ ....... 002.7 
7 DO 10 I=1.8 0028 
7 FII) = 0.0 0029 
7 DO 30 J=1.8 0030 
... 7. _ "_ .J1(I,.JL.= .. O.O .... ____ .. ___ ..... ______ .'" _ ..... _ .... _ .0031 
7 CII.J) = 0.0 0032 
7 KII.J) = 0.0 0033 
4 30 CONTINUE 0034 
___ ~ __ 1.JL.C.Ot{[:r;NU.L .... __ .. .. __ .... __ . _____ .. __ .... _ .. ____ ...... 0035 
1 C 0036 
1 C CAlCULATE THE ~TRICES 0037 
1 C 0038 
__ 7 ___ .. ~_=_!:!. _ " ___ . ___ .. __ ..... _ ..... ________ "._ ._ .. _ .... 0039 
7 N = XN 0040 
7 ot1EGAH = ONEGA If SQRT(RRIR) 0041 
1 C 0042 
___ !. ___ ~~.:L,.~AL....2...~.!.O_I!~J.GA.t1~miE.~~ __ ~. ___ .. __ . __ .. __ . __ .... _ ...... _0043 
7 CI1,Z) = Z.OIfOMEGA . 0044 
7 C(2.1) =-2.0IfOMEGA 0045 
7 C(2.Z) = 2.0.ZETGAN*OHEGAH 0046 
_~~ _______________________ O~ 
7 KI 1. 1) = OMEGA!fif21fIRRIR-1.0) 0048 
7 K( 1. Z) = 2.0IfZETGAH.OMEGAH*ot1EGA 0049 
7 K( 2. 1) = -2.0wZETGAHMOMEGAM*OMEGA 0050 
7 K( 2. 2) = OHEGA!fif2lfIRRIR-1.0) 0051 
---l-e·--.. _ .... __ .. ·_-.... ·_ .. · .. _ .. __ .... - .... __ .. ·-_·_·_-.... _· .. _-.... ·_ ...... 0052 
7 M(1.1) = 1.0 0053 
7 MI1.4) = H/(Z.OIfR) 0054 
7 M(2.Z) = 1.0 0055 
7 HI2.3) =-H/(Z.OIfR) 0056 
__ .•. _.7._ .... _ ... MI 3.Z) ._.=-HB*R .. __ .. __ ..... __ ..... __ ......... _._ ........... __ ....... _ ......................... _........ 0057 
7 MI3.3) = N*MB 0058 
7 MI4.1) = HBlfR 0059 
7 M(4.4·) = NIfMB .~ 0060' 
.... _ ... _l ..... C._ ....... ____ ...... . ..... - ...... ...... . •.•.. " 0061, 
7 RETURN 0062. 
7 END 0063 
(Go) ROUTINE CPBFl 
Figure 43. Concluded. 
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Figure 44. Vibration Isolator Models. 
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(c) Vertical Response at Four Isolator Positions 
Figure 47. Continued. 
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IIET473~l!U JCn 14045,SrAl,19,lS),'CA~::;,"PIt:o - X73!.il\' f 
"'/1 CLASS=O. TJ::~=Jl ,r!~ClEV!; L=( I f 0) .ReGIe:::: :sooo:<. 
II /1:iGCLA:;S=T .r:OTIFY=ET4 n 
tf ..... *w .... _ ........... "' .. It ......... .:.f ~ 1iI1It ..... ¥jII.~.If ltW41/o* •••• .If'" .oil-V v V -tilt •• ~ ..... *tf • ., """ 
~.If . F\'OTO~CRAFT onl.\tflC ~'(STEr:5 tJ1.1L't'!i!:; ~;::['''','.tl 
••• EXECUTt:; SIti'IID F~CG1I.tt IlITit eVER LAY STP~CTl;;"E rr.;.: COC cC;;,unR 
** ••• *.~~M •••• 4*W~¥"W •••• "~~W.'W •• ~M'~~~~ ••• *.~N~~~.~.~~ ..... * ...... ~~ ... 
2 IISTEf'01 E:·:EC FG1I=FItIAW1 
.. __ ..... _l: ......... IISHPLW .... 00 ... OS1l=EH71.snIVID.LOAO.DI:;P=SIll~. 
***---------------------------------------------------------------------
4 IIFT05F001 00 CUlttY 
**»---------------------------------------------------------------------
._ ... _ ....... READ INrtJT O.lTA FPCIt UNIT 1 FC::! tlO~I1"L.IlL'N 
***------_ .. -------------------------------------------------------------
5 IIFT01F001 DO DStl=H473.SIIIVID.D.lTAC S'JID~1) .0ISP=~fin ._:If __________________________ --_____________________________________ .. __ _ 
__ ....... __ ... _._ .. * .. __ ..... I>EAo .. G-400 .IIIPUT .. D'&'TA FROlt I~IH 1l.cp"bj~J.~) CPO l.1lIT 1~. CU~Er.1 ..... 
..:.*---------------------------------------------------------------------
6 IIFTUf001 DO DU:::1Y <=. ALL CASES EXCEPT 1' •• 15.1,; 
.''"FTl1F001 O~ OS:I=ET471.SI'r!IEl.DATACG400n~:~).D!SP=~il'! <== CAS::: 14 
_*"'PTl1FO01 .. 0J DStl=ET473.SIl1'JIO.CATACG400I'::·IS).DI!;P=~;;< <== CASES 1;&16 *CM ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
"** USE lr.IIT 12 FO:! I.LL 'cASES EXCEPT FC:! CASES 14.15.16 *.11 ____________________________________ ... _______________________________ _ 
. _J' __ .. -"I.FT1~F001 .. 00 ... OS1/:ET473 .sn~/IB.OAnc :;vr613XI .DISP=SII~ ................ _ ....................... .. *M .. ___________________________________________________ - _____ .------------
... READ IIIPUT OATA FRO~t t;ttIT 10 feR COU~LItIG IniH E-9Z7 
***- ... ---_ ... _-------...... _-------------------------... _------------------------1'- ""_ II.FTlOF001. ~D ..... ' CSfI~ET473.SINVIB.O"TA!S'II61ZX"DIsr=slI:! 
... -.. -------_ .. _---- ... _------------_ ... _---------_ .... _-------------.. ---------
**. floprrAL OUTrUT IS II~ITTW O~I FILE 6 *w* ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
____ 'L._I.IFTO~FC01 00 . SYSOUT=T ._ ...................... . 
... --------------------------------------------------------------------
.... rl..~:CHED CUT~lJT COES TO FILE 7 
.**---------------------------------------------------------------------10 IlfT07F~01 00.. . ... OU: I~Y .. _ .. If M ~ _______ ... _ - _______ .. _ .. --- - ___________ ..... - .... -_ -- - _____________________ --_ 
*** CUTF;JT U:;~O FO;! PLoTTIIIG IS hilITTEIt TO FILE Z 
..:.~------------ ... ----------------------.---------------------------------1l .. __ ...... J!FT~2F001 .... 00 ..... SY'OUT=T ................ _ ......... _ ................... _ ............ . ........... _ ... .. 
_1~ .. 
*.*-.... ----_._------------------------------------------------------------
**" O'JTrtJT USED Fe:! TINE HI~TO:lY ~ESTI.RT IS ~!;lITTEtI TO FILE 3 •• w ___________________________________________________ ------------------
IlfTOS1'COl 00 SYSO'JT=T <=== FOR ALL C/.sES EXCEPT C.'~E 6 
'.*F1oer001 CD OS::=El473.SVIOO~)(.D..:·1A.OISP=(/:CO.KEE?1 <== C",:;Z 6 * .. M _______________ ... ___________________________________ .. ________________... 
•• iri** ......... i4*If. OPTIC:13 FOR ourrur RI:3ULTS .*~Uj.**.,IIIIIfI"i .... » .. Vtf ••• * .... .,(. ... ~* 
*"" ••••• - U~IIT Z TO PLOT ~:::SUlTS IS U~EO AS AN EX.s.HPLE ."*¥-******.~"'!f". 
-.----... ~ .. H**M_:.:.::;. __ ..;.:. __ ~:..::.:.:_:..._:...:~ ... __ : __ ... _______________ .... __________ ,;:. ... _______ .. _______ _ 
.n O~iIC;1 1. l.'llITE O'JTFlJT TO PAPER 
.~~FT02F001 00 SYSCUT=T 
***---------------------------------------------------------------------
... , - .-- -- ••• OPTIC:' Z ... · .. i!;lIT~· b~JlrUT TO A t:(~ rILE • 
• "FT02F001 DO DStl=ET473. PLOTSVOl.[)An.CISP=WE~.CATLG)' 
.UUf llIlIT:n:o.Si'ACE-=' TPK. (S.5' It 
*.. DCD=CREcr-l1=m. LPECL=eo .!!U:S!ZE=31a I 
-.... -.~-.... --..... -*.*-=-:.::.;.;.;.:..;...:~:.:,;:~---. .;:~--...:.~.;.:-- ... -------------.. ------.;.---..:..;:::;.;:.;:...:.:::;~-:;:.:.:.::.:::;:::.::....;::.: ... 
**" OPTIOl~ 3. I~'ITE C'.nrUT O'iER All OLO FILE 
'UFT02FOOl 00 O~:l=~H73. rLDT~"Ol.ot.TA ,DISP=toLO .KEEI' I 
• *.------------------------ .--------_ .. ----------_ ... -------------~--------
*** O~TIO\l (t. I:~IlE C:J1PUT III D~CK O~ Alt OLD FILE 
"'FT02F001 OD 0~II=ET4 73. PLOT~·IOl. O~ 1 A .O!S?= C N:lD .KEEP I 
"!,Ii Mo ______________ --... --____ -- - ---- - -- - - -- ... - -------- - ...... - - -----------------
... OPTIC:I 5. CO trOT ~:ltTE AllY DUTr:JT 
"'nozroo1 DO our:;ri 
.* M *MJi * I( ~. *.* •• "**if. 1f .... Ii ... ,,)10 lI' *'" 11 ••••• ¥ .*** ,..*** **** •• ,,* ••• If" II***.~. * *if .. 
13 II <=== LI.ST JCL ItIPUT CARD 
Figure 49. Base Program IBM JCL. 
,)I; IJOn 
;IE IIlOSEQ 
SVLIIlKn,T1400,CM300000. 
USER,-------. 
CHARGE,------,LRC. 
RFL(300000) 
GET,SVBIB. 
GET,SVB2. 
FTIlCI=SVBIB,R=0,L=TAPE1,B=NSVB1GO,A) 
FTIlCI=SVB2,R=0,L=TAPE2,B=IlSV2GO,A) 
REPLACE(NSVB1GO) 
REPLACE(NSV2GO) 
ATTACH(ALTMLIB/UN=LIBRARY) 
SEGLOADCB=SVBABS) 
LDSETCLIB=ALTMLln,PRESET=ZERO,MAP=SBEX/LMAP) 
LOAD(NSVB1GO) 
LOADCNSV2CO) 
IlOGO. 
REPLACECSVBABS) 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE, JCLOUT . 
REPLACECTAPE1=FORTB1) 
REPLACE(TAPE2=FORTB2) 
REPLACE,LMAP. 
EXIT • 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACECTAPE1=FORTB1) 
REPLACE(TAPE2=FORTB2) 
REPLACE,LMAP. 
,)I; IEOR 
SIMVIB GLOBAL ACOIlVR,CBETA,CDATA,CDEBUG,CFRl,CGEIl,CGFI,CINOUT 
SIMVIB GLOBAL CITER,CLABEL,CMAXA,CNAMES,CPLOT,CRE2,CRE3 
SIMVIB GLOBAL CRE3Hl,CRE3H2,CRSTRT 
SUB2 TREE COMPUT-(UPDATE,ASSMBL,SOLVE-(SOLEGIl,SOLFRT),RESTOR,SAVE) 
SUBI TREE INPCDC-(INPUT,PIIlPUT-(PRINT1,PRINT2» 
TREE SIMVIB-CSUBl,LIIlK,RECOVR,TRNSFM,LABEL,SUB2) 
END SH1VIB 
,)I; IEOF 
;IE For c~rd im~ges oper~tion: 
1. delete IJOB ~nd IIlOSEQ instructions (first 2 c~rds). 
2. repl~ce IEOR with ~ 6/7/8 multiple punch curd. 
3. repl~ce IEOF with ~ 6/7/8/9 multiple. punch curd. 
FIGURE 50. CDC JCL FOR IIlSTALLATIOIl OF THE BASE PROGRAM BATCH MODE. 
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"" IJOB 
"" ItlOSEQ 
SVLIHKI,T1400,CM300000. 
USER,-------. 
CHARGE,------,LRC. 
RFL(300000) 
GET,SVBIT. 
GET,SVB2. 
FTHCI=SVSIT,R=O,OPT=2,L=TAPE1,B=NSVTIGO,A) 
FTtl(I=SVB2,R=O,OPT=2,L=TAPE2,B=NSVT2GO,A) 
REPLACE(NSVTIGO) 
REPLACE(NSVT2GO) 
ATTACH(ALTMLIS/Utl=LISRARY) 
SEGLOAD(S=SVOABS) 
LDSET(LIS=ALTMLIB,PRESET=ZERO,MAP=SBEX/LMAP) 
LOAD(NSVTlGO) 
LOAD( IISVT2GO) 
NOGO. 
REPLACECSVOABS) 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE(TAPEl=FORTT1) 
REPLACE(TAPE2=FORTT2) 
REPLACE,LMAP. 
EXIT • 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE(TAPEl=FORTT1) 
REPLACECTAPE2=FORTT2) 
REPLACE,LMAP. 
"" IEOR 
SIMVIB GLOBAL ACOtlVR,CBETA,CDATA,CDESUG,CFR1,CGEN,CGF1,CIHOUT 
SIMVIB GLOBAL CITER,CLABEL,CMAXA,CHAMES,CPLOT,CRE2,CRE3 
SIMVIB GLOBAL CRE3Hl,CRE3H2,CRSTRT 
SUB2 TREE COMPUT-(UPDATE,ASSMBL,SOLVE-CSOLEGtl,SOLFRT),RESTOR,SAVE) 
SUBl TREE INPCDC-(ItlPUT,PINPUT-(PRItlTl,PRINT2» 
TREE SIMVIB-(SUB1,LINK,RECOVR,TRNSFM,LABEL,SUS2) 
EIID SIMVIB 
"" IEOF 
"" For card images operation: 
1. delete IJOB and INOSEQ instructions (first 2 cards). 
2. replace IEOR with a 6/7/8 multiple punch card. 
3. replace IEOF with a 6/7/8/9 multiple punch card. 
FIGURE 51. CDC JCL FOR INSTALLATIOII OF THE SASE PROGRJI,M INTERACTIVE t-l0DE. 
* IJOB 
"" I tlOSEQ 
SIMVIB,T1400,CM300000. 
USER,-------. 
CHARGE,------,LRC. 
RFL(300000) 
GET,SVBABS. 
GET,TAPE1=SVB12. 
GET,TAPE10=E927MAT. 
NOTE REPLACE CARD ABOVE WITH FOLLOWING CARD(S): 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GET,TAPE8=SVB06X. <=== FOR TIME HISTORY RESTART - SEE TABLE 13, 
GET,TAPE11=SVB14X. <=== FOR G400 IMPEDANCES - SEE TABLE 13, 
GET,TAPE11=SVB15X. <=== FOR G400 IMPEDANCES - SEE TABLE 13, 
GET,TAPE12=SVB13X. <=== FOR USER INPUT IMPEDANCES - SEE TABLE 13, 
SVBAES. 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE(OUTPUT=OUTRUN1) 
REPLACE(TAPE2=SVSP12) 
EXIT . 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE(OUTPUT=OUTRUN1) 
REPLACE(TAPE2=SVBP12) 
DMD(200) 
,.., IEOF 
• For curd imagos operation: 
1. delete IJOB and INOSEQ instructions (first 2 cards). 
2. replace IEOF with a 6/7/8/9 multiple punch card. 
FIGURE 52. CDC JCL FOR EXECUTION OF THE BASE PROGRAM BATCH MODE. 
CASE 6 
CASE 14 
CASES 15&16 
CASE 13 
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• • FOLLOW NORMAL LOGON PROCEDURE 
GET,SVOABS. 
GET,TAPEl=DATAl. (--- SEE NOTE 1 BELOW 
GET,TAPES=DATA8. (---
" 
GET,TAPE10=DATA10. (---
" 
GET,TAPEll=DATA11. (---
" 
GET,TAPE12=DATA12. (---
" 
SVOABS. 
NOTE 1: DATA FILES BELOW ARE USED AS NEEDED FOR EACH RUN. 
DATAl = INPUT DATA FILE. 
DATAS = TIME HISTORY RESTART DATA FILE. 
DATA10 = E927 MATRICES FILE. 
DATAl1 = G400 ROTOR IMPEDANCES FILE. 
DATAl2 = USER INPUT OF ROTOR IMPEDANCES FILE. 
AFTER "?" APPEARS, KEY IN THE LETTER "T" AND CLEAR THE SCREEN. 
OUTPUT RESULTS WILL BE PRINTED OUT IN BLOCKS OF 30 LINES • 
• A PAUSE ALLOWS THE USER TO MAKE A COpy IF DESIRED • 
• TO CONTINUE, CLEAR THE SCREEN AND KEY IN A "." (PERIOD). 
AT THE END OF THE CALCULATIONS, KEY IN A "." TO END EXECUTION. 
PLOT FILE RESULTS ARE ON TAPE2. 
OUTPUT PRINTOUT IS ON TAPE3. 
REPLACE,TAPE2=DATA2. 
REPLACE,TAPE3=DATA3. 
(=== SEE NOTE 2 BELOW 
NOTE 2: 
(---
DATA2 = PLOT DATA FILE. 
DATA3 = OUTPUT DATA FILE. 
" 
TO OBTAIN A HARD COPY OF THE OUTPUT, REPLACE CARD ABOVE WITH: 
REWIrlD,TAPE3. 
COPYSBF,TAPE3,LIST. 
DELIVER.BLDG ______ JOHN DOE 
ROUTE,LIST,DC=LP . 
• . . TO STACK UP PLOT FILES, REPLACE TAPE2 CARD ABOVE WITH: 
APPEND,DATA2,TAPE2. 
GET,DATA2. 
PACK,DATA2. 
REPLACE,DATA2 • 
(---
THIS PROCEDURE TAKES OUT THE 
-EOR- MARK AT THE END OF THE 
PLOT DATA FILE "DATA2". 
• • • NOW THE PLOT DATA FOR 2 RUNS IS ON ONE FILE! 
FIGURE 53. CDC JCL FOR EXEC~TIOrr OF THE BASE PROGRAM INTERACTIVE MODE. 
I-' 
U1 
I-' 
component Descriptive 
Flag Name 
BFl BIFILAR 1 
BF2 BIFILAR 2 
BMI BEAM MODEL 1 
CNI CONSTRAINT 1 
FAI FIXED ABSORBER 1 
GFI GENERALIZED FORCE 1 
lSI ISOLATOR 1 
MSI MODAL SUBSTRUCTURE 1 
RE2 ROTOR ELASTIC 2 
RE3 ROTOR ELASTIC 3 
TABLE 1. BASE PROGRAM SUBSTRUCTURES 
component Descr1ption 
Inplane linear bifilar vibration absorber for reduction of 
inplane rotor vibrations 
Vertical linear bifilar vibration absorber for reduction of 
out-of-plane rotor vibrations 
uniform elastic beam segment 
Component allowing elimination of various degrees of free-
dom at a connection node 
Single mass, spring ·and damper vibration absorber for re-
duction of aircraft vibrations at specific locations 
Force component allowing specification of harmonic force 
and moment input excitations 
Modal isolator employing two anti-resonant bar weights 
Normal mode representation of a dynamic structure 
Aeroelastic rotor model represented by mass, damping 
and stiffness matrices derived from program E927 (hover only) 
Aeroelastic rotor model represented by an impedance matrix 
derived from program G400 ·(hover and forward flight). 
Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) option available with RE3. 
...... 
V1 
N 
Mode 
Flag 
EG1 
EG2 
FR1 
THl 
GEN 
PVl 
TABLE 2. BASE PROGRAM SOLUTION AND OPERATIONAL MODES 
Descriptive 
Name 
EIGENSOLUTION 1 
EIGENSOLUTION 2 
FORCED RESPONSE 1 
TIME HISTORY 1 
GENERAL 
PARAMETER VARIATION 1 
Component Description 
Eigensolution mode for systems without damping (real) 
Eigensolution mode for systems with damping (complex) 
Forced response solution mode yielding harmonics of steady 
state response 
Time history. solution mode using Newmark Beta Method 
(Reference 1) 
General control operational mode providing general control 
for a computer run 
Parametric variation operational mode facilitating variation 
of parameters for design studies 
I-' 
<.n 
w 
Number Name 
1 BF! 
2 Bf2 
3 BM1 
4 CNI 
5 "EG1 
6 "EG2 
7 FA1 
8 "fRl 
9 tGEN 
10 GFl 
11 lSI 
12 MSI 
13 tpVl 
14 HE2 
15 HE3 
16 "Till 
Number 
of Input 
Locations 
(NDLOAD) 
14 
16 
21 
10 
1 
1 
12 
3 
10 
23 
73 
57 
23 
5 
19 
6 
*lndicates solution mode. 
tIndicates operational mode. 
TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF ATTRIBUTES OF BASE PROGRAM COMPONENTS 
Number 
of Work 
Locations 
(NWORK) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30t3"NC"NC 
232 (I STHSS=O) 
3269 (ISTRSS=l) 
2 
Numbel' of 
Connection 
Nodes 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 to 5 
1. 
1 
Number of 
Coordinates 
8 
9 
12 
6 
7 
6 
IB 
1tNC 
6 
output Coordinates Fortran Names 
GAMMAC,GAMMAS, X, Y, Z, THTX, THTY, TIITZ 
BETAO,BETAC,BETAS,X, Y, Z,THTX, TIITY, THTZ 
Xl, Yl, Zl, TIlTX1, TIlTYl,l'lll'Zl (at end 1), 
X2,Y2,Z2,TIll'X2,TIIl'Y2,TIIl'Z2 (at end 2) 
X,Y, Z,THTX, TIlTY, TIITZ 
DELTA,X,Y,Z,TIITl,TIIT2,l'IIT3 
X,Y,Z,TIlTl,TIIT2,TIIT3 
XT,YT,ZT,XB,YB,ZB,XDT,YBT,ZBT,l'XBT,TYBT,TZBT, 
XBF,YBF,ZBF,TXBF,TYBF,TZBF 
MODE 
E927 names (see section 7) - NC=29 max. 
Displ.acements are X,Y,Z,WX,wy,WZ. 
Forces/moments are RX,RY,RZ,RMX,RMY,RNZ 
Segment 
No. 
8 
9 
9 
9 
12 
13'" 
15* 
15'" 
16'" 
16'" 
16 
16 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
18 
Subroutine 
Name 
RECOVR 
TRNSFM 
RENTHI 
REITHI 
UPDMD1 
ASMMCK 
S02EGI 
S02EG2 
S02FR1 
S02THl 
ASMZ2 
ASMH2 
RESFR1 
HTRE3 
HXRE3 
TDPRE3 
VDEP 
WZDGFl 
STRRE3 
RE2EGl 
RE2FRl 
RE2THl 
SAVTHI 
TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF BASE PROGRAM DEBUG OUTPUT OPTIONS 
solution Methods 
EGI EG2 FRI THI 
x 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Description of Debug Printout 
Time history restart input data 
Matrix coordinate transformations 
Initial displacements and velocities 
As above 
Displacements and velocities at each time step 
Assembly of M,C, and K matrices 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors - real 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors - complex 
Forced response solution intermediate results 
Time history solution intermediate results 
G400 impedance matrix and force vector assembly 
G400 H matrix relating hub reaction loads. to HHC 
inputs 
HHC angle inputs used in the calculations of 
responses 
Intermediate matrix P and optimal HHC angles 
Dependent coordinate response - cosine and sine 
components 
T matrices in independent and dependent domains 
for HHC application 
Baseline vector in dependent domain without HHC 
Weighting factors for responses with HHC 
application 
Baseline vector, HHC angles, stress vector and 
and one-half peak-to-peak stresses 
Displacements as referred to a local axis system 
As above 
As above 
Time history data saved for restart 
'" Indicates that sample outputs are included in this report. 
X Indicates which solution method is applicable. 
\ 
TABLE 5. 
Segment Leading 
Number Routine 
1 MAINSV 
2 INPCDC 
3 INPUT 
4 PINPUT 
5 PRINTI 
6 PRINT2 
7 LINK 
8 RECOVR 
9 TRNSFM 
10 LABE.L 
11 COMPUT 
12 UPDATE 
13 ASSMBL 
14 SOLVE 
15 SOLEGN 
16 SOLFRT 
17 RESTOR 
18 SAVE 
DESCRIPTION OF HIGH LEVEL ROUTINES 
Segment Description 
Main program 
Controls subroutines reading, printing, and 
converting to internal program units of com-
ponent input data 
Reads the component input data 
Controls component dedicated routines reading 
component input data 
Prints out input for all components except lSI 
and RE3 
Prints out input for components lSI and RE3 
Controls the reading of input data transmitted 
by external programs E927 and G400 
Recovers component initial displacements and 
velocities for a time history restart con-
dition 
Forms matrix transformations relating to 
system coordinates 
Forms labels for output coordinates and solution 
methods 
Controls routines processing the data and solves 
the system equations 
Updates system parameters or value of time 
Assembles system mass, damping, and stiffness 
matrices 
Controls choice of solution methods (eigen-
solutions or forced response/time history) 
Calculates eigensolutions (real or complex) 
Calculates forced response or time history 
solution 
Restores system coordinate displacements from 
a global to a local axis system . 
Saves final results for printing, plotting, 
and for time history solution restart conditions. 
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TABLE 6. SEGMENTATION STRUCTURE AND COMMON BLOCKS 
Segment Fortran subroutine COMMON Block 
Number Name Name 
1 MAINSV ACONVR 
BLOCK DMTRX CBETA 
CINBFl DSUB CDATA 
CINBMl IASKSP CDEBUG 
CINFRl IRMVSP CFRl 
CINGEN ISETSP CGEN 
CINGFl ·MATMUL CGFl 
CINISl RECFBl CINOUT 
CINKLl RECCNl CITER 
CINMSl RECFAl CLABEL 
CINRE2 RECISl CMAXA 
CINRE3 RECKLl CNAMES 
CONINP RECMSl CPLOT 
RECRE2 CRE2 
CRE3 
CRE3Hl 
CRE3H2· 
CRSTRT 
2 INPCDC 
3 + INPUT 
+FFLOAD +LOAD· 
FREAD NSPACE 
4 PINPUT 
5 PRINTl 
PINBFl PINKLl 
PINBMl PINMSl 
PINCNl PINPVl 
PINEGl PINRE2 
PINFAI PINTHl 
PINFRl 
PINGEN 
PINGFl 
6 PRINT2 
PINISl PINRE3 
7 LINK 
LK2RE2 PRTRE3 
LK2RE3 PRTSTR 
8 RECOVR 
RECTHl 
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TABLE 6. CONTINUED. 
Segment FORTRAN Subroutine COMMON Block 
Number Name Name 
9 TRNSFM 
ASCND CRDRE3 
BET DEPCI 
BETO EULTRN 
BETI INDCI 
BET2 INDC2 
COORD RENBFl 
CRDBFl RENCNI 
CRDBMI RENFAI 
CRDCNI RENISI 
CRDFAI RENKLI 
CRDGFI RENMSI 
CRDISI "RENRE2 
CRDKLI RENTHI 
CRDMSI REITHI 
CRDRE2 
10 LABEL 
+ACON NAMBMI 
+ACONDP NAMCNI 
+CORE + NAME S 
+LBLEGI NAMFAI 
+LBLEG2 NAMGFl 
LBLFRI NAMISI 
LBLTHI NAMMSI 
NAMBFl NM2RE2 
NAMBF2 NM2RE3 
11 COMPUT ,.. 
*LINV3F *UERTST 
*LUDATF *UGETIO 
* LUELMF 
12 UPDATE 
FFREAD UPDPVI 
UPDMDI UPDTHI 
13 ASSMBL 
ASMALL CPFAI 
ASMMCK CPISI 
CP CPKLI 
CPBFI CPMSI 
CPBF2 CP2RE2 
CPBMI CP2RE3 
14 SOLVE 
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" 
TABLE 6. CONCLUDED. 
Segment FORTRAN Subroutine COMMON Block 
Number Name Name 
15 SOLEGN 
*EIGZF S02EGI 
*EQZQF S02EG2 
*EQZTF *VHSH2C 
*EQZYF *VHSH2R 
SOLEGI *VHSH3R 
SOLEG2 
16 SOLFRT 
ASMH2 NMARK2 
ASMZ2 SOLFRI 
FORGFI SOLTHI 
*LEQT2F S02FRI 
*LINV2F S02THI 
LUREFF *VXADD 
MATDI *VXMUL 
NMARKI *VXSTO 
17 RESTOR 
HBFRE3 RE2EGI 
HJRE3 RE2EG2 
HTRE3 RE2FRI 
HXRE3 RE2THl 
PRTHHC STRRE3 
PSTRSS TDPRE3 
RESEGI VDEP 
RESEG2 WZDGFl 
RESFRI 
RESTHI 
18 SAVE 
+GVPLOT SAVTHl 
PRINT SV2EGl 
SAVEGI SV2EG2 
SAVEG2 SV2FRI 
SAVFRI SV3THl 
*IMSL routines to be replaced by the contractor. 
+Fortran routines to be revised or replaced for CDC system operation. 
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TABLE 7 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF BASE PROGRAM F.QRTRAN ROUTINES 
No. Routine Seg. No. Routine Seg. No. Routine Seg. 
Name No. Name No. Name No. 
1 +ACON 10 33 CPFAI 13 65 HXRE3 17 
2 +ACONDP 10 34 CPISI 13 66 . IASKSP 1 
3 ASCND 9 35 CPKLI 13 67 INDCl 9 
4 AS MALL 13 36 CPMSI 13 68 INDC2 9 
5 ASMH2 16 37 CP2RE2 13 69 INPCDC 2 
6 ASMMCK 13 38 CP2RE3 13 70 + INPUT 3 
7 ASMZ2 16 39 CRDBFl 9 71 IRMVSP 1 
8 ASSMBL 13 40 CRDBMI 9 72 ISETSP 1 
9 BET 9 41 CRDCNI 9 73 LABEL 10 
10 BETO 9 42 CRDFAI 9 74 +LBLEGI 10 
11 BETI 9 43 CRDGFl 9 75 +LBLEG2 10 
12 BET2 9 44 CRDISI 9 76 LBLFRI 10 
13 BLOCK 1 45 CRDKLI 9 77 LBLTHI 10 
14 CINBF1 1 46 CRDMSI 9 78 *LEQT2F 16 
15 CINBMI 1 47 CRDRE2 9 79 LINK 7 
16 CINFAI 1 48 CRDRE3 9 80 *LINV2F 16 
17 CINFRI 1 49 DEPCl 9 81 *LINV3F ·11 
18 CINGEN 1 50 DMTRX 1 82 LK2RE2 7 
19 CINGFI 1 51 DSUB 1 83 LK2RE3 7 
20 CINISI 1 52 *EIGZF 15 84 +LOAD 3 
21 CINKLI 1 53 *EQZQF 15 85 *LUDATF 16 
22 CINMSI 1 54 *EQZTF 15 86 * LUELMF 16 
23 CINRE2 1 55 *EQZVF 15 87 * LUREFF 16 
24 CINRE3 1 56 EULTRN 9 88 MAINSV 1 
25 COMPUT 11 57 +FFLOAD 3 89 MATDI 16 
26 CONINP 1 58 FFREAD 12 90 MATMUL 1 
27 COORD 9 59 FORGFl 16 91 NAMBFl 10 
28 +CORE 10 60 FREAD 3 92 NAMBF2 10 
29 CP 13 61 +GVPLOT 18 93 NAMBMI 10 
30. CPBFl 13 62 HBFRE3 17 94 NAMCN1 10 
31 CPBF2 13 63 HJRE3 17 95 +NAMES 10 
32 CPBMI 13 64 HTRE3 17 96 NAMFAI 10 
*IMSL routines to be replaced by the contractor. 
+Fortran routines to be revised or replaced for CDC system operation. 
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TABLE 7 CONCLUDED. 
No. Routine Seg. No. Routine Seg. No. Routine seg. 
Name No. Name No. Name No. 
97 NAMGF1 10 129 RECCN1 1 161 SOLEGl 15 
98 NAMIS1 10 130 RECFA1 1 162 SOLEG2 15 
99 NAMMS1 10 131 RECIS1 1 163 SOLFRT 16 
100 NMARK1 16 132 RECKL1 1 164 SOLFR1 16 
101 NMARK2 16 133 RECMS1 1 165 SOLTH1 16 
102 NM2RE2 10 134 RECOVR 8 166 SOLVE ·14 
103 NM2RE3 10 135 RECRE2 1 167 S02EG1 15 
104 NSPACE 3 136 RECTH1 8 168 S02EG2 15 
105 PINBFl 4 137 RENBFl 9 169 S02FR1 . 16 
106 PINBM1 4 138 RENCN1 9 170 S02TH1 16 
107 PINCN1 4 139 RENFA1 9 171 STRRE3 17 . 
108 PlNEG1 4 140 RENIS1 9 172 SV2EGl 18 
'109 PINFA1 4 141 RENKL1 . 9 173 SV2EG2 18 
110 PINFR1 4 142 RENMS1 '9 174 SV2FR1 18 
111 PINGEN 4 143 RENRE2 9 175 SV3TH1 18 
112 PINGFl 4 144 RESTH1 9 176 TDPRE3 17 
113 PINIS1 4 145 RESEG1' 17 177 TRNSFM 9 
114 PINKL1 4 146 RESEG2 17 178 *UERTST 14 
115 PINMS1 4 147 RESFR1 17 179 *UGETIO 14 
116 PINPUT 4 148 RESTH1 17 180 UPDATE 12 
117 PINPV1 4 149 RESTOR 17 181 UPDMD1 12 
118 PINRE2 4 150 RE1TH1 9 182 UPDPV1 12 
119 PINRE3 4 151 RE2EG1 17 183 UPDTH1 ·12 
120 PINTH1 4 152 RE2EG2 17 184 VDEP 17 
121 PRINT 18 .153 RE2FR1 17 185 *WSH2C 15 
122 PRIN.T1 5 154 RE2TH1 17 186 *VHSH2R 15 
123 PRINT2 6 155 SAVE 18 187 *VHSH3R 15 
124 PRTHHC 17 156 SAVEG1 18 188 *VXADD 16 
125 PRTRE3 7 157 SAVEG2 18 189 *VXMUL 16 
126 PRTSTR 17 158 SAVFR1 18 190 *VXSTO 16 
127 PSTRSS 17 159 SAVTH1 18 191 WZDGFl 17 
128 RECBFl 1 160 SOLEGN 15 
*ISML routines to be replaced by the contractor. 
+Fortran routines to be revised or replaced for CDC system operation. 
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No. 
+ 1 
+ 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
TABLE 8. FUNCTIONS OF FORTRAN ROUTINES IN BASE PROGRAM 
Routine 
Name 
ACON 
ACONDP 
ASCND 
AS MALL 
ASMMCK 
ASMH2 
ASMZ2 
ASSMBL 
BET 
BETO 
BETI 
BET2 
BLOCK 
CINBFl 
CINBMI 
Brief Description 
IBM routine, called by ACONDP, which converts 
floating point or integer numbers to alpha 
numeric characters. Not used for CDC appli-
cations. 
IBM routine to be replaced by equivalent CDC 
routine ENCODE. It is .called by subroutines 
NAMES, LBLEGl, and LBLEG2. It provides inter-
face between a global double precision program 
module and single precision system routines. 
Sorts a vector of in~egers into ascending order. 
Ex: 3,3,3,2,1,1,4,4, to 1,1,2,3,3,3,4,4. 
Sets computer storage needed for assembling 
mass (M), damping (C), and stiffness (K) 
matrices and force vector. 
Assembles the global M,C, and K matrices from 
the local matrices and forms the global force 
vector. 
Assembles the rotor impedance matrix H. 
Assembles the rotor impedance matrix (Z) and 
the force vector (F) for component RE3 and 
forced response solution FRI. 
Controls assembly of M,C, and K matrices for 
the different solution methods. 
Saves non-zero elements of the BETA matrix 
(product of BETA), BETAl, and BETA2 below) 
in vector form for fast assembly. 
Forms BETAO transformation matrix relating 
local element coordinates to the global element 
coordinates. 
Forms BETAI transformation matrix relating de-
pendent and independent coordinates in the 
global system. 
Forms BETA2 transformatin matrix relating 
coordinates defined by routines INDCl and 
INDC2. 
Initializes data in COMMON blocks. 
NOTE:Subroutines CINBFl (no. 13) through 
---- CINRE3 (no. 23) perform the same func-
tion, which is to convert component. 
input data to internal program units 
(slug, foot, sec, and radian). The 
component name is identified by the 
last 3 characters in the routine's 
Fortran name. 
See note above (this routine handles both in-
plane and vertical bifilars). 
See note above. 
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Routine 
No. Name 
16 CINFAI 
17 CINFRI 
18 CINGEN 
19 CINGFI 
20 CINISI 
21 CINKLI 
22 CINMSI 
23 CINRE2 
24 CINRE3 
25 COMPUT 
26 CONINP 
27 COORD 
+28 CORE 
29 CP 
30 CPBFl 
31 CPBF2 
32 CPBMI 
33 CPFAI 
34 CPISI 
35 CPKLI 
36 CPMSI 
37 CP2RE2 
38 CP2RE3 
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TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
Controls lower level routines processing the 
data and solving system equations of motion at 
each step (parametric variation or time step). 
Controls routines converting input units to in-
ternal units. 
Defines the number of coordinates to be used 
for each component. 
IBM routine, called by ACON, which provides 
computer storage. Not used or CDC applications. 
Controls component dedicated routines forming 
local M,C, and K matrices and local force 
vector. 
NOTE:Subroutines CPBFl (no. 29) through CP2RE3 
(no. 37) perform the same function, which 
is to calculate the local M,C, and K 
matrices and local force vector for a system 
component. The component name is identi-
fied by the last 3 characters in the rou-
tine name. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
No. 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
* 52 
* 53 
* 54 
Routine 
Name 
CRDBFl 
CRDBM1 
CRDCNl 
CRDFA1 
CRDGFl 
CRDISl 
CRDKL1 
CRDMS1 
CRDRE2 
CRDRE3 
DEPC1 
DMTRX 
DSUB 
EIGZF 
EQZQF 
EQZTF 
TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
NOTE:Subroutines CRDBFl (no. 38) through CRDRE3 
(no. 47) perform the same function, which 
is to specify the number of coordinates, 
connection node numbers, and Euler angles· 
for each component. The component name 
is identified by the last 3 characters in 
the routine name. 
See note above (this routine handles both in-
plane and vertical bifilars). 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
Forms attributes of the dependent coordinates 
of the assembly. 
Displays non-zero elements of a matrix or a 
vector. 
writes out the name of the subroutine being 
called for debug printout 
IMSL routine called by S02EG1and S02EG2 for 
eigensolutions. It calculates eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors (optionally) of the system 
A * X = * B * X where A and B are real 
matrices. 
IMSL routine called by EIGZF for eigensolu~ 
tions. It reduces two input matrices A and 
B, simultaneously" A to upper Hessenberg and', 
B to upper triangular form. 
IMSL routine callee by EIGZF for eigensolu-
tions. It reduces an upper Hessenberg matrix 
A to quasi-upper triangular form while keep-
ing matrix B triangular. 
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No. 
* 55 
56 
+ 57 
58 
59 
60 
+ 61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
164 
Routine 
Name 
EQZVF 
EULTRN 
FFLOAb 
FFREAD 
FORGFl 
FREAD 
GVPLOT 
HBFRE3 
HJRE3 
HTRE3 
HXRE3 
IASKSP 
TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
IMSL routine called by EIGZF for eigensolu-
tions. It calculates the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors (optionally) of the system A * Z 
= * B * Z where A is quasi-upper triangular 
and B is upper triangular. . 
Forms 3 x 3 rotation transformation matrix 
of direction cosines from input Euler angles 
(THETA,PHI,XSI). 
Reads component name and element number, prints 
out run heading and image of input data, con-
trols reading of input data for successive 
cases and·stores input data into 2 vectors, 
ILOAD for integer values and DLOAD for real 
values. The WRITE statements are computer 
dependent (CDC or IBM). 
Updates input data; called by UPDATE in the 
execution of a parametric variation study. 
Forms the force vector from the input excita-
tion forces for componentGF1. 
Updates input data called by INPUT at the 
start of the run. This routine is identical 
to FFREAD; a duplicate routine is used to re-
duce the size of the first overlay segment. 
Writes titles, output results and labels to a 
file on unit 2 for plotting purposes. The 
WRITE statements are computer dependent (CDC 
or IBM). 
Restores hub interface forces and moments 
resolved to the hub local axis·from a solution 
for rotor type RE3. 
Computes performance index J' for HHC application. 
Computes HHC optimum control angles. 
Computes dependent coordinate response with HHC. 
FUNCTION IASKSP returns information defining 
computer storage allocations for a specific 
variable. 
EX: LOCEXP=IASKSP (IA,A,4HEXPL,KIND,KLASS, 
NROWS,NCOLS). The function subroutine IASKSP 
provides the storage location, LOCEXP, for 
variable EXPL in the IA vector which contains 
integer values (the A vector contains real 
values) and the storage locations for the 
attributes KIND, KLASS, NROWS, NCOLS, where 
KIND = I for real, 2 for complex values 
KLASS = I for all cases 
NROWS = number of rows in EXPL 
NeOLS = number of columns in EXPL 
No. 
67 
68 
69 
+ 70 
71 
72 
Routine 
Name 
INDCl 
INDC2 
INPCDC 
INPUT 
IRMVSP 
ISETSP 
TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
If the variable name EXPL is not found in the 
catalog entry list of the IA vector, a 
message is printed to that effect and pro-
gram execution is terminated. The programmer 
should then use the function ISETSP"to reserve 
storage for the variable EXPL (see writeup for 
ISETSP, no. 68). 
Stores the element number, connection node 
number, displacements and velocities of the 
independent coordinates of the assembled 
system. 
Calculates the size of the independent coor-
dinates vector and assigns global element 
numbers and node numbers to the set of inde-
pedent coordinates by removing those coordinates 
expressible in terms of modal coordinates for 
elastic structures. 
Controls reading, printing, and converting to 
internal units of the component input data. 
Reads the component input data. It also reads 
and writes up to 4 title cards. CDC format 
is 4AIO, .IBM format is 10A4. " 
Frees computer storage allocations no longer 
needed for the variable specified. 
EX: CALL IRMVSP (IA,A,4HEXPL). The catalog 
entry list is first searched to find the 
variable name EXPL. If found, then storage 
is freed and the variable EXPL does not exist" 
any longer. If the name EXPL is not found, 
than space was not previously allocated and 
therefore none can be freed; program yields 
a message to that effect and proceeds with 
execution. 
FUNCTION ISETSP reserves computer storage for 
the variable specified. 
EX: LOCEXP=ISETSP (IA,A,4H EXPL,KIND, KLASS, 
NROWS, NCOLS). The routine first checks to see 
if storage has already been reserved for 
variable EXPL. If it has, it returns the 
value LOCEXP (location in the IA vector) 
and program execution continues. If it hasn't, 
it reserves storage locations in the IA and 
A vectors if enough space is available. If 
the space requested is not available, a 
message is printed to that effect and pro-
gram execution is stopped. The programmer 
should then either reduce the storage re-
quested for EXP or increase the size of the 
IA and A allocation vectors. 
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Routine 
No. Name 
73 LABEL 
+ 74 LBLEGl 
+ 75 LBLEG2. 
76 LBLFRl 
77 LBLTHl 
* 78 LEQT2F 
79 LINK 
* 80 LINV2F 
* 81 LINV3F 
82 LK2RE2 
83 LK2RE3 
+ 84 LOAD 
* 85 LUDATF 
* 86 LUELMF 
* 87 . LUREFF 
+ 88 MAINSV 
89 MATDI 
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TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
Forms labels for output system coOrdinates 
and methods of solution. 
Forms the labels for eigenvalue solution EGl 
with no system damping. CDC uses ENCODE, IBM 
uses ACONDP. . 
Forms the labels for eigenvalue solution EG2 
with system damping. CDC uses ENCODE, IBM 
uses ACONDP. 
Forms the labels for the forced response 
solution FRI. 
Forms the labels for the time history solution 
THI. . 
IMSL routine called by IMSLroutine LINV2F and 
by the Base Program subroutines NMARKI arid 
NMARK2. It solves a set of linear equations 
(highly accurate).' . 
Controls the reading of input data trans-
mitted by external programs E927 and G400. 
IMSL routine called by subroutine NMARKI. 
It calculates the inverse of a matrix (highly 
accurate - uses full storage). 
IMSL routine called by S02FRI and HTRE3. 
It calculates the inverse of a matrix (n.ot as 
accurate as LINV2F but requires less storage). 
Reads rotor matrices (M,C, and K) from program 
E927 stored in unit 10. 
Reads rotor impedance matrix and force vector 
from program G400 stored in unit 11 or as 
specified by the user on unit 5 (standard 
read unit). 
Reads input data. The READ statements are 
computer dependent (CDC or IBM). 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routine LEQT2F. 
It performs L-U decomposition by the CROUT 
algorithm with optional accuracy test. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routines LEQT2F 
and LUREFF. It eliminates part of the solu-
tion of AX = B. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routine LEQT2F. 
It refines the solution of a set of linear 
equations. 
Controls the Base Program logic flow, sets 
size of the IA and A vectors, initializes 
both vectors to zero, and sets the first 5 
locations of the integer vector lA, At the 
end of the computer run, MAINSV prints out 
the maximum size of the working storage. 
For CDC code, add PROGRAM SIMVIB ( ... ) card. 
Solves for the displacement response of the 
system using the Newmark Beta method to 
find the time history solution. 
No. 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
+ 95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
1q1 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
Routine 
Name 
MATMUL 
NAMBF1 
NAMBF2 
NAMBM1 
NAMCN1 
NAMES 
NAMFA1 
NAMGFl 
NAMISL 
NAMMS1 
NMARK1 
NMARK2 
NM2RE2 
NM2RE3 
NSPACE 
PINBFl 
PINBM1 
PINCN1 
PINEG1 
PINFA1 
PINFR1 
PINGEN 
PINGFl 
PINIS1 
PINKL1 
TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
Multiplies two matrices together. 
NOTE:Subroutines NAMBF1 (no. 86) through 
---- NAMCN1 (no. 89) all perform the same 
function, which is to assign names to 
the different degrees of freedom of 
each system component. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
Stores element number for each component in ita 
coordinate labels. CDC uses ENCODE, IBM" 
uses ACONDP. 
See note above before NAMBF1. 
See note above before NAMBF1. 
See note above before NAMBFi. 
See note above before NAMBF1. 
Calculates parameters required to solve the time 
history equvations of motion by the Newmark 
Beta Method for initial points. 
As above but for intermediate points. 
See note above before NAMBF1. 
See note above before NAMBF1. 
Defines number" of input loader locations re-
quired for system components. 
NOTE:Subroutines PINBF1 (no. "100) through PINMS1 
---- (no. 110) perform the same functions, 
which is to print the input for the speci-
fied component. 
See note above (this routine handles both in-
plane and vertical bifilars). 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
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No. 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
Routine 
Name 
PINMS1 
PINPUT 
PINPV1 
PINRE2 
PINRE3 
PINTH1 
PRINT 
PRINT1 
PRINT2 
PRTHHC 
PRTRE3 
PRTSTR 
PSTRSS 
RECBFl 
RECN1 
RECFA1 
RECIS1 
RECKL1 
RECMS1 
RECOVR 
RECRE2 • 
RECTH1 
TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
See note above. 
Controls the routines which print the com-
ponent in~ut data. 
See note 'above before PINBF1. 
See note above before PINBF1. 
See note above before PINBF1. 
See note above before PINBF1. 
Prints output results. 
Controls the printing of component input data 
except for 151 and RE2. 
Controls 'the printing of component input data 
for lSI and RE3. 
Prints summary of HHC results. 
Prints rotor impedance matrix and force vec'tor 
from G400 program as stored on unit 11 or from 
.user input on unit 12. 
Prints stress matrices from G400 program, 
Prints summar'y of stresses. 
NOTE: Subroutine RECBF1 (no. 118) thr.ough RECMS1 
(no. 123) perform the same function, which 
is to recover initial values of displace-
ments and velocities for time history 
restart conditions. 
See note above (this routine handles both in-
plane and vertical bifilars). 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
Controls the recover of initial values of com-
ponent displacements and velocities for a time 
history restart condition. 
See note above before RECBF1. 
See note above before RECBF1. 
II' 
No. 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
Routine 
Name 
RENBFl 
RENCNI 
RENFAI 
RENISI 
RENKLI 
RENMSI 
RENRE2 
RENTHI 
RESEGl 
RESEG2 
RESFRI 
RESTHI 
RESTOR 
REITHl 
RE2EGI 
RE2EG2 
RE2FRl 
RE2THI 
SAVE 
SAVEGI 
SAVEG2 
TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
NOTE:Subroutine RENBFl (no. 127) through RENRE2 
(no. 133) perform the same function, which is 
to initialize the values of displacements and 
velocities in the globaldependent coordinate 
system and/or recover the component coordinates 
number. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
See note above. 
Controls the recovery of the init~al displace-
ments and velocities for the various components'. 
Controls restoring of component displacements 
from the global to the local axis system for 
eigensolution EGI. 
As above but for eigensolution EG2. 
As above but for forced response solution FRI. 
In addition, it controls the restoring of the 
hub interface forces for component RE3. 
As above for RESEGI but for the time history 
solution THI. 
Controls the restoring of component displace-
ments from the global to the local axis system 
for the four methods of solution (EGl,EG2,FRl, 
and THl). 
Resolves component displacements, velocities, 
and accelerations from local to global axis 
system. 
Restores component displacements from the global 
to the local axis system for eigensolution EGl. 
As above but for eigensolution EG2. 
As above.but for forced response solution FRl. 
As above but for time history solution THl. 
Controls the saving of output results for 
printing and/or plotting. 
Controls saving of output results for eigen-
solution EGl. 
As above but for eigensolution EG2. 
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Routine 
No. Name 
158 SAVFRI 
159 SAVTHI 
160 SOLEGN 
161 SOLEG1 
162 SOLEG2 
163 SOLFRT 
164 SOLFRI 
165 SOLTH1 
166' SOLVE 
167 S02EGI 
168 S02EG2 
169 S02FR1 
170 S02TH1 
171 STRRE3 
172 SV2EG1 
173 SV2EG2 
174 SV2FR1 
175 SV3TH1 
176 TDPRE3 
177 TRNSFM 
*178 UERTST 
170 
TABLE 8. CONTINUED. 
Brief Description 
As above but for fo.rced response solution FRl. 
Saves output results for time history solution 
THl. 
Controls choice o.f eigensolution EG1 for systems 
without damping or eigensolution EG2 for systems 
with damping. 
Controls eigenvalue solution EG1. 
Controls eigenvalue solution EG2. 
Controls choice of forced response solution 
FR1 or time history solution THI. 
Controls forc~d response solution FRI. 
Controls time history solution THI. 
Controls type of solution requested: eigen-
solution (EGI or EG2) or forced response/ 
time history (FRI or THI). 
Calculates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
for the system defined by the mass and stiff-
ness matrices. 
Calculates the eigenvalues and eigenvector's 
for the system defined by the mass, damping, 
and stiffness matrices. 
calculates the forced response solution. 
Assembles rotor impedance matrix for component 
RE3 with impedances from other components. 
Controls the calculations of the time history 
response of the system using the Newmark Beta 
method ·to find the solution. 
Calculates harmonics of stresses and pushr'od 
loads and one-half peak-to-peak stresses and 
loads. 
Saves output results for eigensolution EG1. 
Saves output results for eigensolution EG2. 
Saves output for forced response solution FRI. 
Saves output results for time history restart 
cases on unit 8. 
Assembles T matrix in the dependent coordinates 
domain. 
Forms the matrix transformations relating the 
system coordinates. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routines EIGZF, 
EQZTF, LINV2F, LEQT2F, LUDATF, and LUREFF. 
It generates error messages. 
Routine 
No. Name 
*179 UGETIO 
180 UPDATE 
181 UPDMD1 
182 UPDPV1 
183 UPDTH1 
184 VDEP 
*185 VHSH2C 
*186 VHSH2R 
*187 VHSH3R 
*188 VXADD 
*189 VXMUL 
*190 VXSTO 
191 WZDGFl 
TABLE 8. CONCLUDED. 
Brief Description 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routine UERTST. 
Updates time or parameter dependent coordinates. 
Defines displacements, velocities, and accel-
erations for the independent coordinates at 
the next time increment. 
Updates the independent parameter requested 
by component PV1. 
Updates the time for a time history solution .. · 
Calculates dependent coordinates for HHC and/. 
or stress options for the RE3 component. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routine EQZVF. 
Zeroes out a single complex element of a 
matrix. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routines EQZQF, 
EQZTF, and EQZVF. . 
IMSL routine called·by IMSL routine EQZTF. 
Zeroes ou't 2 elements of' a matrix. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routines LUREFF 
and VXMUL. It adds a double precision float-
ing point number to the extended precision 
accumulator. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routi"ne LUREFF. 
It mUltiplies two double preCision floating 
point numbers and adds the extended pre-
cision result to the extended precision 
accumulator. 
IMSL routine called by IMSL routine LUREFF. 
It moves a double precision floating point 
number contained in the most significant half 
of the extended precision accumulator into 
the location specified in the VXSTO argument 
list. 
Recovers weighting factors for HHC option 
from the A storage vector. 
*ISML routines to be replaced by the contractor. 
+Fortran routines to be revised or replaced for CDC system operation. 
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'jj ,'I <iJ lU 'J) ,II Il.: If ~ ~ t!:. \!::, ! 
X 
X 
X 
X 
142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 
'"""i r6 N -t Q: ..4~ !Jlib-V) '"""1 
"""' 
T; <-i 09 routine lu ~ 0 0 ~ F:- ~ :t l: w n::: III 1"- f- Nome/ ~ l1J 
'" 
rll Common ::: V) V) V) V) If) ...... (!J l!J ,I.) i.U tU lU w '.!J II) IU Block r .... Q:: (V [~- t:r::: D-: Q:: PC 
--
k Qc 
ACONVH 
X X X X CBETh 2 
X X X' X X X CDATA 3 
X X X X CIJF.BIIG 4 
X cn:I 0; 
cra:N 6 
X CGrl 7 
X CllmUT Il 
ClTrR 9 
CLAIlEI, 10 
X X X CMAXA 11 
X X X CNl,JoIES 12 
CPLOT 13 
CRE2 14 
X CRE3 15 
X CREJIIl 16 
X CkE3H2 17 
CRSTRT 18 
..... 
-.J 
-.J 
Subroutine 
Nclt1lC/ 
Common 
Block 
1 ACONVR 
2 CHETA 
3 CIJIITA 
4 CDt:IJUG 
5 Cfkl 
6 CGf:N 
7 CGn 
8 CII/OUT 
9 Cll'ER 
10 CLIIElEL 
11 CHILXA 
12 CNANES 
13 Ci'LOT 
14 CRE2 
15 CkEJ 
16 CRE3111 
17 CRE3H2 
18 CRSTRT 
TABLE 9. 'CONTINUED. 
152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176~ 177 178 
..-Ii ,i -~ \l.J! """i r6 ..-f IV)! 2ri . Suhroutine ~ ~~I "'I' ~ \'> ~ ~ I. ~ tI')~ Name/ ~ <.!J ,)1 ~ \L "I ~ Couunon \l)1 UJ ~ 6J ..... UJ _JI r6 . r'! Ill: Block -\ ....)1 "il 0' :-.. -:; ~ 0, ~ " VJ: ". H ?! l- Ii) \r), 
" 
\.i ""J \I)' \. ): V) I 
ACONVR 1 
X X X X X X X X X X CI'ETA 2 
X X X X X CDlIl'lI 3 
X X X X X X X X X X CDEBUG <1 
X cFln 5 
X CGEN ~ 
CGFl 7 
X X X X C/lIOUT B 
X CI'I'ER 9 
CL/',!lEL 10 
X X X nt,;:lJ. 11 
X X lC X CNI1.f.lES 12 
Cl'LOT 13 
CP.E2 14 
X CRE3 15 
X CRE3Hl 16. 
CRE3H2 17 
X X CRSl'kT 18 
~ 
-.J 
(» TABLE 9. CONCLUDED. 
• • 
179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 18a 189 190 191 
Subl-outine 
",' 
T-i (""6 <:;;,( DC Name/ ~, :1:.' O_! C'1i r<) ~'-i :t::1 :t:: Common ti ,1\, V'I Ir) ::I: U \/)' Block OJ C)I :-; ::( -:r.j C\.., >1 ~ .Jj .... .0.; >' 
. i 
~ ..J (! .... Subroutine J U. Namel ::1.." (,I) Common ~ V) C) ><i ~ "I Block >1 .'::>1 ~ 
1 ACOtNR ACONVR 1 
2 CIlETA X CEETA 2 
3 CUATA X CDATA 3 
4 CDl:BUG X X X CD;:lliJG 4 
5 crRl X CFRi 5 
6 C(;EN X X CGI':N (, 
7 cr.n ccn 7 
!l CINOU'r X X cllmu'r 8 
9 CI'IER CITEH 9 
10 CLAIlEL CLAEEL 10 
11 CHAXA X CM!lXA 11 
12 CIIAHl:S X CNMIES 12 
13 CI'[.OT X X CPLo'r 13 
1-1 CRE2 CRE2 14 
15 cr..r:J eRES 15 
16 CkEJl1l CRE3H1 16 
17 CkE3H2 CRE3H2 17 
18 CRSTRT X CRSTRT 18 
File 
Number 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
u 
Fortran 
Name* 
KINPUT 
KSAVE 
IOUNIT 
KPRINT 
KPUNCH 
KRZTRT 
IOXRE2 
IOXRE3 
IOXRE3 
TABLE 10. BASE PROGRAM INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FILES 
Subroutine(s) for 
Referencin9 File & 
(Se<Jlllent No. of 
Subroutine) 
1- INPUT (3) 
2. LOAD (3) 
GVPLOT (18) 
LK2RE3 (7) 
(As Needed) 
(As Needed) 
1- RECOVR (8) 
2. RECTIIl (8) 
3. SV3TH1 (18) 
LK2RE2 (7) 
I.K2RE3 (7) 
LK2RE3 (7) 
Input/Output t'unction of File 
and Character of, Data 
Read title cards (up to 4)~ 
Read component input data 
(standard read file). 
Store titles, number of parametric variations,· total 
number of output coordinates, coordinate labe'ls and 
final results for plottin9. 
Read G400 rotor impedance matrix and Corce vector as 
specified by the user. 
Write title~. inpul dala image, input for each 
component intt!cmediale calculutions for debugging and 
final results (standud write unit). 
Standard punch unit. 
Read coordinate dimensions for time history rest.art cas~. 
Read data (displaceUlents and derivatives) for restart case. 
Write coordinate dimensions and data (displacements and 
derivatives) for restart case. 
Read E927 stiffness, dumping, and mass matrices. 
R'eaJ G400 rotor iDlpedance matrix ,uld force vector CrOIn 
pro9ram. 
Read user input of rotor impedance matrix and force 'vector. 
·Specified in subro~tine BLOCK 
179 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
180 
TABLE 11. NEW SUBROUTINES REQUIRED FOR ADDI'l·ION OF A SUBSTRUCTURE 
Routine 
Name 
CINBF4 
RECBF4 
PINBF4 
CRDBF4 
RENBF4 
NAMBF4 
CPBF4 
Segment 
Number 
1 
4 
9 
9 
10 
13 
Called by Subroutine 
(in Segment Number) 
CONINP (1) 
RECOVR (8) and 
RESTHI (17) 
PINPUT (4) 
COORD (9') 
RENTIll (9) 
LABEL (10) 
CP (13) 
Description of New Routine 
COllverts input to internal units. 
Recovers displacements and velocities 
for restart cases. 
Prints component input data. 
Forms coordi :!'lte attributes. 
Initializes .lisplacements and velocities 
for restart ~ases. 
Assign!i ~. 1Il.c..:i to the output coordinates. 
FormL component mass, du.mping and stiff-
ness matrices. 
Number 
1 
TABLE 12. REVISIONS TO SUBROUTINES REQUIRED fOR ADDITION OF A SUBSTRUCTURE 
Subroutine 
Name 
BLOCK 
Segment 
Number 
1 
Description of Revisions 
1. COMNON/CNl'.MES/lY (21 ) 
2. DINENSION lX(21) 
3. DATA IX/4HFAl , , 4HBf4 / 
4. DO 10 I = 1, 21 
--~------------------~------------
2 CONINP 1 
3 NSPACE 3 
4 PINPUT 4 
5 LINK 7 
6 RECOVR 8 
1. COf1MON/CNJlMES/XFA1, • • • , XBF4 
2. INTEGER XBf4 
3. 1t·(ANAME:.EQ.XBF4) CALL CINBf4(A(LOCDAT)) 
1. COM:10N/CNAMES/IX( 21) 
2. DIMENSION IY(21) 
3. DATA IY/12, ... , NDLOAD/ 
whe,.., NDLOAD = number of input items need.,d to 
sped Cy new element BF4 
4. DO 10 I ~ I, 21 
5. Defin., NWORK = number of work variables needed for 
BF4( 0) 
6. Revise NTOTA(' = NDLOAD • NWORK as appropriate ·for 
BF4 
1. CO~Jl;I(lN/CNAMES/XFA1, • • • , XBF4 
2. INTEGER XllF4 
3. IF(ANANE.EQ.Xllf4) CALL PINBF4 (A(LOCDATI.IELEM,KPRINT) 
Same as cevisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT (seg. 4) 
1. Same as revisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT (6eg. 4) 
2.· IF(ANAME.EQ.XBf4) CALL RECBf4 (A(LOCDAT). . 
NNG, A( IXDEP), A( IDWEP) I 
3. If no initial displacements and. velocities are to 
be t·.,covered for BF4, then code 
IF(ANAME.EQ.XBF4) NNG = NNG + NCBF4 . 
where NCBf4 = number of coordinates associated 
with BF4: 
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Number 
Subroutine 
Name 
Segment 
Number 
TABLE 12. CONCLUDED. 
Description of Revisions 
------------------------------------------ -----~---------------
1. Sam" as revisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT (seg. 4) 7 COORD 9 
8 REN'nIl 9 
2. IF(ANAME.EQ.XBF4) CALL CRDBF4(A(LOCDAT),NLOCAL, 
NNODEL,NCNL,EUL~RL) 
1. Same au revisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT (seg. 41 
2. U·(ANAME.EQ.XBF4) CALL RENBF4 (A(LOCDATI. NNG,XDEP, 
DXDEP) 
3. IC no displacements and velocities are to be 
initialized Cor BF4, then code 
IF (ANAME.EQ.XDF4) NNG = NNG + NCBF4 
(same as R~COVR above) 
------------------------------------------ --------------------------
9 LABEL 
10 UPDATE 
11 ASSMBL 
12 CP 
13 SOLVE 
14 SOlFRI 
15 S02Tlli 
lb RESTOR 
17 RESTHI 
16 SAVE 
10 
12 
13 
13 
14 
16 
16 
17 
17 
18 
1. Same as revisions 1 and 2 Cor PINPUT (seg. 4) 
2. IF(ANAI1E.EQ.X8F4) CAI.L NANBF4(A(LNAME),NLOCAL) 
Sam~ as revisions 1 and 2 Cor PINPUT (seg. 4) 
Same as revisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT (seg. 4) 
1. Same as revisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT (seg. 4) 
2. IF(ANAME.EQ,XBF4) CALL CPBF4(A(LOCDAT),NLOCAL,MO, 
CO, KO, FO,IDIM) 
Same as,revisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT (seg. 4) 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as revisions for RECOVR (seg. 8) 
Same as revisions 1 and 2 for PINPUT ("eg. 4) 
'f-I 
CD 
W 
TABLE 13. BASE PROGRAM TEST CASES SUMMARY 
BASE PROGRAM 
SUBSTRUCTIIRES 
OPERATIONAL AND 
SOLUTION MODES 
Size of CPU 
work Time Cuse 
No. Case Description BFl BFZ BMI FAI lSI REZ RE3 CN.l GFl MSI GEN PVl EGI EGZ FRI TIll Vector (Sec) 
2 
3 
4 
·5 
6 
Inplane bifilars with 5 fuselage 
lIol'm'&l Glodes using a forced 
re;,ponse solution with longi-
t"udiua} and lateral excitation 
forces. 
'-'crlical bifilars with 5 fuselage 
nOlolal modes using a forced 
response solution with a vertical 
excilatiun force. 
Elclstic beam model comprising 
5 segmentn consLrainted to 
vertical displacemellt using 
eigcnsolution 1. 
Fixed !;y!,;lem absorber with mass 
addf!d to base using a forced 
cesponne 50luli.on with a 
longitudinal force at various 
flcquenci es. 
As Case 4 above using a time 
history solution calculated up 
to 1 second-line printer 
output suppressed. 
As case ~ dbove usinq the time 
history retolact option from 0.05 
Lo 0.10 Decond-line printer output 
suppressed. 
V 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v indicates substructures and solution method used. 
V v V 
v v v 
v v 
v v v 
v v v 
V v v 
NOTES: 1) 
-- 2) X indicates operational •• odes and solution methods which cannot be used. 
v 
v 
x 
x 
3) * input and output are provided in this manual. Plots are provided except for Case 12. 
v 2161 0.5 
v 2307 0.4 
7865 0.8 
v 1065 0.4 
v 1032 4.5 
V 1131 0.5 
TABLE 13. CONTINUED. 
BASE PROGRAM OPERATIONAL AND 
C"'5t:! 
No. 
8 
9 
10 
'11 
SUBSTRUCTUHES 
, 
Case Description BFl BF2 BMI FAI lSI RE2 
One d.o. f. (Vertical Motion) V 
nod.l1 isolator with 2 fuselage 
alld one transmission normal mode 
using a forced response solution 
with a vertical excitation 
force at various frequen-
cies (see Figure 44a) • 
Two d.o. f. (Vel tical and Lateral V 
Motion) nodal isolator with one 
'trall!:mission normal mode with 
the "Jerl ieal force acting on 
node 1 (see Figure 44b) • 
Two d.o. f. (Vel·tical and Lateral V 
Motion) nodal fuselage and one 
tran&mis:..;ion normal mode with the 
vertical {Ol"Ce acting on node 3 
(see Figure 44c) . 
As Case 9 above but with 6 V 
nOl-mal modes for the fuse-
lage and six normal modes for 
the transmission. 
Six d.o. f. nodal isolator V 
assembled from 4 isolator bars. 
positioned 90· to each other. 
v indicates substructures dud solution method used. 
SOLUTION· MODES 
RE3 CNI GFl MSI GEN PVl EGI EG2 
V V V V 
V V V V 
V V V V 
V V V V 
V V V V· 
NOTES: 1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
X indicates operational modes and solution methods which cannot be used. 
* input and output are provided in this manual. Plots are provided except for Case 12. 
+ case cannot be run in an interactive mode since size is greater. th~n 8400 words. 
FRI 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
Size of CPU 
Work Time 
TIll Vector· (Sec) 
3055 1.0 
2794 0.4 
3090 0.4 
5915 0.7 
+14831 2.30 
...... 
CO 
01 
TABLE 1). CONCLUDED. 
BASE PROGRAM OPERATIONAL AND 
SUBSTRUCTURES SOLUTION MODES 
Case 
No. Case Description BFl Bf2 8Ml fAl lSI RE2 HE3 CNI Gfl MSl GEN PVl EGl EG2 FRl 
'12 E927 elastic rotor wit.h 12 rotor v V V V 
coordinates and 5 fuselage modes 
using eigensolution 2. 
*13 User input of rotor impedance V V V V V X X V 
matrix with 6 hub displacements 
and 4 fuselilge normal modes using 
forced response solution. 
14 G400 program rotor impedance V V V V X X V 
matrix with (; hub displacements 
and 3 ARES model normal modes. 
No fnJC .Ind no stress options used. 
15 As Case 14 with the V V V V X X V 
stress option invoked. 
16 As Case 14 wi th bolh fmc V V V V X X V 
and stress options invoked. 
NOTES: 1) 
--- 2) 
v illdicates substructures and solution method used. 
X i/ldicates operational modes and solution methods which cannot be used. 
3) 
4) 
* input and output are provided in this manual. Plots are provided except for Case 12. 
+ case cannot be run in an interactive mode since size is greater than"S400 words. 
Size of CPU 
Work Time 
TIll Vectol" (Sec) 
"'14529 2.2 
X 1985 1.0 
X 2190 0.8 
.< 5397 1.4 
X 5538 1.5 
Test 
Case 
5 
7 
11 
186 
Figure 
No. 
45 
46 
47a 
47b 
47c 
47d 
47e 
47f 
47g 
47h 
TABLE 14. BASE PROGRAM TEST CASES TEKTRONIX PLOTS SUMMARY 
Abscissa 
Name Units 
TIME 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
Sec 
Hz 
Hz 
Hz 
Hz 
Hz 
Hz 
Hz 
liz 
liz 
Ordinates 
Name Units 
1. DELT 
2. X 
1. ZT 
2. ZB 
1. XBF 
2. YBF 
3. ZBF 
1-4 ZBF 
1-4 ZBF 
1-4 zaF 
1-4 ZBF 
1-4 ZBF 
1-4 zaF 
1. ZaF 
Ft 
G's 
G's 
G's 
G's 
G's 
G's 
G's 
G's 
G's 
Plot Description 
Time history response of fixed system absorber 
and modal structure longitudinal displacements. 
Response increases with time because system is 
not "reotrained. 
Forced response of transmission and fuselage 
vertical displacements with one 1-0 isolator 
system for a forcing frequency l'ange up to 
5.1> hz. Fuselage motion is a minimum near fre-
quencies of 17 and 27 hz and a maximum near 21 hz. 
Forced respollse of fuselage displacements at the 
location of the first 2-D isolator for a system 
made up by four 2-D isolators. Frequency range 
is up to 50 hz. 
FOl'ced response of fuselage ven.ical motion at 
the four isol ator locations. Posi tions 1 and J 
stlUW almost the same response; similarly for 
positions 2 and 4. 
'Figure 45c is a perspective plot of the results 
of Figure 45b with zero density value. 
Same as 'Figure 45c with the default density value,. 
Same as Figure 45d with depth reversed. 
Same dS FigUJ,.·e 45d with abscissa reversed. 
Same as Figure 45d with ordinate reversed. 
Forced response of fuselage vertical motion at 
the location of the first 2-D isolator· as a function 
of isolator mass and frequency. Test case 11 was 
run for 5 values of isolator mass: 24 to 64 pounds 
in increments of 10 pounds. The response is plotted 
for cases I, 3 and 5 to show the plot package capa-
bility of plotting data from different cases (up 
to 5 cases can be used). 
TABLE 14. CONCLUDED. 
Test Figure Abscissa Ordinates· 
Case No. Name Units Name Units Plot Description 
13 48a 3RD MODE liz 1. RX Lbs Forced response results of hub forces using 
FREQ 2. RY usee input of rotor impedance matrix and force 
3. RZ vector for a frequency up to 30 hz. 
48b 3RD MODE liz 1. X G's As Figure 48a but with display of hub accelera-
FREQ 2. Y tions. 
3. Z 
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APPENDIX A: O400/F389 COUPLED PROGRAM 
A.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND USAGE 
The computer programs 0400 and F389 were coupled by means of a 
Fortran driver program to allow blade circulations and rotor 
induced velocity fields to be calculated iteratively to achieve a 
consistent rotor aeroelastic response and variable inflow state 
among the programs. The G400 progrC)JD" analysis and user's manual 
are presented in References 2 and 3. . The F389 program analysis 
and user's manual are described in References 8. 
The driver program is called VI BIT . The coupled program seg-
mentation structure is illustrated in Figure A .1. From this 
figure, it is seen that the G400 program is made up of 3 segments: 
O400PG, NIAM and MOTION, while the F389 program consists' of 6 
segments: F389PG, SECONE, SECTWO, SECTRE, SECFOR and SECFIV., A 
description of the 10 segments making up the O400/F389 program 
appears in Table A.1. CDC dependent routines are: RESETQ (seg-
ment 2), NIAM (segment 3), SREC and SKPFIL (both in segment ,9). 
The logic of the coupled program allows 3 modes of operation: 
G400 alone, F389 alone, and G400/F389 coupled operation. These 
options are illustrated in the logic flow sketch from Figure A.2. , 
The control parameter, N, is the first item of input loaded in the 
program. It controls the different modes of operation as shown in 
the table attached to Figure A.2. . 
The data transfer files required for the execution of the 0400 and 
F389 programs in both the uncoupled and coupled modes are shown in 
Figure A.3. A summary and a description of the various input/ 
output data files is presented in Table A.2. 
A sample input runstream is presented in Table A.3 for a 2-cycle 
operation. To run G400 alone, data blocks 1 and 2 only are 
needed. To run F389 alone, data blocks 1 and 3 are needed; 
however, in this case, the user must also provide the linearized 
airfoil characteristics and the axial velocities (if desired)' as 
part of input block 3. To rune one complete cycle, the~ data 
blocks 1 through 4 are needed. Four input locations for the 0400 
data block 2 must be given the values listed below: 
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location 48 = 1.0 calculate harmonics of blade responses~ 
location 76 = 1.0 - write initial conditions to unit 24. 
location 998 - DELTA PSI - azimuthal increment for F389 data. 
location 999 = 1.0 - transfer of data to F389 through units 
13, 16 and 23. 
~, 
,. 1 
The F389 input locations 88 and 206 in data block 3 must be set to 
1.0 for coupling with the G400 program. Data block 4 contains 
only new or revised input locations as compared to the· G400 data 
already provided in data block 2 which were stored in unit 24 for 
later use. Examples of revised input parameters are: tip loss 
factor should be set to. 1.0 (location 7), variable inflow option 
is activated (locations 53 and 54 are set to 1.0), new initial 
conditions should be read from unit 26 (location 76 equals 2.0). 
Other parameters may be changed as desired by the user. To 
execute more than one cycle, the input data blocks 5 and 6 are 
repeated. The F389 data in block 5 contain only new or revised 
locations because the previous loader data from block 3 have been 
stored in unit 25 for use in subsequent F389· runs. The new 
character of block 5 data for F389 is analogous to the' block 4 
data for G400. A precautionary observation is that new·or revised 
input data provided in data blocks 4 and 5 are not written to 
units 24 and 25 respectively. Thus, when more than one G400/F389 
cycle is requested, the new or revised input parameters must be 
relocated. For example, in Table A. 3, G400 data block· 6 must 
duplicate the revisions provided in data block 4 if they are. still 
required. 
A.2 PROGRAM EXECUTION 
The execution of the G400/F389 coupled program for one cycle is 
presented in Figure A.4 and Appendiqes H and I. Figure A.4 shows 
the Job Control Language (JCL) used to run' the program on the IBM 
370/68 computer system. The input data are contained in the file 
specified under unit 5. A listing of the complete input data is 
provided in Appendix H. Referring to Table A.3, ·the input data 
contain the cycle control option (data block I), G400 data for the 
first pass (data block 2), F389 data for the first pass (data 
block 3), and G400 data for the second and final (for this exam-
ple) pass (data block 4). The output for the coupled run is shown 
in Appendix I. Addi tional results can be printed out for both 
programs but are not shown for this sample run to minimize the 
size of this report. 
A.3 CDC PROGRAM INSTALLATION' AND OPERATION 
This section provides the Job Control Language (JCL) for the 
installation and operation of the G400/F389 program on the NASA-
Langley CDC NOS computer facility. The installation and operation 
procedures are based on protocol and system library facilities 
associated with the NASA-Langley CDC NOS computer facility. 
The JCL for installation of the G400/F389 program is presented in 
Figure AS. 
The JCL for execution of the G400/F389' program is presented in 
Figure A6. . 
The JCL instructions apply to remote job entry operation (such as 
a·telephone linkup). Revisions needed to run with card images are 
indicated in Figures AS and A6. 
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'~i t'd. q 
Figure AI. G400/F389 Segmentation structure. 
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' .. 
"' .. 
5I;:CIF'~ 
Ed-.• lb 
, 
, . 
I.., 
I I . \ 
--
LOCfB=1 
N~ I 
BLADES AIRFOIL 
DATA,S AXIAL\Rl... .. 
FILE I 
lDe 88=0 N=-2 
F 389 PROGRAM - N'!~2S~! 
~-----.... --- '~ ~ 
F 389 INTER NAL STORAGE/WORK FILES 
Figure A3. G400/F389 Input/Output Files. 
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" 
N ~I 
N~2 
., 
START 
CO!-_ =-:!-=-!,:-=+=-:!-=-:=-=3::.-:!:-:::-i::.-::.+::.-:!-::.-=.-::.6::.-:!:-::..-7----+--
Al 1 //ET473RUN JOB 1404S.STAL.1S.1SI.'CASSARINO - X7358'. 0001 
1 // CLASS=D.TIHE=01.REGION=3000K. 0002 
___ 1;:-~// HSGCLASS=T.HSGLEVEL=1.NOTIFY=ET473 0003 
I 7ji"JlJ!If;!.1llf"!=CPUD 0004 
1 // •• IUI ..... III) ........................ *** ........... I............................. 0005 
1 //. G400/F389 COUPLED PROGRAH 0006 
1 //. JCL FRDH 'ET473.G400F389.CNTLIREPORTI' 0007 
-- --"""1 -)/* - - -El([COTES-NCYCrE/SI-= G:400/i'=389iG=400 - -- -- -- - - ·0008 
1 1/************************** ........... 111 ••••• 11111 ........................ ,. 0009 
2- 1 //STEPOI EXEC PGH=COUPLEDX. TIHE=10 0010 
~ 1 //STEPLIB DD DSN=ET473.G400F389.LOAO.DISP=SHR 0011 
---r-77*----- -------------------------------------.:------------------------<f012 
1 //. INPUT DATA SET IN UNIT S IFTOSF0011 CONTAINS: 0013 
1 //. 1. ===> RUN OPTION INPUT CARD - IZ FDRHAT 0014 
1 //. 2. ===> G-400 INPln' - AIRFOIL. BLADE DATA. AND HOOE SHAPES 001S 
- - r 77*-3-:- :=~ F=3lJ'1 mPUT =-LOJ.b""tIN[Y DATAIlOT· pnS!b-ntIiO BY 6-4DC - 0·016 
1 //. 4. ===> G-400 INPUT - NEW LOADER DATA IF NEEDED 0017 
1 //* 5. ===> REPEAT CARDS 3 , 4 ABOVE FOR F-389 , G-400 NEW DATA 0018 
1 //*---------------------------------------------------------------------0019 
I U. STXImilD READ UNIT OOZ·O 
1 //*---------------------------------------------------------------------0021 
4- 1 //FTOSFOOI DD DSN=ET473.G400F389.DATAICYCLESll.DISP=SHR 0022 
1 //*---------------------------------------------------------------------0023 
-- - ""'1 7rr -- STANDARD· RRITC IlfIlr - -- - - - - - -- -- - -- -- -- -- -0024 
1 / 1*---------------------------------------------------------------------OOZS 
'!) 1 IIFT06FOOI DD SYSQUT=T 0026 
1 /I*--------------------~-----------------------~-----------------------0027 I .". StANDARD PUNCH UNIt OO~8 
1 //*----------------------------------------------------------------00Z9 G 1 /IFT07FOOI DD SYSOl1T=T 0030 
1 /I*------------------------------------------~-------------------------0031 
-- - r 77.-~OrPROGIm1-oSES mES rr.2lt.2i> <HIiI·iHo ...... oHHoili·.IiHIi ........ 603~ 
1 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------0033 
1 11*------ UNIT 11- 6-400 DATA ONLY - IHPEDAHCE FOR lmYNE - FORHATTED 0034 
1 11*-------------------------------------------------------------------0035 1 1 )7F111FOOI Db DSR="FXLEl1.URll =vWCRK.SPlCE"£TTRr.rz"OtITJl t b1i30 
1 // DCS=IRECFH=FB.LRECL=80.BLKSlZE=19040l,DISP=INEW.DELETEI 0037 
1 /1*----------------------------------------------------------------~0038 1 11*------ UNIT 24- 6-400 DATA ONLY - LOADER DATA FORHATTED 0039 
-- - ""7 "7/1F=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=---=<-=-==-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=---=--=I!Dlilf r 1 I/FTZ4FOOl DD DSN=&&FILE24.UNIT=VWORK.SPACEz ITRK.IZO.1011. 0041 
1 1/ DCS=IAECFM=FB.LRECL=IZ0.BLKSIZE=1&960 I .DISP=INEW.DELETE I 004Z 
1 //*---------------------------------------------------------------------0043 
1 ;;w ______ ONIi Z6- G-400 CllA ONLt .. IRIIIAr-ccHDlilbNS - FORnAl lED O'CJzt" 
1 //*---------------------------------------------------------------------0045 
Cj 1 //FTZ6F001 DD DSN=UFILEZ6.UNIT=VWORK.SPACEz ITRK.IZO.101l, 0046 
1 // DCB=IRECFH=FB.LRECL=80.BLKSIZE=19040I.DISP=INEW.DELETEI 0047 
- r- 77tt=-=-=-;;---=--=-=-':-=---=-=-=-=-=-=-=''=-=---=-=-=-=-=-=-I!0108 
1 //- F-389 PROGRAI1 USES FILES Z.3.15.25.28.Z9.30 ................ 0049 
1 /1*---------------------------------------------------------------------0050 1 /1*------ UNIT 15- F-389 DATA ONLY - WABAT HARHONICS - FORHATTED 0051 
---"l1t-71'f', ww-...... _ ••• = __ ._. ___ ._ .. :.-.-&;_= ... _______ .~==___. __________ ~_--':'::='0'0'S2 
10 1 /IFT1SF001 DD DSN=ET473.F3&9.DATAlWABATZI.DISP=SHR 0053 
1 /1*---------------------------------------------------------------------0054 
Figure A4. G400/F389 IBM Job control Language. 
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START 
COL =-:.~-=-~.:-.:.:+=-:~-=-:>.:-::3::.-::.+.-::.-~.:-~.~!::.-:.s..--:::.-~.~.-~_~,6-::.-:~--_:.-7:,-:.:+::.-
1 //r.______ UNIT 25- F-3S'I LOADER DATA - FORMATTED 0055 
1 //*---------------------------------------------------------------------0056 
II 1 //FT25FOOI DO DSN=UFILE25.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK.(20.101l. 0057 
---x-7r-·-"-"·Ii'Cli=rIlEeFM=Flr;l~ECl=1.20 ·;eu<sIZE.'='1ii<iij·o i;iiISP=TNEW;·OE'i.ETfr-"· DOSS 1 / /r. ____________________________________________________ -----------------0059 
1 //r.______ F-38'1 PROGRAM USES FILES 2.3.28.29.30 FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE 0060 1 / /r. ____________________________________________________ -----------------0 061 
- rI: "'1 -";;/F'tol~ol!l oil b'sN:&&i'lL(oz';UNIt=ii~OIlK.SPAtt=itRK;( 20 .101 f;- - .. - -.. - - "'0062 
1 // OCB=(RECFM=V8S. LRECL=19060.BLKSIZE=190691. 0063 
1 // DISP=(NEW.DELETEI '0064 
I;' 1 //FT03FOOI DO DSN=UFILE03.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK.(ZO.101l. 0065 
---1·-71--·--lrre=flll:'el"fi=Vlis·;LII£t:·l=T9llili;~ii:KsfZ'E=r906'9._;_ .. -----"'-'006-6 
1 // OISP=(NEW.OElETEI 0067 
14- 1 //FT28F001 DO DSN=UFILE28.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK,(20.101l. 0068 
1 / / DCB=( RECFM=VBS. LRECL=19060 .BLKSIZE=190691. 006~ 
- - r 71 - -. - -OISP=fNEW.DELETEr· - .-... - .-- -- - ".- - - - - - - 0070 
15' 1 //FT29F001 DD DSN=UFILEZ9.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK.(ZO.101l. 0071 
1 / / DCB=( RECFM=V8S.lRECL=19060 .BLKSIZE=190691. 0072 
1 // DISP=(NEW.DELETEI 0073 
-n;-r- /IF 130F OOl,ltnrsH=uFIl£30-;ullIT=WCRj..";SF'ACE=''tIiI<.Tl!'o;nn;--------.. · .. oo 14 
1 / / DCB=( RECFM=VBS. LRECL=19060 .BLKSIZE=190691. 0075 
1 // OISP=(NEW.DELETEI 0076 
1 / /,,--------------------------------------------------------------.;------0077 
- - -1 7/11"'';-==-=- G:;40-0/f'=3Bl C:CUI'LElJPRCGRlM"ALSC' USES-"FIlES"'l3';'lzt;16";-Z3- ,,- -0078 
1 / /,,-------------------------------------------------------------·--------OO"J~ 
1 //,,------ G-400 DATA FOR THE F-389 PROGRAM - FILES 13.16.Z3 0080 
1 //,,---------------------------------------------------------------------001l1 
I /1*------ 'UNIT 13- G-liO(f"l1lTA'''·FOR·-F;;;3!!9·-.:--nIl''Sr=·--·-1'1i~MIT'l'£0-·--0082 
1 //,,---------------------------------------------------------------------0083 
Ii 1 //FT13FOOI DO DSN=UFILE13.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK,( 20 .10 II. 0084 
1 // DCB=( RECFM=FB. LRECL=80 .BLKSIZE=19040 I.DISP=( NEW .DELETE I ooes 
r 77"·:.:=-==-=-:::-=-::::;-=-:;=-=;;-.:::-::;::-=.::-.::=-~-.::;..=-:::=-.;::;..:=-::;--=-·;::;:~='::~~-=~Ooe~ 
1 //r. ______ , UNIT 16- G-400 DATA FOR F-389 - BLADE INPUT - FORMATTED 0087 
1 / /*----------------------------------------------------------.:.----------0088 
Ig 1 //FTl6F001 DO DSN=&&FILE16.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK.(20.10l'1. 0089 
-r-77--·--·"!ltB'''IREcrl1=FB·;·l-.m:L~Il!D·;·BLRSlZE''=11!'960T;''-·-·-----·---"'0090 
1 // DISP=INEII.DELETEI 0091 
1 / /,,--------------------------------------------------------------------0092 
1 //,,------ UNIT 23- G-400 DATA FOR F-389 - AIRFOIL DATA - FORMATTED 0093 
- - -y -, /11'=-=-=-"''''-=-;:=-=-=-;;;;:-=-~-.:--~.;;--=-:::;;:..=-.:::;:..:::::..=-.:-:-=-.:.-=-.;:;;'=-';0094 
19 1 //FT23F001 DO DSN=&&FILE23.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK.(20.101,. 0095 
1 / / DCB=( RECFM=FB. LRECL=120 .BLKSIZE=18~60 I. 0096 
1 // DISP=(NEII.DELETE I 0097 
---i-l-,)"'1) .... ~;=,,==·~-="'~=-=·=·='==-~·=-_-=·;;:;;:=;;:===,,:;;==;;';'-='''':;;;-;0'096 
1 //.------ F-3e9 DATA FOR THE G-400 - FILE 14 0099 
1 / /,,--------------------------------------------------------------------0100 
1 //r.______ UNIT 14- F-389 DATA FOR G-400 - HARMONICS V_I.- FDRMATTED 0101 
- - r- 77*·=-=-"'-=-=·=--=-=;;-';·~·-=-=·;;:-=-~'-~-;;-;;-;;::..;;-~-.;;;:-=;..:-::...;;:;;:"=-';;:;;'-';;'---=--=':;;';;-;'-0102 
20 1 //FT14F001 00 DSN=&&FILE14.UNIT=VWORK.SPACE=(TRK.(20.101,. 0103 
1 /1 DCB=( RECFM=FB. LRECL=80 .BLKSIZE=19040 I. 0104 
1 // DISP=INEII.DELETEI 010S 
---.~.tW_.~ ........ &1~II:~~.Io:~~~-.:;;-.... :=;._--= .. ~_._.~-=:-~.-... -:O-.-.-=;;;~-~;':';=;';;;;'''';';;;'O106 
1 /* <=== END OF JCL CONTROL CARDS ' 0107 
1 / /,,---------------------------------------------------------------------0108 
:'1 1 // 0109 
Figure A4. Concluded. 
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* IJOB 
* INOSEQ 
VIBITL,T1400,CM300000. 
USER,-------. 
CHARGE,------,LRC. 
RFL(300000) 
GET,FILE3. 
GET,FILE4. 
GET,FILE5X. 
GET,FILE6. 
GET,FILE7. 
FTNII=FILE3,R=O,L=TAPEIO,B=VIBGO,A) 
FTNII=FILE4,R=O,L=TAPEll,B=VIBlGO,A) 
FTNII=FILE5X,R:O,L=TAPE12,B=VIB2GO,A) 
FTNII=FILE6,R=O,L=TAPE13,B=VIB3GO,A) 
FTNII=FILE7,R=O,L=TAPE14,B=VIB4GO,A) 
REPLACEIVIBGO) 
REPLACEIVIBIGO) 
REPLACEIVIB2GO) 
REPLACEIVIB3GO) 
REPLACEIVIB4GO) 
ATTACHCALTMLIB/UN=LIBRARY) 
SEGLOADCB=VIBABS) 
LDSETCLIB=ALTMLIB,PRESET=ZERO,MAP=SBEX/LMAP) 
LOADCVIBGO) 
LOADCVIBIGO) 
LOADCVIB2GO) 
LOADCVIB3GO) 
LOADCVIB4GO) 
NOGO. 
REPLACECVIBABS) 
DAYF I LE·, JCL OUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACECTAPEIO=FORT3) 
REPLACECTAPEll=FORT4) 
REPLACECTAPE12=FORT5X) 
REPLACECTAPE13=FORT6) 
REPLACECTAPE14=FORT7) 
REPLACE,LMAP. 
EXIT. 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACECTAPEIO=FORT3) 
REPLACEITAPEll=FORT4) 
REPLACEITAPE12=FORT5X) 
REPLACEITAPE13=FORT6) 
REPLACECTAPE14=FORT7) 
REPLACE,LMAP. 
* IEOR 
FIGURE A5. CDC JCL FOR INSTALLATION OF THE G400/F3S9 PROGRAM. 
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F389PG GLOBAL BETDAT,BLKDAT,BLOCK1,CONST1,CONST2,CONST3,CONTRL-SAVE 
F389PG GLOBAL CWAKES,GRPL,LAFDAT,PSIVAR,STOPIT,TEMPST,XAFDAT-SAVE 
G400PG GLOBAL ADERIV,BLDDOF,BLOCK,BLSTRS,CBRVAR,CLDMTB,DATALV-SAVE 
G400PG GLOBAL DATEET,DOFVAR,DSltlTS,FLXBTC,GLAURT,HARRAY,HRMINF-SAVE 
G400PG GLOBAL IMISC1,IMPDAT,INRTHB,IOF389,LINEAR,MISC1,MISC2-SAVE 
G400PG GLOBAL MISC3,MISC4,MISC5,NVDAMP,PNDULM,PNDVAR,SItlTS-SAVE 
G400PG GLOBAL SPNVAR,TRIM,TRtlSNT,TTBNDG-SAVE 
SUB TREE F389PG-(SECONE,SECTWO,SECTRE-(SECFOR,SECFIV» 
TREE VIBIT-(G400PG-(NIAM,MOTION),SUB) 
END VIBIT 
* IEOF 
* For card images operation: 
1. delete IJOB and ItlOSEQ instructions (first 2 ~ards). 
2. replace IEOR with a 6/7/8 multiple punch card. 
3. replace IEOF with a 6/7/3/9 multiple punch card. 
FIGURE AS. CONCLUDED. 
* IJOB 
* ItlOSEQ 
VIBRUN,T1400,CM300000. 
USER,--.,.----. 
CHARGE,------.LRC. 
RFL(300000) 
GET,VIBABS. 
GET~~APE5=G400R3. 
GET,TAPE15=F2 9WAB2 
VIBABS,TAPE5. 
DAYFIL~,JCLOUT. 
REPLAC~,JCLOUT. 
REPLACECOUTPUT=OUTVIB) 
<==== HARMOtlICS OF FUSELAGE INDUCED 
VELOCITI~S FROM WABAT PROGRAM 
REPLACEITAPE'll=G400M3) <==== HIPEDANCE MATRICES STORED INUtlIT 11 
EXIT • 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACECOUTPUT=OUTVIB) 
REPLACECTAPEll=G400M3) 
DHD(200) 
* IEOF 
* For card images operation: 
1. delete IJOB and ItlOSEQ instructions (first 2 cards). 
2. replace IEOF with a 6/7/8/9 multiple punch card. 
FIGURE A6. CDC JCL FOR EXECUTION OF THE G400/F389 PROGRAM. 
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Segment 
Nwnber 
1 
2 
3 
4 
. . 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE A.l. G400/F389 SEGMENTATION STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION 
Leading 
Routine Segment Description 
VIBIT 
G400PG 
NIAM 
. MOTION 
F389PG 
SECONE 
SECTWO 
SECTRE 
SECFOR 
SECFIV 
ContL-ofs ex~cution of the uncoupled and' coupled program versions. 
Controls execution of the G400·program. Reads and writes airfoil data and 
initializes variables. 
Reads and prints input data for blade characteristics, . mode shapes, and vari-
able inflow, forms various papameters, sets up deflection arrays, and calcul-
ates pitch coupling terms. 
Initializes variables, sets up data for hub motion and pendulum absorbers, 
calculates trim required quantities, solves for the time history response, 
cillculates rotor performance, blade stresses, and hub loads, and performs 
harmonic analysis of final results . 
Controls execution of the F389 program. Initializes the loader vector. 
Reads and prints input loader data. 
Reads airfoil data, calculates rotor attitude, blade flapping, and blade coordi-
nates, sets up wake model, calculates aerodynamic parameters, reads axial 
velocities, and prints out intermediate results. 
Controls input of the wake geometry and solution of the rotor induced velocity 
field. 
Sets up the rotor wake geometry. 
Solves for.the·rotor induced velocity field and provides output of the cir-
culations and the variable inflow velocities and harmonics .. 
--
I-' 
\0 
\0 
~ile 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
11 
13 
14 
15 
16 
23 
24 
25 
26 
F389 
Node 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
G400 
Mode 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
G400/F389 
Mode 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x. 
x 
x 
x 
TABLE A.2. G400/F389 INPUT/OUTPUT FILES 
Description of Input/Output Files 
1. G400 output of ini tial condi tions if loc 76 = 0 
2. G400 output of blade and airfoil data and axial velocities 
for F389 
Temporary storage of circulation solution geometric influence 
coefficients in block form 
Temporary storage of intermediate solution quantities 
Standard read file 
standard write file 
Standard punch file - F389 output of variable inflow 
G400 save unit for rotor impedance matrix and force vector 
G400 save unit for axial velocities transmitted to F389 program 
F389 save unit for variable inflow transmitted to 6400 program 
F389 input of induced velocities from the WABAT program 
G400 save unit for blade data transmitted to F389 program 
G400 save unit for linearized airfoil data transmitted to F389 
program 
G400 loader data storage for coupled operation 
F389 leader data storage for coupled operation 
G400 output of initial conditions if loc 76 = 1 or 2. 
Initial conditions are read from unit 26 only if loc 76 2 
~ 
IV 
o 
o 
File 
No. 
28 
29 
30 
F389 G400 
Mode Mode 
X 
X 
X 
TABLE A.2.CONCLUDED. 
G400/F389 
Mode Description of Input/Output Files 
X Temporary storage of circulation solution geometric influence 
coefficients 
X Temporary storage of far field geometric influence coefficients 
X storage of wake coordinates 
.-
N 
o 
I-l 
Data 
Block 
TABLE A.3. G400/F389 INPUT OUTLINE FOR TWO CYCLES 
Program 
G400 or F389 , Input Description 
1 G400 and,F389 Load N in 12 format for all runs: 
N = -2. - run F389 alone 
N = -1,0. - run G400alone 
___________________________ ~ ___ !~_: __ ~~~_~_~~~!~~_~f_g~QQi£~~~ _______________ _ 
2 G400 
3 F389 
4 G400 
5 F389 
6 'G400. 
G400'program input data for: 
a) airfoil characteristics 
b) blade data 
c) mode shapes 
d) variable inflow (if desired) 
Data stored in unit 24. 
F389 program input data. Data stored in unit 25. 
For the 2nd pass on the G400 program, o~ly new or 
revised locations need to be loaded. The G400 data 
of block 2 above are sto~ed in unit 24 and read in 
subsequent calls to G400. 
If more than one cycle is requested, then only new 
or revised locations need to be 'loaded for the 2nd 
pa~s on the F389 ~rbgram. The F389 data of block 3 
above are stored in unit 25.' , 
This is the 3rd pass on' the G400 program for 2 or 
more cycles. These data ,could be the ,same as that of 
block 4 above. Rep'eat data blocks 5' and 6 for more 
,cycles. . 
~ 
· APPENDIX B: E927 PROGRAM 
B.1 PROGRAM EXECUTION 
A brief description of the Rotor Aeroelastic Stability Analysis 
(Program E927) is provided in section 5.2 of this report. The 
instructions for executing the E927 program are provided in 
Reference 5. For this contract, location 110, which controls the 
coupling of the rotor matrices with the bifilar analysis, is· not 
applicable. The input value is ignored in the revised program 
logic. . . 
The IBM job· control language (JCL) needed to execute the E927 
program is presented in Figure B1. Unit 10 is used to store the 
rotor matrices· (mass, damping, and stiffness), as indicat~d by the 
control card no. 8. . 
A typical input case is shown in Appendix J. The generated:output 
is presented in Appenqix K. The rotor matrices printed· out at the 
end· of the case are stored in unit 10 and are used subsequently in 
the execution of the Base Program (SIMVIB). Case i2 from Table 13 
employs the .rotor matrices from this sampie run.·· . 
B.2 CDC PROGRAM INSTALLATION AND OPERATION 
This section provides the Job Control Language (JCL). for the 
installation and operation of the G400/F389 program on the NASA-
.Langley CDC NOS computer facility. The installation.and operation 
procedures are based on protocol and system library facil"i ties 
associated with the NASA~Langley CDC NOS computer facility . 
. The JCL for installation of the E927 program is presented· in 
Figure B2. 
The JCL for execution of the E927 program is presented in Figure 
B3. 
The JCL instructions apply to remote job entry operation (such as 
a telephone linkup). Revisions needed to run with card images are 
indicated in Figures B2 and B3. 
202 
t 
1 IIET473RUN JOB (4045,STAL,19,IS),'CASSARINO - X735S', 
II CLASS=D,TIME=OI,MSGLEVEL=(I,O),REGION=3000K, 
II HSGCLASS=T,NOTIFY=ET473 
~******************************************************************** 
....... ...... ~** .. EXECUTIOlt OF E-9Z7 PROGRAM REVISED FOP. SIHVIB PROGRAM· 
Z 
3 
4 
5 
********************************************************************* 
IISTEPOI EXEC PGM=E90BCSVI 
IISTEPLIB DO DSH=ET473.E90BCNAS.LOAD,DISP=SHR 
~**--. ...,...,""--"'''''''--'''''''''''--'''-'''--------'''----------------------------------------
*** READ INPUT DATA FROM UNIT 5 
~**---------------------------------------------------------------------
IIFT05FOOI DO DSN=ET473.SIMVIB.DATA(E9Z7RUN),DISP=SHR 
***...,,,.-...,---,...--,...,.. .... ----------.------... ----------.. -------------_ .. _------------
*** h'RITE OUTPUT TO UNIT 6 
***-----------~---.. ------.. -----.... ---.. -----------------.. _ .. _ .. _ .. __ .. __ .... _---
IIFT06FOOl D:l SYSCUT=T 
........... - .............................. ***..., . ...,."',..,,,. ..... .,. .. ,''''''' ..... -,..,,,..'''.--- .... -----------------------------------.. --------------
*** PROGRAM USES WORK FILES S A~ID 11 
~**---------------------------------------------------------------------
6 IIFT08FOOI DO UNIT=~ORK,OISP=(NEW,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(5,1», 
.. _.1 /. ... . ..... _ .. DCB=(RECFH=VSB. LRECL=680 ,BLKSIZE=2050 I 
7 IIFTllFOOl DO lJNIT=WORK,DISP=!tIEW,DELETE),SPACE=CTRK,(l3,1l1. 
II DCB=(RECFH=VSB,LRECL=404,BLKSIZE=Z0501 
*** --------------------------------------------------------------------
. __ ............ _ ..........•......... ;f*.* .......... OUTPUT MATRICES ARE .. \o:RITTEH TO UNIT. .. 10 FOR SIHVIB PROGRAM 
*** --------------------------------------------------------------------6 IIFTI0FOOI DO DSN=ET473.E9Z70UT.DATA,DISP=(NEW.CATLG), 
II UNIT=TSO,SPACE=( TRK, (5,5) I, 
...... 11 .. _ ...... ___ . DCB:::(RECFt1=FB.LRECL=aO,BLKSIZE=31Z0) .... . 
*** --------------------------------------------------------------------
*** END OF JCL SETUP 
*** --------------------------------------------------------------------
.. _. __ .. _.......9 .... _/1. __ .......... __ ....................... _ ............................ . 
Figure BI. E927 Program IBM JCL. 
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* IJOB 
* INOSEQ 
E927LNK,TI400,CM300000. 
USER,-------. 
CHARGE,------,LRC. 
RFL(300000) 
GET, E927BF. 
GET, E927SV. 
FTN(I=E927BF,7=O,L=TAPEI,B=E9BFGO,A) 
FTN(I=E927SV,R=O,L=TAPE2,B=E9SVGO,A) 
REPLACE(E9BFGO) 
REPLACE(E9SVGO) 
ATTACH(ALTMLIB/UN=LIBRARY) 
SEGLOAD(B=ESVABS) 
LDSET(LIB=ALTMLIB,PRESET=ZERO,MAP=SBEX/LMAP) 
LO/'.D(E9BFGO) 
LOAD(E9SVGO) 
tIOGO. 
REPLACE(ESVABS) 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE(TAPEI=FORTBF) 
REPLACE(TAPE2=FORTSV) 
REP LACE, Lt-1AP. 
EXIT . 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE(TAPEI=FORTBF) 
REPLACE(TAPE2=FORTSV) 
RE PLACE, Lt'lAP . 
'* IEOR 
SHAKIT GLOBAL DYNINP,INEIGN,II1EIG,EOF6,PRNTSW,TMDS,NIMIC,LAGDAM 
TREE SHAKIT - (P R EL 11'1, DYtlMAT , AERf1AT, E I GEIl) 
END SHAKIT 
'* IEOF 
'* For card images operation: 
1. delete IJOB and INOSEQ instructions (first 2 cards). 
2. replace IEOR with a 6/7/8 multiple punch card. 
3. replace IEOF with a 6/7/8/9 multiple punch card. 
FIGURE 82. CDC JCL FOR INSTALLATION OF THE E927 PROGRAf1. 
· I 
1 ~ ""'-- ,'1 
" ) 
, . 
'IE ;JOB 
'IE IIIOSEQ 
E927RUII,T1400,CM300000. 
USER'-------. 
CHA~GE,------,LRC. 
R F L< 300000 ) 
GET,E5VABS. 
GET,TAPE5=E927R1. 
ESVABS,TAPE5. 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE(TAPE6=E927PUT) 
REPLACE(TAPEIO=E927MAT) 
EXIT • 
DAYFILE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE,JCLOUT. 
REPLACE1TAPE6=E9270UT) 
REPLAtE(TAPE10=E927MAT) 
D~lD(200) 
'IE IEOF 
,J ' 
'IE For card im~ges operation: 
.-
" ")'" 
<=:= ROTOR & HUB MATRICES STORED IN UIIIT 10 
.1. delete IJOB and INOSEQ instructions (first 2 cards). 
2. r~place IEOF with a~ 6/7/8/9 multiple punch card. 
FIGURE B3. CDC JCL FOR EXECUTIOII OF THE E927 PROGRAM. 
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